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slur" a). 1s) Thursda) Afternoon, No% ember 29, 1979
er ra y L ti eager & Times
SNOW! — Locally it hasn't been a winter) wonderland as the first snowfall of the season started Wednesday with molesnow coming this morning. There has been no acctunulation although this car had some. The weather reports ha', t- in-dicated continued cold temperatures throughout the weekend v,ith a warming trend beginning Sunday or monda)
Starting At 8:30 a.m.
Carter Wants Americans
'Determined But. Patient'
By ROBERT B. CULLEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter says he cannot set a deadline for
the release of 49 American hostages by
Iran and he's asking the American
people to be determined but patient.
"Excessive threats" of military
action could cause the death of the
hostages, a calm, deliberate Carter
said in a nationally broadcast news
conference Wednesday night.
The president's position won nearly
unanimous congressional backing,
despite some sentiment in favor of
setting a deadline in the event peaceful
means are exhausted.
"It would not be possible or even
advisable for me to set a deadline about
when or if I would take certain action,"
Carter said. "I never forget for one
moment that I'm awake about the
hostages whose lives and safety depend
on me."
Carter refused to discuss the military
options he is considering. "I'm
determined to do the best! can, through
diplomatic means and through peaceful
MSULehighr 'tickets 5To Be Available Friday
Tickets for-the Murray State-Lehigh
National Collegiate Athletic
Association tNCAAi, Class 1-AA
Division playoff football game at Roy
Stewart Stadium Saturday, Dec. 8, will
be available for pickup Friday, Nov. 30,
at 8:30 a.m.
Until new, only reservations for
tickets have been taken, pending
receipt of the tickets from a Cincinnati
printing firm.
Joe Ward, the university's director of
systems and procedures and who is
directing the ticket sales for the post-
mason flame, said the tickets could be
picked up at Room 211, the athletic
ticket office, in the stadium.
Ward went on to say that both
reserved seat and general admission
tickets are being sold. Box seat tickets
are no longer available. The reserve
seat tickets are $5 each, while the
general admission tickets are $4.
Holders of regular season tickets at
the stadium have until 4 p.m. Monday,
Dec. 3, to purchase -tickets for their
regular seats, Ward said, emphasizing
that those not picked up by that time
will be sold on a first-come, first-served
basis.
Also, Murray State students, he said,
would be permitted to purchase one
ticket per student identification card.
Student tickets are $3 each.
Complimentary tickets, he pointed
out, for a playoff game are prohibited
under NCAA regulations, and will not
be available for the Murray-Lehigh
clash.
Special press passes, bearing the
NCAA insignia, also will be issued to
and worn by the working press for the
game, he said.
Ward went on to announce that
reserved seat tickets for the game will
be placed Friday in 23 locations in 11




make it convenient for alumni and
supporters of the Racers to obtain
them. These, too, he said, will be
available Friday. The towns and the
locations of the tickets are:
Benton — Valley Building and Loan
Association, First Federal Savings and
Loan, Bank of Marshall County and
Bank of Benton.
Calvert City — First Liberty Bank of
Calvert City and Calvert Bank.
Fulton — Taylor Chevrolet, Buick
and Oldsmobile.
Henderson — Mac's Clothing Store.
aiopkinsville — First City Bank and
Trust Co., Pennyrile Citizens Bank and
Trust Co., Planters Bank and Trust Co.,
and the Murray State Veterinary
Diagnostic and Research Center.
Mayfield— Hunt's Athletic Goods Co
and The Tosh Shop.
Murray — Bank of Murray, Peoples
Bank and Dennison-Hunt Sporting
Goods.
Madisonville — Eddie Ford Sports.
Paducah — Peoples First National
Bank and Trust Co., Paducah Bank and
The Party Mart.
'Old-Fashioned Christmas
To Be Theme Of Eighth
Annual Rotary Club Parade
"An Old-Fashioned Christmas" is the












Local Scene 2, 3, 4
Opinion Page 5
Sports 7, 8, 9
Christmas Section 8 pages
variable
cloudiness
Variable cloudiness breezy and
cold with occasional snow
showers diminishing tonight.
Little if any accumulation ex-
pected. Lows tonight in the low to
mid 20s. Partly sunny and con-
tinued cold Friday. Highs in the
mid 30s.
Christmas parade to begin at 2 p.m
Saturday, Dec. 1.
Serving as grand marshal of the
parade will be Murray State Univer-
sity's Mike Gottfried, 1979 Ohio Valley
Conference football Coach of the Year.
Gottfried's wife, Mickey, and
daughters, Mindy and Marcie, will ride
with him. '
Climaxing the parade will be Santa
Claus, who is scheduled to arrive in
town by helicopter just before the
parade starts at 10th and Main Streets.
It will move eastward along Main
Street, turn right at 5th Street, and go
around three sides of the courthouse
square before moving eastward again
on Main and disbanding on the Tappan
Company's parking lot.
A number of area bands, led by the
60-member Calloway County High
School band and the 120-member
Murray Middle School band, will be
among this.year's parade units. Other
features include twirlers, queens,
Shriner clowns, Scouts, antique
automobiles and floats from local
schools and commerical organizations.
Co-chairmen of this year's parade
are Wafford Sautel and Glen Hendren
2or Per t op)
Paris, Tenn. — Corn-Austin Clothing
Store, and
Owensboro — Central Bank and Trust
Co.
means, to insure the safety of our
hostages and their release.
"Other actions which I might decide
to take would come in the future, after
those peaceful means have been
exhausted," he Said, , refusing to
elaborate.
Carter said he hoped international
pressure still might change the minds
of Iran's leaders.
He pledged that the United States
would "not submit to blackmail," and
lent no encOaragement to suggestions
that Iran might be appeased by some
kind of international tribunal to in-
vestigate alleged crimes committed by
the ousted shah during his regime.
"I don't know of any international
forum within which charges have ever
been brought against a deposed leader
who has left his country," Carter said.
He said the issue "can be pursued,"
but "it should be pursued under in-
ternational law."
The immediate domestic reaction to
Carter's news conference was positive,
both from Congress and from rival
presidential candidates.
"I have supported those steps taken
by the president, and I have every
intention to spppert these steps in the
. future SaiL.Edsviir):1
D-Mass.
"Tonight, as for the last 25 nights,
America has but one president," said
Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., a Republican
presidential candidate.
The only criticism of Carter's ap-
proach revolved around his un-
willingness to talk of deadlines.
"I think he should have preserved the
option of issuing a time deadline for the
release of the hostages," said Sen.
Richard Stone, D-Fla.
Rep. Samuel Stratton, D-N.Y., is the
leader of a group of 53 House members
who are proposing a resolution urging
the president to set a deadline after
peaceful avenues have been exhausted.
Stratton said he did not think the
president's posture conflicted with his
own. "What he said was he didn't want
to consider any military action until all
peaceful means were exhausted, and
that's exactly our position."
Outside Washington, the reaction was
similar.
In Mt. Vernon, Ohio, the 17-year-old
daughter of one of the hostages said her
family agrees "with everything he
says. We support him completely.
"We should continue to try to settle it
peacefully. We should support the
president thoroughly, not try to start a
war prematurely," said Diane Moore,
whose father, Bert Moore, is counselor
for administration at the embassy.
In Chicago, Cardinal John Cody,
a&?4.-_!±•-2.4_thabaliopsirr'7--
churches- in his diocese - be rung each
day at noon until the hostages are
released, in accordance with a White
House request.
See CARTER.
Page 16, Column 8
Thousands March In Response
To Khomeini's Call For Protests
By ALEX EFTY
Associated Press Writer
'71:HRAN, Iran t AP) — Hundreds of
thousands of Iranians, some chanting
"Islam up, Carter down!", marched in
Tehran today in response to Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's call for massive
anti-American protests on this im-
portant Moslem holy day of sacrifice
and martyrdom.
The demonstrators stayed away from
the U.S. Embassy and the 49 Americans
held hostage there.
Later in the day, the Iranian news
agency Pars reported that explosions
damaged two oil pipelines in the south-
western province of Khuzestan, where
ethnic Arab groups have been fighting
an underground war for greater
autonomy from the Khomeini regime.
The agency quoted an official source as
saying both explosions were sabotage.
Khomeini's Revolutionary Council
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foreign policy spokesman Wednesday
and replaced him with Sadegh Ghotb-
zadeh, a hard-line member of the
council, apparently dooming U.N.
Security Council efforts to ease the
U.S.-Iranian crisis.
The huge crowds in Tehran con-
verged initially around the capital's
Revolution Square, some fqur miles
from the U.S. Embassy where pro-
Khomeini militants have been holding
the hostages since Nov. 4 in a bid to get
the U.S. government to extradite the
shah.
They then marched to the towering
Shahyad monument near the airport, in
the opposite direction from the em-
bassy, about 10 miles away. Some in the
throng wore white shrouds emblazoned
in red letters with the words:
"Yankees, We Will Cut Off Your
Hands," and "We Are Ready To Die
For Islam."
Marshalls wearing lapel buttons
controlled the movements of the
hundreds of separate marching groups
— men at the front of the various
processions followed by women clad in
chadors, the traditional black veils.
Some women carried babies.
Militants with bullhorns set the tone
for the marchers.
As the crowds chanted-praise of Allah
and Khomeini, the city thundered with
"Allahu Akhbar, Khomeini Ragbar!"
- "God is Great, Khomeini is the
Leader!" and "Islam Up, Carter
Down!"
Mixed with the green flags of Islam
and religious banners, were banners
declaring "U.S. Imperialism Surrender
the Shah," "The United Nations — Tool
of the U.S. A," "Death to Carter and His
Guest" and "Iran Does Not Recognize
the Security Council Vote."
Khomeini has yet to announce
whether Ghotbzadeh will go to New
York to attend the emergency secsion
of the U.N. Security Council on the U.S.-
Iranian crisis. The session was set for
Saturday, and Beni Sadr, who wanted
to Mediate an end to the crisis, had been




The Murray Common Council is
expected to approve on the second
reading an ordinance to remove the
parking meters from the downtown
area at tonight's meeting to be held at
7:30 p.m. in the council chambers of
City Hall.
The ordinance, which is for a 90-day
trial period, will permit two-hour free
parking from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Other agenda items include two
recommendations of the budget
committee, one setting the salary for
the city clerk at 814,500 annually and
one setting the salary for the city
treasurer at 8400 annually.
A recommendation from the Murray
Planning Commission to rezone the
Parker property at 703 Main St. from P-
O, professional office, to B-3, com-
mercial building, will also confront
council members.
The final agenda item is a report and
discussion of the Model Procurement
Code, which will become effective Jan.
1, 1980.
First Brown Appointment
Atkins Expected To Be Finance Secretary
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State
Auditor George Atkins was expected to
be named by Gov.-elect John Y. Brown
Jr. today as finance secretary, the first
major appointment of the coming
Brown administration.
Atkins, whose audits often were
critical of outgoing Gov. Julian
Carroll's administration, was a
Democratic candidate for governor last
spring.
He dropped out in the final weeks of
the primary campaign to support
Brown, declaring that his own cam-
paign was practically hopeless and that
Brown offered Kentuckians the best
hope for state government. ,_.
Earlier speculation was that Atkins,
a powerful figure in Brown's 1979
Juanita U. Collins, Earl Tabers, Bobby campaigns, would become secretary of
Maiiigng,-„Amber-W _Charles Shuffett, Farouk Brown -almounCed -Wed-
Bazzell, Bobby Gene Wilson and Kathy nesday that, in the name of economy
Ann Mohler. and efficiency, he was abolishing the
Jurors have been selected for the
December term of the Calloway County
Circuit Court. Those chosen should
report at 9 a.m. Monday, Dec. 3, to the
courtroom.
The list includes: Eddie Dale
Castleberry, L. D. Warren, Glenda
Smith, Howard Koenen, Teddy Beane,
Peggy Billington, Steve Owen Chad-
wick, Hilda Grogan Hart, Joseph L.
Paschall, Bruce Allen Fogle, Peggy M.
Lassiter.
Charles M. Archer, Maurice Hum-
phrey, Wendell Allbritten, Billy
Balentine, Dorothy Ann West, Charles
Walston, Greg McReynolds, Holmes
Ellis, Darrell Mathis, Marcell Walker,
Thomas Hugh Palmer.
Carolyn June Hicks, Woodrow Rick-
man, Stanley Martin, Harold Grogan,
Jessie J. Sherman, Russell Allen
Cunningham, Aaron McConnell, Homer
Sears, Mike Holton, Roy Cothran, Van
B. McGinnis.
R. B. Marre, Harold Marvin, Eddie
Masters, Martha Alice Kemp, Scott
McNabb, Willie Farless, Reba Mae
Fain, Patricia K. Knott, Bob W. Mines,
J. T. Todd, Tom Muehleman.
Mansfield Farmer, H. T. Waldrop,.
office of cabinet secretary,
governors' regional offices.
As finance secretary, Atkins — a tall,
handsome former University of Ken-
tucky basketball player — would have
what is regarded as one of the most
powerful and sensitive posts in state
government.
Atkins, a former Hopkinsville mayor.
lives on a farm near Lawrenceburg
with his wife and three children.
Brown planned a 2 p.m. news con-
ference in Frankfort to announce an
appointment, and Atkins — though
declining to confirm that he would be
named finance secretary — says he will
be with Brown when the appointment is
made.
Brown also has taken steps to cut
down on what he has described as
unnecessary bureaucracy by
abolishing five governor's regional
4ff earl..Of The cabinet, when he becomes
governor.
The governor-elect said Wednesday
plus five at a news conference that the step
would save almost $800,0(X) annually
and is an example of the changes he
hopes to make in running a businesslike
administration.
"I intend to be secretary of the
cabinet myself," he said.
Under the secretary of cabinet
structure, nine secretaries report
through that office.
Brown said that after he takes office
Dec. 11, he will use four or five of his
key cabinet secretaries as liaison of-
ficials with other agencies.
The governor's regional branches
went under the name of the Office for
Inter-agency Relations and critics of
outgoing Gov. Julian ,Carroll charged
that they were filled by political
cronies.
There are seven employees in the
cabinet secretary's office and 20 in the
regional offices.
Talif Triirtnra'
prominent Kentucky businesaman into
the government as one of his tap adi
more related sornmunity and
development activities into one agency. exasperation and replied the questioner
' —13POWIrtniottnnect-th avoid, Vinitillter'-"Voaktiatot triLask-l`the.mothat;. then
specifics on a number of qdestions that corrected himself and said "potential
will face him soon, such as what he mother."
visers on a non-pay basis as a vice plans to do about the next biennial
chairman of the cabinet, but did not budget already drawn up for the 1980
identify him. • Legislature, whether he plans to raise
The governor-elect said that "one of gasoline taxes or license tag fees to help
the loneliest jobs is the one at the top the road fund and how much additional
and that person needs counseling on an bonding he plans for highway main-
independent basis." tenance.
Brown said he would start an-
nouncing his selections for cabinet
secretaries and department heads
Thursday by naming the new finance
secretary.
During questioning, Brown indicated
he plans more restructuring of the
state's table of organization.
For one thing, he said, he may bring
the Department of Energy into the
Development Cabinet.
Coincidentally, the governor's The last question was whether his
Economic Development Commission wife Phyllis, a former Miss America, is
Wednesday called for integration of an expectant mother.
Brown expressed good-natured
He also said he has not made up his
mind about additional money for the
arts center complex at Louisville. The
Legislature has approved more than
$300 million in bonded debt for that
purpose, but provided no funds, he said.
Brown said he has spent much of his
time the past week "tirelessly in-
terviewing" many prospects for top
state positions.
•
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Back to natural fibers
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - I read
your column about clean feet'
and shoes to eliminate foot
odors You didn't Mention
wearing cotton socks but cot-
ton socks still can be found in
some supermarkets and in
large department stores. Cot-
ton is much more absorbent
than the nylon socks that are
so common nowadays. We've
had great success by switch-
ing to cotton for my husband's
smelly- feet. I wear my
husband's cotton hose with
slacks and my athlete's foot
problem has been eliminated
DEAR READER - It
wasn't possible to discuss eve-
rything in a short column.
However, you are absolutely
right and I do discuss this
problem in The Health Letter
number 10-8, Your Feet And
How To Care For Them I am
sending a copy for your use
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
As I mentioned in The
Health Letter I'm sending
you. wool socks are also
useful, particularly in winter.
A frequent change of either
wool or cotton socks, at least
twice a day if you have a real
problem. also helps.
Nylon and our synthetic
clothes not only fail to absorb
but, if they're closely woven,
act to trap moisture which
creates body odors. Since
most of these fabrics depend
on oil as a source of the syn-
thetic perhaps we'll begin to
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
Z
FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)gr
Career responsibilities win
out over ego needs. The p.m.
provides financial op-
portunity. Trust hunchet, but
avoid wishful thinking.
TAURUS _
•-f Apr:- 20 to' Wray llikrkmalf`--
Too much introspection may
be a way of copping out. Talks
with advisers plus positive
efforts to enjoy life lead to
renewed confidence.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June.20)
Friends and family don't
mix now. Partners are sup-
portive. Act on intuition re a
home project. You'll gain
insights about a family
member.
CANCER
(June 21 W July ,n) e
Delays affect career
progress, but attend to the
work at hand. Later social life
provides welcome antidote to
a full work day;
LEO.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Advice re a project com-
plicates the decision-making
process. Positive action




Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nr
You may be ambivalent
about an intimate matter. Get
in touch with family at a
distance, make travel plans.
Act on principles.
LIBRA .ft.r1I Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -
Dwelling on the limitations
of others can only lead to
friction. Be protective of close




(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ntylir•
Don't let distractions in-
terfere with work efficiency.
Talks with close ties produce
harmony and add to con-
fidence. Take the initiative.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Those who are willing to
bring work home with them
will get the edge on com-
petition. After a slow start,
you'll make _progress.
-CAPRICORN -
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 190.1d
Family members demand
attention. Reassure them




( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Delays or complications re
travel possible. The evening
favors entertaining at home.
Friends are helpful career-
wise. Accent harmony.
PISCES
(Feb 19 to Mar. 20)
Concern about finances
dampens your morning
outlook. Later, a talk with a
close tie lifts your spirits.
Local visits are favored.
YOU BORN TODAY have
natural creative gifts and can
succeed as a writer, painter,
lecturer or teacher. Your
talent for oratory makes you
an effective spokesman for the
causes you espouse. At times,
you're inclined to fixed
opinions and can be
domineering. Temper your
judgments with what you
learn from experience about
human nature. You can
succeed in law and may be
drawn to a political career.
Don't let your awareness of
the foibles of mankind cause
you to be suspicious of others.
Birthdate of: Winston
Churchill, statesman; Efram
Zimbalist Jr., actor; and
Mark Twain, author.
"Joyride"
Desi Arnazir Robed Carradine
Anne Lockhart s Melanie Griffith
ri Amencan Internalional Relea;
see less of these and there will
be a return to natural cotton
and wool clothing which may
have some benefits.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
14-year-old grandson has
complained of pain that he
thought might be a rupture.
His mother took him to a
reputable surgeon who said he
had a varicocele. He's booked
for surgery to have this
corrected. He's 5 foot 7-and-a-
half, weighs 130 pounds and is
very active. He rollerskates,
swims, hunts, shovels snow
and enjoys athletics so natu-
rally he's rebelling at. surgery
which will require him to be
inactive for five weeks_ His
mother didn't find out too
much about the varicocele
and there's nothing in my
medical book except it does
use the word tumor. Can you
give me some more Informa-
tion? Is this surgery usually a
complete cure and is there a
chance of cancer"
DEAR READER -- A vari-
cocele can be thought of as
varicose veins in the cord to
the testicle. They can be quite
huge. The large dilated veins
tend to accumulate stagnant
blood and this does interfere
with circulation to the testicle
and can cause symptoms in
some individuals.
It can also cause sterility
and one of the successful
methods of improving the fer-
tility of a man who has a low
sperm count with a significant
varicocele is to remove it.
The temperature in the tes-
ticle is very important in
terms of producing normal
healthy sperm cells. A varico-
cele can interfere With the
normal temperature control-
through normal circulation to
the testicles. The 'reason
they're outside the body in the
first place is to help regulate
their temperature. If the testi-
cles are retained wikhin the
body. the individual will, be
sterile:
Now varicoceles don't have
a thing to do with cancer so
you can forget about that
entirely.
Many men have mild vari-
coceles that do not require
surgical correction. The deci-
sion has to be based on the




1,1(1 .stereti Louis Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton St.inley Noel of Murray 'announce the
engagement and approa,aing marriage of their daughter,
Angela Faye, to Steven I amis Rogers, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carrot Martin Rogers of Nlirray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Chandler of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Otto Noel of
Cadiz. She is a graduatt of Murray High School and is
employed at TV A's Land Between the Lakes.
Mr. Rogers is the grarkion of Mr. and Mrs..Elmo Fain and
the late Mr. and Mrs. J II. Rogers, all of Murray. He is a
graduate of Calloway C.)unty High School and is self
employed as a farmer.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Jan. 12,
1980, at 6 p.m. at the Elm i rove Baptist Church with the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins performy.-.2, the double ring ceremony. A
reception will follow in thy 'hurch fellowship hall.
All friends and relativt• are invited to attend. Only out of
town invitations will be
Ogr-041
The annual open Christ:11as musical program by the Music
Department Chorus of the lurray Woman's Club swathe held
Sunday, Dec. 2, at 3 p.m a: the club house.
Karen Bolls is the dire.:. of the chorus this year with Jean
Bennett as'overall chairn..in for the program and Ann Udd-
berg as chairman of the Department.
This is an open meetir,: the general club and the public is
invited to attend. according to Bonnie Jones, general presi-
dent.
Members of the Theta kpartment will be hostesses for the
afternoon meeting and .al hour to follow. Decorations for
the club house will bc •L Alpha and Kappa Departments.
••
;
CELEBRATES 100TH BIRTHDAY-Fred F. Scherffius, top photo. Tulsa, Okla., former
resident of Lynnville, Ky., celebrated his 100th birthday on Nov. 9. He moved to 'Tulsa in 1920
and worked as an engineer for Mid-Continent Petroleum Company until be retired in 1950.
He had 13 brothers and sisters, all deceased. Among them were Tony Scherrffius of Lynn
Grove, and Ben Scherffius and Eunice Crawford of Murray. Calloway Countians and former
residents of Calloway County who recently attended the birthday celebration of their uncle
In Tulsa are pictured, bottom photo, in front of their bus, owned by Wayne Hughes, as they
were leaving for hoax. Pictured, left to right, are Wayne Hughes, Norella Potts, Hardy
Kelso, Kenneth and Amanda Greer, Frances Kelso, Kim Bartlett, Charlie and Jeff Hughes,
Luna Greer, Jill Hughes, Billie Hall, Hattie Scherffius, and Herbert and Ruth Hughes. Also










Five Choices This Weekend!
Starts Fri.




















Jason Derk Vaughn, 725
South 9th St., Mayfield, Mrs.
Jeanette J. Hollis, 2520 Ten-
nessee St., Paducah, Mrs.
Mary Jo Newberry, Rt. 1, Box
251, Almo, Randy York, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Kathy E. Perry,
Rt. 5, Box 434-AL Murray, Hal
T. Barrow, Rt. 6, Box 356-A,
Murray, Joan Cooper, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Patricia G.
Skinner, CR Box 191, New
Concord, Mrs. Patricia C.
Hoffman, Rt. 1, Box 41,
Springville, Tenn., Mrs.
Cereta E. Lawerence, P. 0.
Box 24, Hazel, Mrs. Edna K.
Merrell, 221 North 13th St.,
Murray, Elbert L. Davis, 1008
Grove St., Paris, Tenn.,
William T. McGehee, 408k2
North 1st St., Murray, -Jim
Lewis Donelson, Rt. 6, Box
301, Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth J.
Ham, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Burma B. Fulton, 1711 Far-
mer Ave., Murray, Mrs. Icle
L Spann, Rt. 1, Hazel, Robert
Mahlon Treas. Rt. 1, Box 73,
Murray, Lomon C. McDougal,
Dill's Tr. Ct., Murray, Will J.





1, Fancy Farm, Mrs. Connie DISMISSALS
W. Norcoss, P.O. 831, Murray, James Randy Hicks, Rt. 1,
RI. s. 
BoxElizabeth 
l8  l , Mayfield,hl  
McGraw,
M r 
Box 177, Camden, Tenn., Mrs.
rs. Patricia A. Boyd, Rt. 2, Box
Ruth . A. Downey, • K7, 202, Hazel. Dawn April
Southside Manor, Murray, Boesch, Rt. 2, Murray,
Mrs. Sharon L. Burd and Baby • Haydon Scott Pendleton, 1316
Boy, Rt.' 3, -Benton, Mrs. Diuguid Dr.; Murray, Danny
„LA4iffitipe-1.11.atzektaeld-Bietty--;.....-14*-43#1/kAlt..,14.-LiA40,50...
Rt. d2a,nHazBael,b My 
Girl,
rs. Karen as Murray, John Mark Nicholas,y
Moodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
Sarah R. Maddox, Rt. 2,
Calvert City, Mrs. Eulalia
Richerson, Rt. 7 Bx. 600,
Murray, Donald 1. Burkeen,
168 Starlings, Uion Lake,
Mich., Wendy G. Normandt.
Rt. 8 Bx. 68, Murray, Mrs.
Vesta M. Bratton, 316 N.
Porter, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Virginia M. French, 505 Irvan,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Maggie L.
Dawson, Rt. 2 Bx. 258, Dover,
Tenn., Jackie D. Ellis Jr.,
Green Acre Tr. Ct. No. 13,
Murray, Lee W. Fox, 801 S.
9th, Murray, Earl L. Wiggins,
Rt. 2, Wingo, Commie E. Cain,
Rt. 1, Box 67, Almo, Mrs.





(Phyllis), Rt. 3 Bx. 212,
Murray, Walters, Baby Boy
(Kay), Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.,
Campbell, Baby Boy ( Anna
Bell). Rt. 5 Bx. 2304, Murray.
Henry C. Bannon, 1301 Wells
Blvd., Murray, Mrs. Joanne
Hodge, Rt. 1, Henry, Tenn ,
Mrs. Hobble E. Burkeen, kt
1, Dexter, Homer E. Cohtmtn,
806 North 18th St., ?Aura%
Mrs. Erma Outland, 509 South
13th St., Murray, Mrs. Alvin
Hale, Rt. I. Dexter, Clarent
Compton, 800 Hurt, Murray.






Mrs. Leah. D. Schwindel,
2011-e N. 8th. Murray,
Mrs. Cheryl J. Cates, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Patricia U.
Lampkins and Baby Boy, Rt. 1
Bit. 66A, Henry, Tenn., Mrs.
Peggy J. Taylor and Baby
Boy, Rt. 4 Bx. 64, Murray,
Mrs. Nancy C. Teckenbrock,
Rt. 1, Benton, John S. Leo, Rt.
1, Palmersville, Tenn., Jackie
Stubblefield, 819 N. 19th,
Murray, Mrs. Betty J. Miller,
1411 Sycaniore, Murray,
Ronald S. Conner, 417 S. 9th,
Murray, Mrs. Willa F. Nance,
205',2 N. 10th, Murray, Mrs.
Betty L. Irby, P. 0. Bx. 97,
Henry, Tenn., Jakie W. Leslie,
1405 Henry, Murray, Jack F.
Vinson, Rt. 5 Bx. 210, Benton,
Mrs. Stella Ragsdale, 798
Meadow Lane, Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy L. Harper..101W 
Benton, Fred Dick, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Verda H.
Happy, 1620 Loch Lomond,





Harris, Baby Girl ( Lesa ),
Rt. 1, Mayfield, Pierpoint,
Baby Boy ( Tonya I, Rt. 1, Box
A-204-B, Big 'Sandy, Tenn.,
. Darnell, Baby Boy (Gail), Rt.
9, Benton, Phillips,Baby Boy
( Lana ), Rt. 3, Benton.
Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Glenda N.
Cummings, Rt. 1, Box 368,
Murray, William E. Farrar,
1304 S. 16th St., Murray. Mrs.
Joan Canady, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Rita J. Wann, 209
Wynn St., Paris, Tenn.,
Thomas Peter Bouchox, Box
4615. Hart Hall, MSU, Murray,
The Wednesday night Youth
Groups of Grace Baptist
Church were honored with a
fellowship supper on Satur-
day, Nov. 17, at the fellowship
hall of the church. This was
sponsored by the Young Adult
2 Sunday School Class.
Decorations of
Thanksgiving adorned the
tables and were seen
throughout the room. After the
evening meal, games that had
been brought by different
families were played.
Those attending from the
Youth Groups were: Melinda
Rickman, Penny Downey.
Randy Swift, Trevor Knight.
Charles Hampton, Am)
Downey, Ricky Smith, Kyle
Evans. Anita Underhill, Barr)
Wyatt, Jeanetta Underhill.
Bryan Hale, Randy Peeler,
Michael Hale, Regina Peeler.
and Kelly Hale.
Sponsors attending were
Downey, Joyce Underhill. Nell
Evans, Hoyt and Francis
Wyatt, Don and Bonnie Hale.
Leland and Dixie Peeler, and
Don and Kaye Swift.
The next social for thse
Youth Groups will-be held in
January, sponsored by the
same Sunday School Class.
tar iritu earir • dkrilrai wins arihr
We are pleased to announce that
Teresa !Tawnier. bride-ele.Ct of Craig
Ilanlev has selected her pottery. china
and flatware from our complete bridal
registrv.
-Teresa and Craig will In; married








When you're out Christmas shopping,
treat yourself to a slice
of our famous Hot Fudge Cake.
You'll love it, especially with a
piping hot cup of Jerry's coffee.
Offer expires December 31, 1979.
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North Fork News--
Adam Jenkins Celebrates First
Birthday; Guests Are In Homes
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Nov. 1, 1979
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wy att of Nashville, Tenn., last
weekend and attended ser-
vices at the First Baptist
Church there to hear the Rev.
1)r. H. F. Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Flet-
cher visited Mr. and Mrs.
Evon Fletcher last Sunday. .
Mrs. Bertie . Jenkins and
Mrs. Glynn Orr spent Wed-
nesday with Mrs. Jessie
Paschall.
Mrs. Terry Sills of Paducah
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs: Howard
Morris visited Mrs. Jessie
Paschall on Thursday.
Mrs. Carlie B. Paschall is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Hester
Cunningham of St. Louis, Mo.,
for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd
visited Mrs. Jessie Paschall
on Saturday.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson and Mrs.
Frances Deering attended
services at the Hazel Baptist
Church with Clerris Wilson on
Sunday. Then Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson and Lavettia, along
with them, went out for dinner
and in the afternoon drove to
Martin, Tenn., to attend a
program where Lavettia is in
school.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr




At II inter Home -
Mrs. C. C. Lowry presented
the program at the Nov. 13th
meeting of the Bessie Tucker
Circle of the First United
Methodist niurch held at 9:30
a.fit. at the home of Mrs. John
Winter on Kentucky Lake.
• 'Gratitude—A Door Opens"
was the theme of the program
by Mrs. Lowry who read the
prayer of the Pilgrims in 1623.
She said "relationships are
what life is all about, and let
us show our appreciation
especially at this season in-
stead of taking for granted."
She closed with prayer.
Pledge cards were given to
:he eight members present
.vho were served refresh-
nents by Mrs. Winter. .
v •
Vandyke on Saturday.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited Mr.
and hip. Maburn Key on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Jackson and Mrs. Linie
Delaney of Gleason, Tenn.,
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
Sunday. Other visitors were
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
and Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. GaYlon H.
Morris, Michelle and Mary
Grace, visited Mrs. Jessie
Paschall Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Milford
Orr this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and son, Adam, were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Jenkins on Sunday.
Little Adam was one year old
that day, Nov. 4. That same
afternoon Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Kenny, Mr. and
Mrs. • Ralph Doyle, Mr. arid
Mrs. Richard Ball, Mr. and
Mrs. Milford Orr, and Mrs.
Ruth Dixon were at the
Tommy Jenkins' home to
-West Fork Women
Hold Study; Meet
Planned On Dec. 6
"Facts Abolit European
Baptists At Work In A
Federation" was the subject
of the program presented at
the meeting of the West Fork
Baptist Church WMU held_
fellowship hall.
Each member present took
part in the discussion with
M. Donis Greer giving the
Call to Prayer, and Mrs.
James Byrns and Mrs. Lois
Dixon leading in prayers.
Those present were Mrs.
Greer, Mrs. Byrns, Mrs.
Dixon, LaRue Sledd, Ann
Nance, Violet Johnson, Gladys
Cupton, Martha Butterworth,
Elaine Collins, Beverly
Carter, and Margery West,
the latter a new member.
The women will meet
Thursday, Dec. 6, at 8 a.m. at
the church, parsonage for a
breakfast in observance of the
Week of Prayer for Foreign
Missions with Beverly Carter,
wife of the pastor, the Rev.
Wayne Carter, as hostess.
iMø- tUia-•..se.Iq0$r pottelpg 
celebrate Adam's first .qir-
thday. Birthday cake and ice
cream were served.
Mrs. Ruby Owen spent the
weekend with Mrs. Lillian
Veasey of Paris, Tenn., and
attended services at the
Maplewood Baptist Church to
hear the Rev. Paul Veasey.
Mrs. Danial Paschall visited
Mrs. Jessie Paschall on
Tuesday.
Mrs. Sadie Bucy was in
Paducah on Monday for a
checkup on her knee after
surgery. She is improving.
Enroute home she and Mrs.
James Grooms who took her





About 60 gifts for shutins
.and senior citizens in the
community will. be given
during the coming holiday
season by the Independence
United Methodist Church
Women, according to action
taken at the meeting held Nov.
8 at the church.
Inez Hopkins, president of
the UMW, presided. The
women also made a donation
to the Crippled Children's
Telethon.
"Thanks Be To God" was
the subject of the program led
Mrs Hopkins who_gave
OPEN HOUSE will be held Saturday, Dee. 1, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Granny's Gift Shop,
a gift and craft shop now open at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens office at 106
North Fourth Street, Murray. This is a non-profit shop with proceeds of sales going back to
the individuals upon the sale of their articles. Looking at the many items at the shop are











member to read and explain.
Lori Burkeen played a piano
solo, "Tell It To Jesus." •
New UMW 'officers for 1980
installed by the pastor, the
Rev. Coy Garrett, at the












The women will sponsor a
church wide Christmas supper
and program on Sunday night,
Dee. 16. at the church.
-- By- Abigail Van Buren
1979 • t, : , „News Sy,C1 ic
.11EAR ABBY: While. shopping in a supermarket recently,
I. observed-an elderly.-nwe iooking, neatly dressed man
pushing a shopping cart in ‘+hich there were a few items.
Then I saw him slip a Jr' Ice of frankfurtePs-into his coat
pocket!
/ went over to hirn'and quicny said, "I wouldn't do that if I
were you." Ile did not rf•sloorui. so I repeated the statement.
He then took the frankturivr*—frotit his pocket and played
them in his shopping cart and said, "Thank you."
Before leaving him, I said. It wouldn't have been worth
it.
When I told my family ahu this. I receiVed mixed reac-
tions. One said, "You shot,i.1 have reported him to the
management." _
Another said.-"Why try. to play policeman'? You should
have looked the other way and minded your own business.
The poor man probably went lo bed hungry that night."
Another said. "You took a:; awful chance. He could have
pulled a knife'on you!"
One of my children thought I did the right thing, but sug-
gested I should have ofiereo to give the man the money for
the frankfurters.



































































DEAR ANOTHER: I think you raised a wise and compas-
sionate child.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 14 ear old girl who's in love with a
17-yearold guy. He doesn't io‘c me, or even like me as a
friend, but we kissed in his ear once before he found out how
old I was.
We go to the same chlirefi znicl he sits behind me.
Sometimes I catch him lookinu at me. but when I look back
he turns his head the other ‘s0.
He told his best friend that hi would take me out ill were
a little older.
I've tried every way I kits to get him to ask me out,
but nothing seems to work. I really love him, Abby. and
want him to love me, too. Picase help me.
LOVESICK IN LOCKPORT
DEAR LOVESICK: Your feelings are normal and natural
for a 14-year-old. You won't always be "too young" for him.
but if you don't quit chasing him, you might be too pushy for
him. Be patient. honey. Time is on your side.
DEAR ABBY: My best friend is getting married soon and
I will be her maid of honor. M) parents are invited to the
wedding.
J—\
My Aunt Ingrid and Uncle lingo have also been invited to
he wedding. The problem is, my parents and this aunt and
uncle had a falling out a ft's ) ears ago and aren't on speak-
ing terms.
Should my mother mention to the bride's mother that she
would prefer not to be sealed at the same table with Aunt_
Ingrid and Uncle Hugo? Should I say something to the
bride? Or should nothing he said at all?
PERPLEXED IN MINNESOTA
DEAR PERPLEX ED: Nothing should be said. Weddings
are a time for joy and merrymaking. All past grievances
should be checked at the door. the guests should sit where
the hostess has seated them. and try to behave in an adult
and civilized manner.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WORRIED IN RO(KFORD,
ILL": Don't worry about what to tell people. Your friends
won't .i4,ind your enemies won't believe you anyway.
Getting m rried? hether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple dolour-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a LovelyWedding."
Send SI and • long, stamped 128 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 LaNlo Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
Che' rr
if IS Wait pietisiiretutu
It" announce Ingela
S's/. bridelelect'of Steve









assistant professor of music at
Murray State University, was
the guest soloist at the Nov.
sixth meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held at the club
house.: She sang- sevveral
selections from light opera or
8perettas and was ac-
companied by Marie Taylor,
assistant professor of music at
MSC. Hostesses were Louise
Swann, Enid Sanders, Lema
Warren, Mavis McCamish,
and Laurine Andrus. The
department will meet
Tuesday. Dec. 4, at 7 p.m. at
the club house with Euple
Ward, Executive Director of
the Need Line Service in
Murray, as the speaker. Mary
Lou Lassiter, Evelyn
Allbritten, Nell Hendon, and




With Shower it Meet
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met on Nov.
15 at the Ellis Center. A baby
shower for Pam Thornton was
the highlight of the evening.
Service chairman, Joyce
Thomas, reported on the
success of the on-going con-
tributions of magazines to the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
Mrs. Thomas said that
donations of cookies for the
Story Hour at the library was
still going well. Each meeting,
four girls were assigned to
donate fifty cookies to the
Library. so the children can
have refreshments at Story
Hour.
Barbara Williams,
Play To Be Monday president, gave a report on the. Santa Pictures at Sears. 'This
it Ken lake Center has been a regular ways and
means project for, the last
*several years.
Refreshments were served
by Linda Cochran and Joyce
Thomas to the following
members: Linda Knight, Lois
Ruiz, Wanda Morris, Laurie
Rollins, Debbie Lyons, Glenda
Wilson, Mary Graves, Vicky





Pam Thornton, and Debbie
Villaflor.
For the Nov. 1st meeting,
members went to -Gene and
Jo's Flowers for a demon-
stration on flower arranging




The Ladies Winter Tennis
Group will meet Monday, Dec.
3, at 9:30 a.m. at the Murray
High School Tennis Courts to
go to the Kenlake Tennis
Center to play at 10 a.m.








Edwards, Janna Hughes, and
Carol Boaz.
Persons needing a sub-
stitute may call Penny Cap-
pock or Lynn Stout.
CLOSING FOR THE
SEASON SPECIALS
This Friday, Saturday 8t Sunday
Fresh Ky., Lake Catfish
Fiddler Catfish
Haddock Boneless Filets,
RICE REDUCED ON A NUMBER 0
OTHER ITEMS FROM OUR MENU
KENTUCKY LAKE
LODGE RESTAURANT







Bright's makes ir easy to yet all dressed up
8 ready to go Soft ond satiny blouses with
touches of lace ond aPplique ore great, and
there are the rich crystal pleat fronts arid
lures wet 1001,S '100 See thern In brilliant
red blue and fuchsia as well as lukurious
white cream and block Sizes 5 thin, 13
priced of 18 00 to 32 00
Foshirin pants wiif.ttert on the eyes while
they tutn away the cold winter orr
Gobordmes, wool flannels, and polyester
orlon flannels come in vanilla, navy, brown
plum grey wine and black Some hove
smart pencil pleats while others feature
basic tab waist They ore all very smart
fashion ideas at 24 00 to 34 00 in sizes 5
thru 13
MOM OPEN SUNDAYSI to 5 PAL
SWEATER SALE
Choose from pullovers cardigans cowls Vee & crew necks on
great solids stripes cmd novelty tweeds See veloUrS"
acrylics wool blends and boucle knots. Regularly priced from
18 00 to 34 00
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 Events For Community Calendar
Thursday. Nov. 29
Reservations for the winter
banquet of the Oaks Country
Clu for Dec. 1 should be made
today with Mrs. Mike
Nt,IT gall, 753-6112.
Intercollegiate Rodeo,
sponsored by the Murray
State University Rodeo Team,
will open at 7:30 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center,
College Farm Road. For in-
formation call Rick Brown,
7534890.
Concert by the Murray State
University Madrigal Singers
will be at 8:15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
•Center, MSU.
Local Chapter of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary will meet at 7 p.m.




Christmas luncheon by the
ladies of the Oaks Country
Club for Dec. 5 should be made
by today with Joyce Thomas,
753-9442.-
Murray Band Boosters will
have a booth to sell Wisconsin
cheese and sausage at the
downtown branch of the
Peoples Bank from 10 a .in. to 4
p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at the Hazel
Community Center from tO
a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch at
.11:45 a.m.
Second night Of Inter-
collegiate Rodeo, sponsored
by Murray State Rodeo Teant,
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center.
Jazz. concert featuring
Spyro Gyra and Usof Latoof
will be held at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University. Advance tickets
are $3 for students and 95 for
general public, and at door
will be $4 for students and 96
for general public.
Student exhibitions in
painting by Susan Riley
Ralph, Farmington, and Gary
D. Lopiccolo, Bellbrook, Ohio,
will open at the Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, and will
continue through Dec. 12. This
is free and open to the public.
Saturday, Dec. 1 -
Special painting day for
volunteers will be at the First
Baptist Church Educational
Building at 8 a.m. Each one
should bring painting
'equipment. -
The annual Rotary Club
Christmas Parade will beheld
at 2 p.m. with the starting
place to be at 10th and Main
Streets proceeding to the
downtown area.
Chestnut Grove AME
Church, Hazel, will serve food
starting at 12 noon at the
church.
Reception for Ruth Oluokun
and her daughters will be held
from 2 to 5 p.m. in the parlor of
the First Baptist Church. All
friends of the Oluokun family
are invited.
Saturday, Dec. 1
Granny's Gift Shop at the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Office, 106
North Fourth Street, Murray,
will have open house from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. The public is
invited to attend.
Workshop for Elementary
Piano Students, sponsored by
Kentucky Music Teachers
Association and the Murray.
Music Teachers Association,
will be held at Murray State
University. For information
call Susan McKeever, 753-
0485.
Square and round dancing
will be held dt T: 30_, p.m. at the
Woodmen of °The World
building.
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call! 437-4229. ,
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. -
Third and final night of the
Intercollegiate Rodeo,
sponsored by Murray State
Rodeo Team, will be held at
7:30 p.m. at the West Ken-
tucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center.
Household shower for
Harlan and Vera Bowden
whose home and contents
were destroyed by fire will be




Women's Society will sponsor
a Christmas dinner in Rooms
226 to 228, Roy Stewart
Stadium, MSU, at 6:30 p.m.
Dessert open homes will
follow with hostesses an-
nounced at the dinner.
Oaks Country Club will have
its winter banquet at 6 p.m. at
the University Branch of the
Bank of Murray. Reservations
should be made by Nov. 29 by
calling Mrs. Mike Morgan.
Murray Band Boosters will
have a booth at the downtown
branch of the Peoples Bank to
sell Wisconsin cheese and
sausage from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Sunday, Dec. 2
Open meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club featuring the
Chorus of the Music Depar-
tment will be held at 3 p.m. at
the club house. The public is
invited to attend.
Annual Christmas Open
House will be held from Ito 5
p.m. at the Murray Art Guild,
103 North Sixth Street,
Murray.
Chorus and Choir of Murray
State University, conducted
by Robert K. Baer, will
perform at 5 p.m. in the
Recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts
Center, MSU.
Invitational Road Relay,
sponsored by Murray State
University, will begin at 10
a.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Oak Grove Baptist Women
Meet At The Grooms' Home
Baptist Women of the Oak
Grove Church met in the home
of Youlonda Grooms on Nov.
19 with Delpha Taylor,
president, presiding.
Sara Bagwell was in charge
of the "Calendar of Prayer."
Freda Humphreys gave the
lesson on "There Is No
Looking on for Christian
Women."
The Bible Study was on
"God So Loved the World."
Taking part in the program
were Jane Morton, Pauline
Story, Delpha Taylor,
Youlonda Grooms, and Hilda
Evitts.
• The December meeting will
WOODARD TWINS
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Dale
Woodard of Camden, Tenn.,
announce the birth of twins—a
baby girl, Jennifer Lynn,
weighing six pounds, and a
baby boy, Donald Ray,
weighing four pounds—horn on
Thursday, Nov. 22, at Hun-
tingdon, Tend.
The mother is the former
Peggy Minnes of Manleyville,
Tenn Maternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Robert
"brines of Manleyville, Tenn.,.
and paternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Tyler of Puryear, Tenn.
be on Monday, Dec. 3 at 7 p.m.
in the home of Sara Bagwell in
observance of week of Prayer
for Foreign Missions. At this
time Secret Pall will be
revealed and names will be
drawn for next year.
On Wednesday night, Dec. 5
Bro. Joe Bagwell will teach
the lesson for this date at the
church.
Refreshments were served
by the hostess. The women
prepared fruit plates for
Senior Members of the
Church.
Orr Home Is Scene
Of Prudye Adams
Circle Meeting
The Prudye Adams Cirqle of
the Hazel Baptist Church
WMU met Nov. 15 at the home
of Mrs. Hafford Orr.
Mrs. Iva Brandon was in
charge of the program on the
subject, "God So Loved The
World."
- Those taking part in the
program were: Elizabeth Orr,




Mrs. Orr served refresh-
ments to the 10 members
present. •
. Sunday, Dee. 2
String Project Concert for
young string players between
the ages of 3 and 15 will be at
230 p.m. in the Recital Hall,
Fine -Arts Annex, Murray
State University. There is no




Discussion Group will meet at
7 p.m, at the Calloway Public
I abrary. Note change in date.
Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church Women will




will meet at 12 noon at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. at
the homer of Sara Bagwell. -
Monday, Dec. 3
Chapter M of P. E. U.
Sisterhood will meet at 7 Xi
p.m. at the home of Irma 1 a
Follettee with the "stitching
and stirring sale" planned.
Coldwater United Methoch•t
Church Women are scheduliA
to meet at 7 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons Is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.11 L
at the lodge hall.
Bethany Group of First
Baptist Church will meet at 12
noon at the Fellowship Hall f
the church.
Singles Unlimited will hax
a potluck supper at 6:15 p.m.
at the social hall of the Fir•t
United Methodist Church.
Dessert will be furnished, but
each should bring a dish
food and a Christmas wrapped
white elephant gift.
Parents Anonymous w :II
meet at 7:15 p.m. For In-
formation call 759-4875 or 759-
1792. - -
Monday, Dec. 3
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray. -
Divorce Support Group.
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at 7 p.m.
at Ordway Hall. For in-
formation phone 762-6851.
Ladies Barbershop Har-
mony Group will meet from 7
to 8 p.m. at First Christian
Church Educational Building.
All interested women are
invited, and persons do not
have to be able to read music.
Senior Citizens Greenhouse
will be open from 10 a.m. to 12
noon. •
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Com-
munity Center.
Amusing series of film clips
will be presented by Herb
Graff at 8 p.m. in the Student
Center Auditorium. Murray
State University. This is free
and open to the public.
WELCOME WAGON New Comers Club officers installed Nov. 8 by Mary Hamilton,
hostess and installation officer, standing left, were, left to right, front row, Lois Lefler, third
vice president, Sal Wynn, president, Martha Wrablik, first vice president, back row, Lora
Arnold, corresponding secretary, LaRue Williams, recording secretary, Florence Hensley,
treasurer, and Dorothy Overbey, historian. Plans for a family Christmas party for
members only on Dec. 6 were made.
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"The March To The National
('hampionship" has been
adopted as the theme for the
playoffs between the MSU
Racers and Lehigh Saturday,
December 8.
A positive approach must be
taken if the weekend is suc-
cessful. Having something of
this nature is new to the univer-
sity and town. But, we can all
agree that it means very good
things for our community.
Both the university and town
people are feeling their way
through this opportunity. Each
day some problem comes to the
forefront and must be solved.
The university is taxed with a
maximum work-load in the day
to day operation of its pro-
grams and this is adding addi-
tional burdens. These are being
handled with efficiency and
dedication of individuals at the
university. Within the com-
munity, cooperation is being
"thown.
Three things loom as .most
important. First, filling - the
stadium to capacity and that
means ticket sales reaching
beyond anything that has ever
been done before. Each ticket
must be sold and accounted for
under the NCAA, who has full
Business Mirror
authority for the playoffs.
Thus, no free admission to
guarantee a full house. A max-
imum effort must be made if a
crowd of 16,800 greets the
television cameras of ABC. We
hope pride in the West Ken-
tucky area will insure this.
Second, placing the welcome
mat out for our visitors from
Lehigh. We need to place our
best foot forward in Murray for
our visitors and give them a
good taste of our best hospitali-
ty. At least 500 will be here and
that means thousands of dollars
to the economy. That should br-
ing a good feeling for everyone
here.
Third, win the game and take
the next step to the champion-
ship to be played in Orlando,
Florida. National television
coverage will be given to the
game after regional coverage
for the game in Murray.
It's a new experience for our
community and building excite-
meat, with Christmas and other
conflicting activities will take a
lot of hard work.
This opportunity, thanks to
MSU athletics has presented
itself. Let us work together in
harmony to make Murray the






NEW YORK (AP) — Many builders,
sellers and lenders have been telling
potential homebuyers the same thing in
the past few weeks: Your chances of
getting a mortgage are minimal
because of money problems.
But it is not necessarily so, and the
existing home resale rate could not
have sailed along at an annual rate of
3.9 million units in October if the
availability of loans had suddenly and
totally dried up.
It is true that mortgage money is
tighter since the Federal Reserve
imposed stricter credit controls on Oct.
6 and that sales are being slowed. But
the November resale rate will probably
exceed 3.5 million.
It is true also that some thrift in-
stitutions, such as savings banks and
savings associations, have almost with-
drawn from the market because they
cannot compete for savings — to relend
— with other institutions.
And it is true, too, that in more than
20 states the presence of usury ceilings
has drastically cut into the willingness
of lenders to lend. Why lend at 11
percent, they ask, when the going rate
is 13 or more?
All true, but it is also true that money
is available. From whom? From
sellers, and in rarer instances from real
estate agents.
Solid statistics are not available, but
it has become common in some areas
this year, especially of late, for sellers
to provide temporary financing in order
to keep a potential sale from dying.
Arrangements vary, but a typical
procedure is for the seller to accept a
down payment of perhaps 20 percent of
the sale price and grant a two-year loan
for the remainder at the prevailing
interest rate.
Few buyers are able to pay the entire
cost in two years, so monthly payments
are scheduled on the basis of a 20-year
or 25-year loan. The procedure leaves a
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"balloon" to be paid at the end of two
years, when it is assumed the buyer can
obtain bank financing.
Since real estate brokers also suffer
from lost sales, a small number have
themselves offered temporary finan-
cing, withdrawing savings from in-
stitutions and sometimes obtaining a
greater return on mortgages.
In some instances second mortgage
money, often at rates of 18 percent or
more in states without usury ceilings,
enters the picture, although mainly for
multifamily dwellings.
Other procedures for facilitating
sales include mortgage assumptions, in
which the buyer takes over the existing
mortgage, and installment sales, in
which the buyer agrees to periodic
lump sum payments.
In the latter case, the seller might
retain title to the property for a stated
time although in all other ways turning
the property over to the buyer. The title
is changed at an agreed upon future
date.
To some extent, sophisticated buyers
are also using options in order to
control property that they might not be
able to afford immediately, perhaps
because of financing difficulties.
The size and type of options are
determined by the two parties. In a
typical instance, a buyer seeking title to
a $70,000 property two years hence
might offer $5,000 for the right to buy. If
he does not buy, he forfeits the money.
Whatever the arrangements, they
have one thing in common: They
facilitate transactions that might not
otherwise go forward, but they add
pressure to the mortgage market a
year or two from now.
Bible Thought
And Adam and his wife hid them-
selves from the presence of the lord
God among the trees of the garden.
Genesis 3:9
Man still thinks that he an hide
from the eyes of God. There is no
place that God does not know. There
is no area hidden from His view.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
(louble-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times. BOx 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Garrott 's Galley
By M. C. Garrott
A Lifelong Dream Almost True:
Her Years Will Be 100 Tomorrow
Mrs. Winnie Scarbrough has been
looking forward to tomorrow.
The matriarch of one of Calloway's
oldest families, she was born on a farm
in Stewart County, Tenn., Nov. 30, 1879.
Rutherford B. Hayes was president of
the United States, and electricity, the
radio, airplane, automobile, television
and space. travel weren't even figments
-of the imiefsflon. - -
Since 1943, .she has lived — for the
past several years confined to her room
— in the home place of the 120-acre
farm to which she and her husband,
Walter, moved west of Murray that
year. He died in 1946 in the 40th year of
their marriage.
For the past 20 years, Mrs. Scar-
brough has been steadfast in her
determination to live to be 100 years of
age, and when she wakes up tomorrow
about 10 in the morning, as she
generally does, she will have seen the
realization of that dream.
Until about three months ago, she
was able to be up and about the house,
but now she's confined to her bed.
Three of her four daughters take 24-
hour turns every three days taking care
of her. They have been devotedly doing
this for the past five years. They are:
Mrs. Ernest (Murrell) Madrey, who
lives just across Highway 121 from her
out near the fairgrounds; Mrs. Hugh
Walenda ) Alexander, Five Points; and
Mrs. Cecil ( Alice) Like 1807 Westwood.
Her other daughter, Mrs. James Hugh
(Dorothy) Grogan, lives in Jackson-
ville, Fla. Her only son, John, lives at
1614 Magnolia.
-1-+++++
Although tomorrow is the big day,
Mrs. Scarbrough's 100th birthday
actually was celebrated a bit early last
week on Thanksgiving Day when most
of her family could be with her. All day
they came, bringing gifts ranging from
boxes of candy to a huge piece of
needlework a nephew had done and
proclaiming, "Happy 100th, Granny
Winnie." It hangs near the foot of her
bed so she can easily see it and tell
visitors about it.
All of her children were there, as well
as 10 of her 13 grandchildren and 11 of
13 great-grandchildren. A grandson,
Jerry Scarbrough, lives just across the
street from us. By the weekend, she
also had received 77 birthday cards and
a letter which she treasures. It was
from a Georgia peanut famrer, James
Earl Carter, now the 39th President of
the United States.
++++++
Perhaps the earliest thing her alert
mind can recall was the day, Sept. 19,
1885, when her youngest sister was
born. There was a big frost and a freeze
that morning, and when she and a
neighbor went to the garden for some
vegetables for the table, they found
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledgcr &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
tidividual writer in a column or
,ther article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
tieing discussed with a letter to the
cditor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue Merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic 'night be.
them frozen. That she remembered.
She has told her children many
stories of her early days and they have
carefully written them down for future
generations. She has told how her
father paid $500 for the Stewart County
farm where she was born, how he sold it
for $800 and moved to Calloway County,
where he paid- $2,800 for another one
near Fort Hyman on the Tennessee
River.
The family had lived there only a few
years before her father, hearing that
"'work was booming in Texas," sold the
place and everything he owned and
prepared to move his family to the
southwest to seek their fortune.
Before they could go, however, the
Texas work boom collapsed, and they
decided to stay in this area, settling on
a farm in Henry County, Tenn., and
located by her father after many days
searching the countryside from a buggy
seat.
Basically a carpenter by trade, her
father, she recalls, often would leave
the fields to build the coffin whenever a
'death occurred in a neighboring family.
She and her sisters would take his place
among the crops while he gave his time
in this neighborly service.
++++++
A deeply religious woman all her life,
Mrs. Scarbrough faithfully attended the
Union Grove Church of Christ nor-
thwest of town for many years before
her advanced age prevented her from
going. Then she listened regularly to
the radio services and read her Bible
daily until a severe hearing loss and a
failing eyesight prohibited her from
doing this.
For the past four years, her days
have been spent quietly in her room
++++++444*++,++++4-4-+444-14-•-4-•-•-•-•-•-44444-++-••-•-•-••-•+•-•-•-•-••
filled with pictures and mementos of
her family. She has never had a
television set.
Although she has never been in a
beauty parlor in her life, she and her
family long have taken great pride in
her full, snow-white hair. Last Sunday,
when I visited briefly with her, she had
it beautifully set, was wearing a new
robe and hari-e corsage pinned to her
pillow.
In the freezer was a gaily decorated
layer cake about the size of a throw rug.
She's all set to celebrate all over again
tomorrow, and this time it'll be official,
100 years of greatness in the eyes of her
family and all whose lives she has
touched during more than four and a
half scores of years of doing for others.
















By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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Even behind every cloud a ray of sunshine smiled when the
Holcomb Produce Company building on south side of court square
was purchased for a new city hall. Labor Day was honored with
the American Legion holding a big shindig at College Field. The
old county fair was given new life after four years furlough with a
two day meeting. The new Murray hosiery Mill president, L. Ruble
of Paducah, announced he needed 76 experienced operators to knit
a backlog order for 15,000 dozen pairs of socks: The Presbyterian
Chutch in a meeting at Princeton authorized construction of a
church in Murray. The Murray-Mavfield highway by way of Tr-
City was getting a blacktop. Elmus Beale was appointed to the
State Board of Charities and Correction. Lerman Brothers opened
their store Sept. 27, 1931. • The county court clerk did a booming
marriage license business in December.
The thinning grey line of the Confederacy in Calloway. County
were reduced to three surviving members after the deaths of J. K. P.
Wells, 89, who. died March 13, 1932. Also Alfred Cullen Thomas,
89, on April 10, 1932. The third Confederdre to lower the flag was
J. Wes Steele, 100, who died Sept. 11, 1932. Steele served under
General Forrest for two years.
Although several years had elapsed since the installation of
a sanitary sewer system in Murray, 50 per cent of the residents
maintained outdoor toilets, some within a block of court square, as
late as 1931. Dr. B. F. Berry, dentist, launched a one-man publicity
campaign to -convert the private sewer system to a municipal system.
The East Side Distilling Company, boldly displaying its identity
on a huge billboard on the two-acre still site on the east side of
the county, lettered a rule for their comp:my employees: "Always
tip your hat when passing ladies." The still operation came to an
inglorious end when Its owner, Rev. Adolph Walker, was given' a
year and a day sentence in a federal penitentiary for violation of
the prohibition' law. In Walker's plea for leniency inasmuch as he
was a born again toiler of the Lord and had been saved since his
arrest," the presiding federal Judge Shackleford scoffed at his new-




LaVaughn Latimer, Murray, placed
third in the singles event of the 10th
Annual Kentucky Woman's Bowling
Association Tournament held in Paris
and Mt. Sterling. She rolled a 673
handicap series and won $30. A team
from Johnson's Grocery, Murray,
placed fifth in the three weekend
competition.
The chorus of the Music Department
of the Murray Woman's Club, directed
by Mrs. Josiah Darnall, will present a
program at the general meeting of the
club on Dec. 1. Accompanists will be
Mrs. John C. Winter and Mrs. Richard
Farrell.
A painting, "News of the Death of
Joseph" attributed to Rubens and
owned by James C. Williams, will be
among those on display at the open
house of the Murray Art Guild.
Births reported include a girl, Carol
Marie, to Mr. and Mrs. Don K. Bailey
on Nov. 24.
The Business and Professional
Women's Club celebrated its 42nd
birthday with a dinner at the Murray
Woman's Club House with Odelle
Vance, president, presiding.
Various hunters pictured with deer
they have shot include Jerry Sheppard,
Jerry Allen, and Hess Darnell.
20 Years Ago
The first snow of the season covered
the city and county in a light mantle of
white yesterday.
Deaths reported include P. F. (Bud)
Waterfield, 93, and T. J. ( Jeff ) Miller,
84.
Mrs. G. B. Scott who has been in-
strumental in the Tuberculosis Seal
Program in Calloway County since it
was started here spoke at the meeting
of the Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. She was presented a
plaque earlier this year for her work by
the Kentucky Tuberculosis Association.
Named as superlatives of the Hazel
High School Senior. Class were Jerry.
Waters, Suzanne Curd, Terry Wilson,
Carolyn Hughes, Gerald Owen, Judy
White, Harold Craig, Margie Williams,
Billy Wilson, Patsy Hughes, James
Erwin, Doris Towery, Frank Coles,
Jimmie Knight, Jerry White, Anna
Linn, Hughes Bennett, Wanda Warren,
Michael Parker, Nancy Holmes,
Robert Clark, Evelyn Paschall, David
Lamb, and Dianna Ferguson.
A Ministrel Show by the PTA mothers
and a Style Show by the Beta Club
Fathers will he presented at New
Concord High School on Dec. 1.
30 Years Ago
Conservation minded residents of
Calloway County will hold a Forestry
Progress Celebration on Dec. 5 to mark
jointly the planting of the two millionth
treetn 
the county and the two hun-
dredth millionth tree in the Tennessee
Valley.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Rufe
McCallon and Sam Redden, 75.
Many cabins in the Tennessee Valley
Areas on Kentucky Lake will soon have
their power lines as covered by a
Jackson Purchase Rural Electric
Cooperative contract.
Tom Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Adams of Murray and student at
Murray State College, has been named
as pastor of the Spring Creek Baptist
Church.
"McClure and Wilson Used Car Lot
looks spectacular at night since the new
lights and lattice work has been in-
stalled. Looks like a carnival from a
distance," from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James C.will
The duck hunting season opened
today at noon and will continue until
Jan. 7.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 29, the 333rd
day of 1979. There are 32 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Nov. 29, 1922, archeologists an-
nounced the discovery of fabulous
treasures in the tomb of Tutankhamen
in Egypt.
On this date:
In 1929, Navy Lt. Richard Byrd
radioed that he'd made first airplane
flight over the South Pole
In 1947, the United Nations an-
aunced a plan to partition Palestine,
with Jerusalem under U.N. control.
In 1963, President Lyndon Johnson
named the Warren Commission,
headed by Chief Justice Earl Warren,
to investigate the Kennedy
assassination.
In 1977, the Soviet Union declined
Egypt's invitation to take part in in-
formal talks in Cairo to prepare for a
Geneva conference on the Middle East.
Ten years ago, Communist forces in
Vietnam eased up a four-week offensive
in which nearly 400 South Vietnamese
and 70 Americans died.
Five years ago, oilman H.L. Hunt,
one of the world's richest men, died at
the age of 85.
One year ago, President Carter
announced a limit on American arms
sales to non-allies of 0.4 billion for the
1979 fiscal year.
Today's birthdays: Skier Susan
Chaffe is 33. French politician Jacques
Chirac is 47.
Thought for today: The concessions
of the weak are the concessions of fear.
— Edmund,Burke (1729-17971
-
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Evansville Police Protest
Taking Of Hostages By
Enforcing Speed Limits
:.\ tUE. lnd. t API -
frvansx lie police are
,rotesting the taking of
American hostages at the U.S.
Ernbass in Tehran in a
program they say serves as "a
warning to all countries
throughout the world."
The Fraternal Order of
Police Lodge 73 announced
Tuesday its members are
cr:icking down on speeders to
protest the Iranian situation
and to ease American
Jependence on foreign im-
ports.
"Iran has used this present
situation to kidnap and
terrorize American citizens in
an attempt to extort sub-
mission to their •political
wishes:' says a resolution
adopted by the FOP last week.
"Let this be a warning to all
countries throughout the
world that this nation of ours
was conceived under the
principles of liberty and
justice for all, and that we will
not be intimidated or black-
mailed into sacrificing these
principals."
FOP President Kenneth
Macken said the crackdown
will begin immediately, and
will continue until the police
union's Dec. 19 meeting.
Members will then determine
its effectiveness, and decide
whether it should continue.
Macken said .the program,
designed to "malee people
aware we are being black-=
-railed- by Iranians, calls -for
-wholesale stopping of
speeder's, but not wholesale
ticketing."
"We do not intend to inflict
hardship on the public here at
Christmas time," he said.
But he added that motorists
driving as little as one mile an
hour over the speed limit
could be stopped by police.
Macken said police will
continue to ticket drivers who
commit flagrant traffic
violations, but that officers
will make judgments on the
merits of ticketing those
stopped as part of the protest.
The police union is con-
tacting the state FOP about
joining the effort. Ultimately,
he said, "we hope this
program will catch on
throughout the country."
Macken said members of
the FOP have strong feelings
about the Iranian situation.
-We hope it can resolved
other than militarily," he
said. "I don't know the whole
story. I just wouldn't want to
see the ( American hostages)
jeopardized.
-It isn't worth it, the oil isn't
worth it."
The Resolution on Iranian
Crisis adopted by the FOP
reads, in part:
"We, as members of the
FOP, will vigorously enforce
all speed laws and request
that all police officers
throughout the state and the
entire nation do the same to
-heipY-42kribinish_ the_ need _ for_
foreign oil."
THE ACES®IRA G CORN, JR.
"Form good habits --
they're as hard to break as
bad ones." -- William Feath-
er.
Today's no trump .game
was lost because of bad
habits. Declarer got a free
finesse at trick one, but he
tossed it right back because
he failed to think ahead.
Declarer won his free
finesse with dummy's spade
10 and heaved a sigh of
relief. Better to get a free
spade finesse than the
embarrassing lead of a
heart.
While celebrating his
good luck. declarer made an
automatic play at trick two.
He led a club from dummy
to establish his sure winners
in that suit. Wasn't that the
normal thing to do?
West wqn the club ace
and easily saw the only
future lay with hearts, and a
quick heart switch put the
brakes on declarer's dreams
of a 700 rubber. Declarer
ducked one round, but East
cleared the suit and later
declarer lost a diamond
finesse and three more
heart tricks to beat the hand
one trick.
It is true that declarer
could have saved his game
by choosing an end play
against East instead of
finessing in diamonds (play
off the black suit winners
and throw East on lead with
a heart). However, that play
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was far from clear.
A much better plan would
be to knock out East's entry
before knocking out the ace
of clubs. At trick two, it's
best to cross to declarer's
spade ace to take a losing
diamond finesse.
East wins, but cannot
lead hearts without giving
declarer two sure stoppers
NORTH 11-25-A
• K J 10
• A9
• A J 10 4
• J 10 9 3
WEST
• Q 8 6 3
• 87 3
• 7 6 2
• A 7 6
EAST
• 7 5 4
• K Q 6 5 2
• K 5
4 5 4 2
SOUTH
• A 9 2
• J 104
• Q 9 8 3
•KQ8
Vulnerable: North-South.
Dealer: South. The bidding:
South West North East
1 • Pass 3 • Pass
3 NT Pass Pass Pass
Opening lead Trey of
spades
And regardless of what East
leads, declarer will have
time to knock out the club
ace to score his elusive
game.
If one must lose tricks to
develop one's suits, it pays




• 7 5 4






ANSWER: Pass. North has
a minimum with heart
support. A reasonable game is
• out of reach.
• _
• Send bridge questions to The Aces,
l' 0 Box 12363 Dallas, Texas 75225,
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Owen's Food Market
Zingers!
Order Your Pit Baked Hams, B.B.O. Shoulders
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Martha White Plain or Self Rising
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LEADING SCORER Allen Mann (33) went over the top of Australia's Peter
Walsh to score two of his game-leading 19 points in Wednesday's exhibition
game here staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
Thanks To Best Ever Recruiting Year
Coach Hopes Tone Established
After Racers Whi Australians
By GENE MeCUTCHEON
Managing Editor
"Hopefully this first game
will set the tone for us,"
Murray State head basketball
coach Ron Greene said
following the Racers' 83-64
exhibition win over the
Australian National team
presently touring the U. S.
Allen Mann scored 19 points
and Gary Hooker added 17
points and 13 rebounds for
Murray State in a game in
which all 15 MSU team
members saw action.
Mont Sleets added 14 points
for Murray, a figure matched
by Australia's leading scorer,
Philip Smyth. Wayne Carroll
added 10 for Australia, which
had a three-game win streak
stopped in falling to 4-4 for its
American tour.
Mann, a 6-6 muscular for-
ward on last year's Racer
squad, is one of two starters
returning this year Who are
being joined by three other
lettermen and 10 talented
recruits.
Hooker, a 6-5 forward who
sat out a year after tran-
sferring from Mississippi
State where he ranked among
the top 15 all-time point
producers, pulled dawn 10 of
rebound& ira Lisp first,jaall_
Greene credited the team's
defense, which held the
Aussies to only 30 points in the
first half, with keeping the
Racers in the game.
"We felt if we let them out of
the chute they could be
tough," Greene " said. The
Australian team has beaten
Hampton Institute, Shepherd
College, Charleston and
Butler during its tour. in this
country which began Nov. 16.
Lindsey Gaze, coach of the
Rich University Teams Expected
To Get Richer This Cage Season
By KEN RAPPOPORT Along with this classy He is one of the greatest
AP Sports Writer Lebanon, Pa., product. Coach players ever to come out of the
Led by longtime superpower Joe Hall picked up three other state of Virginia, if not the
Kentucky, college basket- players who could start just greatest," says Sampson's
ball's rich-teams are expected about anywhere: 6-foot-7 coach at Harrisonburg High
to get richer this season in Derrick Hord of Bristol, School, Roger Bergey. When
what is generally reputed to. Tenn., 64 Charles Hurt of his weight catches up to his
be the best recruiting year in Shelbyville, Ky., and 6-3 Dirk height, I don't know his full
the history of the sport. Minniefield of Lexington. Ky. potential."
Virginia also seems to have Hord and Hurt are unselfish North Carolina Coach Dean
hit the jackpot all at once with program players who should Smith, one of many who lost
the acquisition -' of- the 'most fit nicely into Hall's total team the recruiting war for Sam-
sought-after schoolboy player concept. Minniefield was one Pson to Terry Holland,
in the country, of the country's top scholastic grandly predicts of this spell-
As preparations continue for point guards. . binding sevenfooter: "He will
Friday night's official opening • Hall's colleague at undoubtedly go on to become
of the 1979-80 season, Ken- Louisiana State UniVersity, one of the greatest college and
tucky is conceded to have had Dale Brown, reflects the Professional players of all
perhaps the best recruiting popular opinion with the ob- time."
haul in the country with four servation: "Kentucky had one Talented big men seem to be
fine prospects. of the best recruiting years in in vogue this year, with fine
The most notable of these is the history of college frontcourt prospects attending
7-foot-1 Sam Bowie, who has basketball — an unbelievable such evergreens as Ohio State,
jumped right into the Wild- year." Notre Dame and Brigham
cats' starting linpup at center. While Kentucky landed Young.
Bowie made an auspicious perhaps the best bunch, the The Buckeyes have come up
college debut with 22 points in Cavaliers recruited the Big with 6-8 Clark Kellogg, con-
the seasonjumping Hall of -One in Ralph Sampson,. a 7- sidered by some to be the best
Fame Tip-Qff Classic on Nov. foot-3 center with a world of forward prospect out of the
17 against Duke. potential. high school ranks this year.
He is said to be the best
schoolboy player ever to come
uu f the Greater ClevelandSam Bowie, Wildcats To area, as well as the best to
come out of Ohio since Jerry
Be Tournament ion:.'AttractLas repped at a schooli 
Kellogg's decision between
Ohio State and Michigan was
viewed with so much interest
in the Midwest that he finally
had to call a news conference
to announce his decision on
National ',eller of Intent Day,
April 11.
Notre Dame buttressed its
fronteourt with the addition of
6-10 Tim Andree of Bir-
minghani, Mich., and 6-7 Bill
Varner of Pittsburgh.
Greg Kite, who averaged 18
points and 15 rebounds in his
senior year at Madison High
School in Houston, will lend
his 6-foot-L1 support to BYU.
Cougar Coach Frank Arnold
sees another Western Athletic
Conference championship in
his future as a result.
Georgia, meanwhile, had
one of its best recruiting years
.in history, according to Coach
Hugh -Dirharri: The BnlMng
signed Six "top one , in-
cluding a player .Some con-
sider one of the country's test
ANCHORAGE, Alaska AP)
Alaska's premier
basketball event, the second
annual Great Alaska Shootout
collegiate basketball tour-
nament, will get under way
Friday with the Kentucky
Wildcats and 7-foot-1 fresh-
man Saila Bowie as the main,
attraction.
Bowie was just part of
Kentucky Coach Joe Hall's
outstanding recruiting haul
that included guard Dirk
Minnefield and forwards
Derrick Hord and Charles
Hurt.
Kentucky won the 1978
NCAA title but didn't Win the
Southeastern Conference last
season; going 19-12.
"Kentucky had one of the
greatest recruiting years in
the. , history of college
basketball — an unbelievable
year," said gale Brown,
coach of defending SEC
champion Louisiana State.
In the Basketball Hall of
Fame Tip-Off Classic at
Springfield, Mass., Nov. 17,
the second-ranked Wildcats •
fell to No. 3-rated Duke, 82-76,
in overtime. Bowie had 22
points in that game. Indiana
University is ranked No. 1.
The other major attraction
of this tournament, won by
North Carolina State last
season, is No. 14-rated Texas
A&M, which has all five
starters back from a 24-9 club
last season.
Two other strong entries are
Iona, 23-6 last season and
considered the best in the East
again this season, and I,amar,
23-9 last season. Lamar and
Iona made it to the NCAA
playoffs last season.
Lamar beat Detroit 9$-87 but
losk_to Michigan State,,:the
eventual ehampiotr9544T
while Iona was upended by
Pennsylvania 73-69 in its first
round game.
power forward prospects in 6-7
Dominque Wilkins of
Washington, D.C. Terry Fair
of Macon, Ga., another for-
ward, was another big fish
landed by Durham.
Arizona signed 6-3 Leon
Wood of Santa Monica, Calif..
among four top recruits. Wood
was the nation's No. 2 high
school scorer last year with a
42.3 average.
UCLA picked up three of the
country's top recruits, in-
cluding 6-7 Darren Daye of
Granada Hills, Calif. At North
Carolina, Smith added, among
others, 6-9 James Worthy of
_Gastonia, N.C. Indiana
strengthened itself with the
addition of 6-1 Isiah Thomas of
Manchester, Ill., reportedl
one of the best "pure guards"
in the nation.
The University of San
Francisco recruited two top
guards in 6-1 Raymond McCo)
and 6-4 Quintin Dailey of
Baltimore. San Francisco
Coach Dan Belluomini is
especially happy with McCoy.
Sidney Green, one of the
New York area's top
scholastic players, and 6-6
Larry Anderson of Pittsburgh
were reeruited at Nevada-Las
Vegas. Missouri signed up
another of the nation's coveted
big men in 6-11 • Steve
Stipanovich of St. Louis.
DePaul, a Final Four team
last season, added more
muscle to its front line with
the addition of two schoolboy
stars from the Chicago area.
6-8 Teddy Grubbs and 6-9
Terry Cummings.
Ricky Ross, a 6-4 guard
from Wichita • Smith High
School, has joined Kansas to
team up in the backcourt with
superstar Darnell Valentine.
Wichita State grabbed
another hot prospect in
Antoine Carr, a 6-9 forward
from Wichita Heights who is
said to be cast in the mold of
Maurice Lucas.
At the University of
California,. they believe they
have another Bill Walton in 6-
-41 Mtettatti-Pittir;irrentet-who-
averaged 28.8 points and 17.1
rebounds for Sweetwater High
School in National City, Calif.
TWO MORE FOR THE RACERS — Mont Sleets, a 5-10
freshman guard from Eminence, Ky., hit for 15 points
during AMU's win over Australia.
Australian Nationals, was
highly complimentary of the
Murray State squad following
the game. He said MSU was
the best team they had played
on the tour and the Racers'
quickness was the best they
had seen in quite a while.
Gaze also said last night was
the first time they had seen a
player the caliber of Hooker
and that he thinks Murray's
young players will help give
MSU an excellent basketball
team as soon as they gain
some experience.
The Racers took control
early and were never behind
stretching their lead to 20
points on two occasions in the
first half and to as much as 25
during the final period.
Mont Sleets, a 5-10 freshman
guard from Eminence, Ky.,
added 14 points for MSU, 10 of
them coming in the first half
behind a 6-for-6 performance
at the free throw line. Glen
Green, another freshman on
this year's roster, popped in 8
points and took five rebounds
from his forward slot.
Kenny an all-Hammonds,
OVC selection last year as a
freshman, came off the bench
to contribute 6 points and grab
a rebound in 10 minutes of
play,
Greene said he was
"pleased" with his team's
performance but added
"we're certainly a long way
from being a polished outfit.
"My goal is to be hitting on
all eight cylinders by
January," the MSU Coach
• stelid Rai01,146g s
still a week- before the
(Racers') regular season
opens."
(The first regular season
game for Murray State is next
Tuesday, Dec. 4, against
Chicago's Roosevelt
University at 7:30 p.m. in
Racer Arena.)
Following a comment made
to Greene after the game that
`MEIN
"Hooker looked like he was
ready to play after sitting out
a year" Greene said "I've
been waiting a year, too," an
apparent reference to last
year's 4-22 season record for
the Racers during Greene's
first year as coach.
"I really think our players
worked hard last year,"
Green said, in defense of the
poor 1978-79 showing. "We just
didn't have the quickness and
speed."
Greene indicated that he
"plans to open the season with
the same starting five that
began last night's game —
Hooker, Mann, Sleets, Greene
and 6-4 guard Jerry Smith, a
junior college transfer — but
was highly complimentary of
his bench strength.
"I have no reservations
about putting anybody in a
game)," Greene said.
Australian Nationals
FG FGA FT REB PF TI'
Morsue 4 6 1 4 1 2 9
Cr'wlute 3 7 0 0 2 0 6
Walsh 2 4 0 0 3 2 4
Smyth 5 9 4 5 2 2 14
Dalgletsh 1 5 1 3 4 3
Tucker 0 41 3 62 1
Paddle
1 0 0 1 4
0
Breheny 2 4 0 0 5 2 4













Ella 0 1 1 2 0'0




8 10 2 13 3 17
Green 4 8 0 5 2 8
Mann 9 12 5 5 4 19
Sleets 3 12 9 1 2 14.
Smith 3 9 0 0 4 3 6
Ham'ds 1 2 4 4 1 3 6
Davis, M. 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Boyd 3 6 0 0 6 1 6
Bates 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Davis, W. 1 3 0 0 2 0 2
Adams 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Snow 2 3 1 1 0 2 5
Triplett 0 3 0 0 1 0 0
Strouse 0 2 0 0 1 0
TOTALS 34 72 14 21 45 21I 83
THE 1980 AMC'S
BUILT FOR TODAY.
BUILT TO LAST TOMORROW.
22 EPA, 32 Hwy.
Estimated - Estimated
Come out while selection is good
and find out about these special
prices. It'll be worth your while.
All the 1980 AMC vehicles include
ZIEBARY. FACTORY RUST PROTECTION,
the exclusive AMC Buyer Protection Plan'
and full.tive.year No-Rust-Ttwu Warranty'
At No Extra Cost
Wins AMC, Jeep, Inc.
Prll AMC Jeep Pi
•
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As No. 2 Racers Host No. 4 Lehigh University Be
UP FOR TWO — Laura Lynn (32) goes up and over Lousvilles Regino Carroitto
sink this 15-footer during Wednesdays 90-79 Lady Racer win over the Cardinals.
Lynn scored 20 points in the Racers first KWIC contest of the year.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
Lynn's Scoring Propels
Lady Racers Past U Of L
Laura Lynn's 20 points
coupled with Bridgette
Wyche's 17,- Janice
McCracken's 16 and Diane
Oakley's 14, was enough to
propel the Murray State Lady
Racers past the University of
Louisville 90-79 in a basketball
game played at Racer Arena
last night.
The win over Louisville
gives the Lady Racers a 1-0
mark in Kentucky Women's
Intercollegiate play.
Louisville, which finished
third in the conference last
year, was picked as a con-
ference favorite in preseasoh,
polling.
The Lady Racers led by
three points at halftime and
managed to gradually pull
away in the second half behind
a point-producing rally.
"Freshman center Diane
Oakley did a vet, good job
replacing Lisa Lamar who
injured her ankle and was
unable to play," Lady Racer
coach Jean Smith said:
Oakley, who scored 6 points
in the first half; picked up 8
more in the second half and
pulled down 6 rebounds for
MSU. Wyche, who had only 3
rebounds and 6 points in the
first half, went on a spree in
the second period ripping the
net for 11 more points and
picking off 10 big rebounds
during the halt
Coach Smith credited the
victory to -a lot of deter-
mination and hustle and
playing together." In addition
to Oakley, she singled out
Lynn as the outstanding
player of the game.
Others scoring for the Lady
Racers were Jeanette Rowan-
7, Kim Morris 6, Barbara
Herndon 4, Marla Kelsch 4 and
Daphne Arnett2.
Leading scorer for the
Cardinals was Valerie Owens
with 21 followed by Joan'
Burks 16, Janet McNew 11,
Robin Board 8, Rosalind
Smith 6, Becky Pope 6, Regina
Carroll 4 and Liz Enger 2.
The Lady Racers will play
again Friday night at Ut-
Martin.
SPORTS AT A GLANCE
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
National League
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS — Sent
Greg Johnston, outfielder, and Mike




HOUSTON ROCKETS — Activated
Mike Dunleavy, guard, from the disabl-
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UTAH JAZZ — Were awarded the Los
Angeles' Lakers 1980 second round draft
choice and 5125.000 from the Detroit
Pistons lo!, the NBA as completion of
compensation cases involving James




DETROIT IJONS — Signed Nate Allen
and Don Patterson. defensive backs
Placed Cleveland Elam, defensive
tackle, on the injured reserve list
MINNESOTA VIKINGS — Placed
Pro Hockey
Standings
By The Associated Press
Eartere Conference
Atlantic Division
.W L Pet GB
Boston 16 4 CVO —
Philadelphia 17 7 708 1
New York 11 11 .500 6
Washington 9 11 450 7
New Jersey 9 15 375 9
Cantral Dtvioh
Atlanta 15 10
San Antonio 12 10
.800
.545 1/2
Houston 11 11 .500 21/2
Cleveland 10 15 .400 5
Indiana 10 15 .400 5
Detroit 7 15 .316 61/2
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Milwaukee 17 7 706 —
Kansas City 12 13 480 51/2
Denver 9 16 160 81/2
Chicago 6 16 250 11
Utah 1 19 095 L31/2
Pacific Division
Seattle 15 7 682 —
Los Angeles 16 8 667 —
Phoenix 16 9 640 Vs
Portland 16 9 .640 4
San Diego 11 14 .440 51/2
Golden State 10 13 .435 51/2
Wednesday's Games
Balton 119, Denver V
Atlanta let Portland 99
New Jersey 91, Detroit 89
Philadelphia 120, Washington 102
Milwaukee 87, Indkna 79
Houston 113, Clevelahd Ill, rrr
San Diego 114, Galen Slate 106
Seattle 177, Phoenix 116
Theo& y's Games
New York at Cleveland
Kansas Qty at Detroit
Fdday's Games
New York at Roston
Denver at New Jersey
San Dies? at Philadelphia
IMAM at youbingion
&tattle at Kansas City
Portland at San Antonio
Atlanta at Howilas
Utah at Golden State
Chicago MIAs Angeles
Chock Foreman, running back, on on the
injured reserve list. Activated Kevin
Miller, wide, receiver, from the injury
reserve list.
ST.LOUIS CARDINALS — Fired Bud
Wilkinson, head coach Named Larry
Wilson interim head coach
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS — Signed Bill
Fifer, offensive tackle. Placed Don
Dufek, safety, on the injured reserve
h st
Pro Basketball
Defense To Be Flavor Of Grid
Playoff Clash Dec. 8 In Murray
By DOUG VANCE
NCAA football playoff
competition at its best will be
the focus of attention Satur-
day, Dec. 8 at Roy Stewart
Stadium as Murray State and
Lehigh collide in a contest that
should offer a definite
defensive flavor.
They represent two of the
best teams in Division I-AA
football and one will continue
its season Dec. 15 in Orlando,
Fla, at the Pioneer Bowl with
an opportunity to claim a
national championship.
Murray State,- ranked
secont nationally with a 9-1-1
record, won its first Ohio
Valley Conference crown in 28
years while Lehigh is 9-2 for
the year, ranked fourth in the
poll and was the runnerup for
the Lambert Cup, awarded
each year to the best small
rollege football team in the
east.
It has been 31 years since
Murray State was selected for
post-season competition in
football as the Racers were
represented in the 1948
Tangerine Bowl and fought to
a 21-21 tie with Sul Ross State.
Today's contest will mark
Lehigh's fourth playoff ap-
pearance in seven years. The
earlier ones were in Division
II before the Engineers moved
up into the I-AA category last
fall. They won the Division II
national championshAip 1977
and dropped— trst-round
playoff games in 1973 and 1975.
Neither team had a common
opponent in 1979 and toclay's
competition is the first -ever
between the two schools.
Both teams' reputation for
success in 1979 has been based
on the play of their defensive
units, although both have had
13), The Associated Press
American Conference
Ernst
19 L T Pet. PF PA
New England 6 5 0 .615 334 237
Miami 8 5 0 .615330 196
Buffalo 7 6 0 .538 249 222
N.Y Jets 5 8 0 .385 253 316
Baltimore 4 9 0 .306 216 304
Central
Pittsburgh 10 3 0 789 334 225
Houston 10 3 0 769 315 274
Cleveland 8 5 0 .615 319 310
Cfrinnati 3 10 0 131 290 344
West
San Diego 10 3 0 769 233 211
Denver 9 4 0 692 240 201
Oakland 7 6 0 538260 259
Seattle 7 6 0 518 300 286
Kansas City 5 8 0 385 i91 231
Nadine! Conference
East
Philadelphia 9 4 0 692 252 231
Dallas 8 5 0 615 284 29.5
Washington 8 5 0 615 248 225
N.Y. Giants 1 7 0 462 203 235
St. Louis 3 10 0 231 759 286
Central
Tampa Bay 9 4 0 692 263 200
Chicago 7 6 0 .538 235 229
Minnesota 6 7 0 462 200 200
Green Bay 4 9 0 .306 193 250
Detroit 2 11 0 154100. 275
, West
New Orleans ' 7 6 0 538 306 269
Los Angeles 7 6 0 538 248 246
Atlanta 4 9 0 .308 228 307
San Mimetic° 1 12 0 077 254 365
Tintrsday'i Game
New England at Miami
Sunday's Games
Baltimore at New York Jets




Green Bay at WasMngton
Houston at Cleveland
San P'ranciwo at St.Lotus
-Seattle atttansai City -...
New York Giant. at Dallas
Minnesota at Ica Angeles
Atlanta at San Diego
Meaday's Game
Oakland at New Orleans
tittle trouble in scoring points
this season.
Lehigh coach John
Whitehead entered the season
with 18 lettermen and plenty
of momentum following 12-2
and 8-3 back-to-back cam-
paigns. Eric Yaszemski,
Bruce Rang, Jim McCormick
and Keith Conley head a
stubborn defense that has
yielded just 7.2 points an
outing to lead Division I-AA in
scoring defense. The
Engineers, in fact, rank
among the leaders in every
defensive category.
In only his second season at
Murray State, coach Mike
Gottfried guided the Racers to
a surprise season after being
picked fourth in the con-
ference pre-season poll and
achieving success with just
one senior in the starting
lineup.
Murray State also offers a
stingy attitude on defense as
the Racers are allowing just
64.1 yards rushing to rank
second nationally. OVC
Defensive Player of the Year
Terry Love, along with Rick
Lanpher, Glen Jones, Lamar
Williams and Greg Evans are
among the standouts.
Needless to say, the Dec. 8
playoff game does not offer
much encouragement for the
nffensive backfield of either
squad.
Murray State has the
-Tong sriVihriTnritiea in
Division I-AA this season as
the Racers have taken a final
advantage over its last eight
opponents, including con-
ference rival Eastern Ken-
tucky when the Colonels were
ranked number one in the I-
AA poll.
Lehigh has a string of.. six
consecutive wins and its only
defeats came against Lam-
bert Cup winner Delaware ( 21-
14) and Colgate (10-3), a
Division I team.
The Engineers move the
football under the leadership
of senior quarterback Rich
Andres, who has completed 99
of 214 passing attempts for
1,289 yards and seven touch-
downs. Runningback Joe
Rabuck is the workhorse in
the backfield as he has rushed
for 601 yards in 147 carries and
three touchdowns.
Bob Romeo (327 yards) and
Steve Plucinsky (359 yards)
are also ruriningback threats
for Lehigh. Wide receiver
Mark Yeager and tight end
Dave Rang have combined
for 42 receptions and three
touchdowns to pace the Lehigh
passing attack. The Engineers
also have a potent kicking
game with junior Ted lobst
accounting for 52 points this
season on 22 extra points and
10 field goals.
As a team, Lehigh averages
nearly 18 points an outing with
a 44-9 win over Slippery Rock
the largest offensive output of
the season.
Quarterback Ricky Ray will
guide the Racers' offensive
show and the second team all-
conference sophomore has
been productive this, seasttn,
connecting on 76 of 156 passing
attempts for 952 yards and
Oundriiiiis. Three-
tailbacks, Nick Nance, Danny
Lee Johnson and Lindsey
Hudspeth, have combined for
1,465 yards and 14 touchdowns
. while fullbacks Tony Lister
and Kenny Davis have
churned out 676 yards and six
scores.
Two wide receivers,
Anthony Robbins and Greg
King, along with tight end Kris
Robbins (no relation to
Anthony) provide the primary
targets for Ray as the trio
have 63 receptions and four
touchdowns between them.
Freshman David Tuck has
connected on all of this 31
extra point attempts and also
contributed four field goals.
Brian Crall has hit six of his
nine field goal tries.
The Racers have also
produced three touchdowns on
blocked kicks as Murray State
speciality teams have
recorded a Division I-AA
record six blocked punts and
two blocked field goals in 1979
Lehigh, with 15 seniors on Es
roster, will be represented by
Andres, McCormick and
Yaszenaski as tri-captains for
the game. Captains for the
Racers include Love, Tony
Boone (injured), Kris Robbins
and Johnson.
The winner here advances
to the national championship
contest a week later in
Orlando against the survivor
of the other I-AA playoff
competition which will pit
Nevado Reno, of the west
division, against probably




For 1985 NCAA Finals
PONTIAC, Mich. iAP) --
Officials for two Detroit-area
sports arenas have submitted




- Spokesmen- for thc Pontiac
Silverdome -- which already
has won the 1982 Superbowl --
and the new Joe Louis Arena
Ill Detroit said Tugsday they
arr among six arenas whi.ch
have bid for the tournament.
promotions for the Silver-
dome, confirmed the bid,
•-Whilejituee LaWi. director of
events for the Joe I Awis Arena
confirmed the Louis. Arena's
The tournament presently is
booked through 1984.
The 'other bids came from
Market Square Arena in
Indianapolis, the Superdome
in New .Orleans, Rupp Arena
it+ Lexington. Ky., and
Riverfront Coliseiun in Cin-
cinnati, Baron said.
Each bid must be sponsored
by a host school. Silverdome
officials said their bid is being
supported by Michigan State
University, the defending
NCAA basketball champion.
The University. ol Detroit is
sp4ins,.trilig the • Joe !Awls
The deadline for submittuw
buts was last Friday but the
NCAA is not expected-ta-make
a -decision on the site of the
1985 championship before next
July.
A major requirement for
hosting the champioli41lp Is
seating capacity.
Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Ky. -753-9491
Open 9 A.M. To 9 P.M. Daily




Make This An 'gib() CHRISTMAS
With Super Specials From BIG MAC's
*#:
15 Quart Playntals CIia;









Buy a 48 quart cooler at a discoun-
ted price of $29.95 and get a Lun-
chmate and 1/2 gal. Beverage
Cooler FREE. This is a $43.39
Value
Buy a 25 quart Cooler at a
discounted price of $16.95 and get
a one gal. Cooler FREE. This is a
$24.90 Value
9 ••:0000A44.44:40.40.4:4:400.4.000.4..AAWA44:4.: :4.4.444W4'4
discounted price of $14.95 and get








































































































Benchers Outstanding On Defense
Brown May Make Second Team His First
By The Associated Press
The way the Atlanta Hawks'
,ccond team is playing these
days, Coach Hubie Brown
might consider making it his
first.
Our second unit, just like
last night, brought us back
vtith an outstanding defensive
effort," Brown said Wed-
nesday night after a 106-99
National Basketball
Awiciation victory over the
['Aland Trail Blazers. "It's
S4 I beautiful to see Charlie
Criss, that little rascal, open
up the way he did. He's
!flaking the big splash for us."
("rim, one of the NBA's
smallest players at 5-foot-8,
scored 12 points for the Hawks
coining off the bench.
-Charlie has ,some good
skills," said Portland Coach
Jack Ramsay. "Size is not
that important a factor at the
guard position. He can
penetrate well and he shoots
_well."
The suddenly-revitalized
Hawks improved their Central
Division-leading record to 15-
10 with the victory.
Elsewhere in the NBA,
Philadelphia defeated
Washington 120-102: New




Pairings for the eight-team
4:alloway -County Boys',
Christmas Tournament from
Dec 1245 were held Wed-
ifesday night.
In the opening game at 6:30
p.m. Dec. 12, Wingo will be
pitted against Fulton County.
The second game will feature
Farmington against Murray
High. Winners of those con-
tests will face each other at
6:30 p.m. Dec. 14.
In other first round action,
at 6:30 p.m. Dec. 13, Sedalia
will square off against ',owes.
Livingston Central and
Calloway County will play the
second game. Winners of the
games will face each other at
8:15 p.m. Dec. 14.
The championship game
will be held it 8:15 p.m. Dec.
15.
Tickets for the games will
be $2 for adults and $1.50 for
students and teachers.
Conference 'East ' Division
title. Both teams are 8-5. If the
Patriots win, they will be one
victoryfrom clinching the title
because they whipped the
Dolphins 28-13 earlier this
season.
If the Dolphins win, they
would need only a Patriots'
loss to the New York Jets Dec.
9 or a victory over the Jets
here Dec. 15.
"It's ironic that we've been
struggling and :-haven't won
the big game this year,"
Miami Coach Don Shula said.
"but it comes down to us
needing the one big game
Thursday night. We're due in
that situation." -
In Shula's 10th season at
Miami. the Dolphins are a
Boston turned back Denver
119-97; Milwaukee whipped
Indiana 87-79; Houston edged
Cleveland T13-111; San Diego
stopped Golden State 114-108
and 'Seattle beat Phoenix 127-
116.
Sixers 120, Bullets 102
Julius Erving scored 21
points to lead Philadelphia
over Washington for the rters'
fourth straight victory.
Philadelphia got strong
support from the bench as
Steve Mix, Bobby Jones,
Henry Bibby and Jim
Spanarkel sparked a fourth-
quarter drive that sent the
76ers.ahead by as much as 27
points.
The Bullets' Roger Phegley
led all scorers with 22 points.
Greg Ballard. and Mitch
Kupchak both scored 20 for
Washington.
Nets 98, Pistons 89
Mike Newlin rebounded
from a cold shooting first half
to score eight key points in the
final quarter, leading New
Jersey over Detroit. The Nets,
who led by as many as 17
points in the second half, saw
their advantage shrink to five
as Detroit's Bob Lanier scored
23 of his game-high 29 points.
Celtics 119, Nuggets 97
Larry Bird scored 29 points
and Chris Ford tied an NBA
record by hitting on five
threepoint field goals as
Boston whipped Denver.
Bird scored 17 points as the
Celtics opened up a 58-50 lead
in the first half and Boston
pulled away in the third
period. 'The Denver offense
sagged with the absence of
superstar David Thompson,
injured in the second quarter.
Bucks 87, Pacers 79
Marques Johnson scored 19
points and Junior Bridgman
came off the bench with 14 as
Milwaukee beat Indiana. The
Pacers 'started strong,
building an 11-point lead early
in the second quarter before
falling apart. The Bucks
scored seven straight points to
tie the game midway through
the second period, then scored
the last six points of the
quarter to take the lead for
good, at 48-44.
Rockets 113, Cavaliers 111
Allen Leavell, starting his
first pro game, led Houston's
fourth-quarter rally and
scored four overtime points as
the Rockets edged Cleveland.
Leavell, the 104th player
selected in the 1979 NBA draft,
scored a career-high 21 points
as he started in place of Tom
Henderson
Warriors 114, Clippers 108
San Diego came from
behind with some great out-
side shooting by Freeman
Williams, and strong
rebounding to beat Golden
State. The Clippers trailed by
16 points during the first
period and by 37-23 at the end
of the quarter. But they
caught the Warriors and tied
the score at 57 by halftime as
Williams made seven of 11
shots in the second quarter.
Soaks 127, Suns 116
Gus Williams scored a
career-high 41 points,
powering Seattle past
Phoenix. Williams tossed in 10
points and blocked two shots
to lead a Seattle rally which
wiped out an eight-point
Phoenix lead late in the third
quarter. •
Hopes, Expectations Of Patriots,
Miami Riding On Game Tonight
MIAMI AP For the New
England Patriots and the
Miami Dolphins, it all comes
down to tonight. With a vic-
tory, the Patriots can fulfill
the championship potential
that's expected of them. With
a victory, the struggling
Dolphins can salve the pains
of a rebuilding season: -
A'he winner of the nationally
televised Nrational Football
sometimes unsteady mix of
the old with the inexperienced.
Ten-year center Jim Langer
will be placed on injured
reserve tonight because of a
knee injury, and veteran
linemen Larry Little and Mike
Curren( both say they'll retire
at season's end.
Don Strock, 28, will start at
quk7rterback replacing Bob'
Griese, 34, who was benched
League game will virtually las.t.sumial_Tbelbjatias.aretiiiinTkiiencariroblifatr"'hup. .g that Strock, stronger
and more mobile than Griese,
will handle the Patriots pass
rush. The Pats lead the NFL in
sacks, while Griese. who
prefers to stahd iii thtf pocket
and pick apart defenses, has
had less time to throw this
year and has been sacked 21
times.
The Dolphin pass rush,
meanwhile, has been pun-
chless in recent weeks. Pats'
quarterback Steve Grogan,
probably the best running
quarterback. in the • league,
"presents a 'particular
problem to the defense. He
was obviously the difference
in the laStgame." Shula said.
The .-Patriots have lost
safety Doug Beaudoin and
offensive tackles Dwight
Wheeler and Shelby Jordan to
injuries recently. Gary Puetz,
who couldn't keep a job on
Tampa Bay's porous line last
year, is a new starter.
Injuries don't begin to ex-
plain how the Patriots came to
be in a do-or-die situation
tonight.
Benitez Hardly In Awe
Of Ring's Glamor Boy
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
Wilfred' Benitei is ra‘,
of Sugar Ray Leonard's
fighting credentials, but he is
hardly in awe of boxing's
current glamor boy.
"Remember, everybody
says he's looked tremendous,
but this time he's fighting a
champion," said Benitez.
At .age 21, Benitez is a




the legendary Kid Pambele
from Colombia, for the World
Boxing Association junior
welterweight (140-pound
limit) title in 1976. Last Jan.
14. he outpointed Palomino for
the World Boxing Council
welterweight 1147 pounds)








against Leonard Friday night
atMgiiiralaa.
Yet Leonard is an over-
whelming favorite to win the
richest non-heavyweight fight
in history. Benitez is getting.
$1.2 million and Leonard $1
million. In a real oddity, a
parlay bet on Benitez and Vito
Antuofermo, who will defend
the universal middleweight
title against Marvin Hagler,
will get you 14-1. That means
you can bet $10 to win $140 on
two world champions who




COMING DOWN-COURT — Jerry Smith (23), a 6-4 junior transfer guard for the
Murray State Racers, brings the ball downcourt as center Allen Mann, a 6-6
senior, gets ready to move into position. Murray State defeated the Australian
National team 83-64 in an exhibition game at Racer Arena Wednesday.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutch•on






For Your Shopping Convenience
119p 10.z, CVQ11;rp COQ COp-Wp Wp1M31/Pplirca COQ 110.
Wholl Pay You 11.022%
Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest is subject to change at maturity. This
11.022% rate is effecitve on certificates purchased from now through Dec. 5,
1979
WHO'LL PAY YOU 10.3% ON FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES?
If you want a longer term certificate - how about our new higher interest
FOUR YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE? You can earn an interest rate- only 114%
below the average four year yield on U.S. Treasury securities. The interest rate
for November is 103 and yields 10.848%. The rate on new certificates is deter-
mined the first of each month.
WHO'LL PAY YOU 5'A% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?
Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want to earn in-
terest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 514%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.
WHO'LL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?
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United Arab Emirates Sheiks
Think Khomeini Causes Trouble
Bs F:I I \ • ‘NTAR
'Associated Press Writer
Alit' DHABI, United Arab
— The ruling
oi the United Arab
Emirates it elcomed Ayatollah
HuholLib Khomeini's rise to
is.oer in Iran, but now they
are increasingly worried that
his revolution will cause them




February because he was an
Islamic leader, in contrast to
the shah, who promoted
secularism. But now the
Emirates' president, Zayed
Birf Sultan Al Nahyan, and the
other sheiks fear they will
become the targets of
disorders incited by Iran, the
sources said.
Iranian broadcasts in
Arabic constantly call on
Moslems to rise up against
"oppressors of the people."
The sheiks believe Khomeini's
revolutionary regime is
becoming more insecure and
therefore prone to stirring up
trouble on the Arab side of the
Persian Gulf as a means of
muting discontent at home,
the sources said.
. The seizure of the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran was
particularly disturbing to
them, said one source close to
the center of authority here.
"They totally disapprove of
this kind of thing no matter
what the excuse," said the
source, who declined use of his
name.
The United Arab Emirates,
occupying a southeastern
corner of the Arabian
Peninsula, is a loose
federation of seve,n sheikdoms
forrried in 1971 after Britain
withdrew its protection and
left the region The federation
supplies thes United States





:Moslems while Khomeini and
most of the Iranians are non-
Arab Persians and members
of the Shiite branch of Islam.
But in the course of the oil
boom, the . Emirates let in
hundreds of thousands of
Asians and other Arabs who
now make up the majority of
the population of 800,000 -
people.
Such a diversity of loyalties
calls for vigilance, one source
here said. When an Iranian
religious leader arrived in the
emirate of Dubai on a private
visit some months ago, the rn
federal authorities here in Abu
FRANCES SHEA, left front, Calloway Circuit Court Clerk since January 1976. recently at-
tended a seminar on "Personnel Administration For Court Management" conducted by the
Institute for Court Management out of Denver, Colo., at San Diego, Cal. The seminar
covered personnel management, employee relations, performance of the review systems,
human behavior, and affirmative action programs in establishing and enforcing work rules
and directives. Mrs. Shea was chosen to go by the education Committee of the Ad-
ministrative Office of the Courts of Frankfort. They were in classes for over 40 hours during
the seminar period. Also at the meeting from Kentucky were Christine Coleman, right front,
from Morgantown in Butler County, John Kearns, back left. from Cynthiana in Harrison
County', and Dan Thomas, right, federal clerk of the Bankruptcy Court, Louisville, former













Dhabi detained him for a short
period and then deported hull
Western diplomatic source,
say the federation and it,
Arab neighbors are no‘%
convinced of the need for more
coordination on securit
matters. The sheiks see the
security of the Persian Gulf as
primarily the security of their
own regimes.
The Emirates closely folio%
the political and oil policies of
neighboring Saudi Arabia and
maintain close ties with other
Arab gulf states. Their
military strength is small, and
the sheiks believe the major
deterrent against trouble from
outside- is their longstanding
policy of maintaining good
relations with as broad a
spectrum of countries as
possible. The sources said
although the Emirates are
pro-Western, they do not want
a U.S. military presence in the
gulf because they fear it would
limit their own freedom of
action.•
"The rulers feel that Saudi
Arabia, their own moderate
position on most issues, and
their money are reliabi,'
ramparts against most es
ternal threats." said one
source.
But there are some stirrings
in the local population, several
sources said. With a younger.
more educated generation
building up, there have been
calls for ,a more represep -
tative form of government.
Executive power now rest.
in a Supreme Council made up
ofi' the seven rulers headed by
Zayed. A federal National
Assem Mr-whose-40 ,nvernhers—...
are appointed by the ruler,
can gdVise but has r.
legislative power. It is headu :
by Taryam Omian, who oL
servers here say is one of t1 •
leading exponents of chanl',
"Because of educa:
because of more col:
munication with the rest of tI
world, young people a r •
demanding more represen-
tation, more changes," said
Orman in in interview. -I
hope the government satisfies
this, because it would be a
factor for stability here and
therefore in the entire
region."
Western diplomatic sources
here say such demands are a
growing element in local
politics and Zayed recognizes
this. But it is not a burning
issue as it was in Iran against




Students Set Dec. 1
A workshop for Elementary
Piano Students will be held .
Saturday, Dec. 1, at Murray
State University, sponsored
by the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association and its
local affiliate, the Murray
Music Teachers Association.
The workshop is designed to
provide greater incentives
and goals for young students
and their teachers by en-
couraging greater musical
growth through performance
of literature which adheres to
a high standard of quality,
according to Susan McKeever,
coordinator for the workshop.
Suzanne Johnson and
Dorothy Mason, both of
Murray, have -compiled
materials that will help other
regions in Kentuek!, to
organize similar workshov
All teachers are encouraeed
to participate in this
workshop, which is ry ,n-
competitive and will influd#. a
demonstration of keyblifird
skills to be given in thic Piano
Lab at Murray State
University by Dr.
Lippman. Membership in





Morgan, Trevathan If Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
7534434
•usu  








Daddy Electric $1 89'Deep Fryer s-w
Big enough to satisfy o family's french frying
needs Non stick, herd surface casting inside








Genitives 11." &goers pen, with extra high dome
cow. Med. of Hoick ores bowling alwasinure.
Super•teregh Silverstone interior. No. M-0272-43
Ahmed












Sleek, swim/Mine cord model with 36 sell sharpening blades 9 Ad






Electric het dog cooker • cooks one to five hot dogs in just 60 56 C OA
di. Syltstersible for *sick Noy ciesoiog.
Aqua Fresh
694 ToothpasteW,th fluor ei•
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Prices Good Thru S,







After Shave Lotion 4'e et., Shave Cream
es end Stick Deodorant 2' I . No. 3331
With coHat-sotring beer mew Bre*
WOidits you reeks the masher of cups
you stet owl sill dial parted coffee

















Totel Memory key-lose Power Consuming Liquid








Adveaced straight tough Mr flossy drys hair
fest, 2 heats, 2 speeds, compost, lightweight.
Model 1889

































Band Portable Radio $3277
Deluxe styling with digital TV Band Indicator, AC/DC
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Keg 21 99-29 99.
Keg 31 99-35 95
Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept..
Ladies PVC
Jackets
Double Breasted Sty les
Sizes 10-18




















Men's Western Style 53N-7715
Dingo Boots
Ity Acme










4 Ounce Lead Anchors
39c
Snow Proof
Weather Proofing % •-••
Softens, Reconditions
& Preserves Leather
3 oz. can Silicote Boot Dressing


















--- $1 91- --pair 
Excellent for camouflaging exposed surfaces. Ap-
ply on hands & face, bow & arrow. Will not wash off
in rain, easily removed with soap & water.
each
Army Type 0.0. Color
Angle Head
Flashlight
With Belt Clip. Includes $ 47




















50% Down, 50% Feathers
Shell & Lining 100% Nylon
'2895
Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.





*Storm Doors & Window Kits
*Pipe Wrap *Electric Heat Tapes
*Thresholds *Door Bottom Sweeps
*Rope Caulk




Protect Your Car This
Winter with Rubbermaid
Car Mats
Full Front, Twin Front & Twin Rear










Satin black & antique brass,
glass, width 29" to 37',12", Hei









3 Sizes-Many Different Styles









Use on furances, stoves,
boilers, chimney collars,






Stock up & be ready





Propane Blow Torch Kit
Includes Brass Burner





3, 6, 8 & 10 Arnp argers For
6, 8, 12 & 24 Volt Batteries,
Regular & Automatic Chargers for home





































Buffalo 12S peed Bench Type
Drill Press















33'. width, burns coal. wood or gas
Less than some heat bills, cut
electric bills in half or better in- only
vest now and spend your money
on something more exciting than
electricity.
Buffalo 22 Piece
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7 WATCH YOUR TONGUE!
YOU'RE NOT PRESIDENT
HERE, LUAGA  
•
It's Twins!•
Capri Theatre Remodeled Into Two Separate Facilities
NEW AUDITORIUM—Pictured .is an inside look of one of the two new Cheri Three Theatres. The old Capri Theatre.
1008 Chestnut, has been renovated into two smaller theatres. The two new facilities will seat 325 each, compared to the 674
seating capacity of the old Capri Theatre. Scheduled opening for the two theatres is Friday night.
CHECKING EQUIPMENT — Examining the platter that holds movies to be shown in the two new theatres are (from
left) Charles E. Matthews, manager of the Capital City Supply Co., Nashville; Bill Sanders, field representative for the
Christie Electric Corp, Fairhope, Ala.; Charlie Sims, sound and service engineer, Capital City Supply Co., Atlanta; and
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11-1,2
NDIE
PRINCE A6ORDA, You WERE
AT MY INAUGURATION. HOW


















Area movie-goers will be
ready to celebrate the birth of
twins on Friday.
The new arrivals actually
will be twin theatres: The
Capri theatre, 1008 Chestnut,
has undergone a construction
change since Oct. 1 that will
convert the 674-seat
auditorium to two 325-seat
facilities, according to
Tommy Brown, vice president
and local manager of the
Murray Theatres, Inc.
Opening of the new theatres
is scheduled for Friday night.
Brown said.
The new name of the
theatres, along with the
present Cheri Theatre
located in the same
building ), will be the Cheri 1,
II and III.
The two new theatres will be
the largest movie facilities in
town. The present Cheri holds
312 while the Cine Central I
and 11, located in the Central
Shopping Center, each house
265.
A wall, consisting of syi inch
of sheet rock mounted on
resilient furring channel
strips, was .built along' the
center of the Capri
auditorium. Brown said the
sheet rock moves with sound
waves without moving the
other portion of the wall. The
moving sheet rock helps to
insulate sound between the
auditoriums.
New ceilings also were
installed, iquipped with
acoustical control bats: All the purchase of -the-- Capitol
seats have been taken apart Theatre, a 1920's-era theatre
and cleaned. Brown- said, both located . on -Mani Street where
auifiroilu-MT -1_•o—ntain—M''SettITIVOMiari TioeStaVT.'
rocking chair seats with the The previous owner had been
rest being straight-back seats.
Christie Electric Corp. film
handling equipment has been
installed. Xenon lamps also
have been installed. The bulbs
are filled with inert gas and
contain positive and negative
electrods. The current jumps
the gap between the electrods
to create light to present the
motion picture.. -
Full-length movies, shipped
on different film reels and
generally about two miles
long, are spliced together in
the projection room and
mounted on a circular platter.
The fihn is fed into the
projector off one platter and is
fed back on knot her platter for
another showing. This
eliminates any need to rewind
the film.
A special tape is attached to
the at the beginning and end of




housing the Capri Theatre
only, opened its doors to the
public in January 1967.
According to Brown, it was the
first new theatre in Murray in
30 years. The Cheri then was
added on the west side of the
facility. It opened on
Christmas 1968.
The theatre corporation
assumed ownership of the
CenterCinemas in the Central
Shopping Center. It equipped
and reopened one of the
auditoriums in February 1975
as the Cine Central. The other
theatre facility, in the same
building, was furnished and
opened in February 1977.
Murray Theatres, Inc. was
organized in 1956 With its
purchase of the Murray Drive-
In.
The corporation's . in-
volvement in indoor theatres
dates back to 1963 with the
the Columbia Amusement
Company of • Paducah. The
Capitol was used' until the
Capri opened.
Columbia Amusement also
owned the Varsity Theatre on
Main Street. where Fred's
currently is located. The
theatre, constructed during
the 1930's, burned to the
ground in December 1962.
INSTALLING CHAIRS — John D. Hopkins. right, manager
of the Cine I and II, helps install the chairs in the old Capri
Theatre that has been transformed into two separate
theatres. A wall was built along the center of the Capri
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1. Legal Notice 1. Legal Notice
NOTICE OF
SALE
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned, The
First National Bank of Grayson, Kentucky will at
Southern Diesel and Eauinment Co. Lot located on
Ky. Route #1 and 7, Grayson, Carter County, Ken-
tucky, the 70 day of December, 1979 starting at
11:45 a.m., offer for sa‘e to the highest and best bid-
der, the following described vehicles:
One III 35 ton Mack End Dump Serial 135422 —
Haela Equipment Corp.
One 01 35 ton Mack End Dump Serial 035419 -- Sun-
burst Mining Corp.
A copy of the notice of sale is enclosed herewith,
sale will be for cash. Undersigned reserves the right
to bid. •
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Grayson, KY 41143
I. Daniel Paul Crass, as of
November 27, 1979 will not be




The Kingdom II The
1000 Tear Reign - 159-
4444. For Teens - Plan-
ning For Marriage,
759-4445.













.Fereserly TV Service (tr.
227 5.1 295
rn the NM
Better health through better






10 to 50% off
Sale Dates:





Dr Carl A Bowers.
Chiropractor announces
opening practice in the
Broeringmeyer Health
Awareness Center 317
miles East on Hwy 94,
Murray. Kentucky New
Office hours. Mon . Wed
and Fri 9-12 2-6 by
appointment
Jesus states in Matthew 121
-Not every one that sarth unto
me. Lord. Lord, shall enter into
the kingdom of heaven/but he
that doeth the will of my
Father which is in heaven
Sabbath worship service, Satur-
day's 5 pm til 6 pm Bible
study. 6 til 7 and 7 til 8 even-
ings Study by phone anytime
Free Store for the needy. All
donations appreciated Anyone
having need or would like Bible
information or study call Bible














I In order for your ad to appear
Ion the date you specify you
must adhere to the following
deadlines An ad must be call-
ed or brought in by 12 noon
the day before in order to ap-
ear in the next days paper
• ith the exception of ads to
start in Mondays paper they
must be called or brought in by
10 AM on Saturday. .
-- To- have an ad cancetiled
before publication you will I
need to contact us by 8 AM
that morning in order for it not





9 a.m. til 3 p.m.
Mouse 4Mo:toes. 3 miles
we,.,t of B.,ilton on Kentucky
58 then follow signs. 10-30
per cent off until Christmas.
-Phone 521-8754.
Toddler's Day Cate now has
openings for 2 31 and 4 year
olds. 753-4481
Help Wanted Ii
Animal Shelter worker needed.
Must qualify for CETA. Apply in
person at shelter. 105 East
Sycamore Extended
_
Habysitter in my home, week-
day afternoons, 12 til 5. Own
transportation and references
required Call 753-9520 
Office help wanted 5 days per
week $3 00 per hour.- Must
type Send resume to P.O. Box
32Y.
- -----
Texas Oil Company needs
.dependable person who can
work without supervision in
Murray, KY Contact customers.
Age unimportant but maturity
is We train Write T.A. Dick,
President, Southwestern
Petroleum Ft Worth TX.
-- --
Texas Refinery Corp offers
plenty of money plus cash*
. bonuses. fringe benefits to
mature person in Murray, KY
area Regardless of experience.
write F C. Pate. President, Box
71 1. Et Worth. TX 76101._ _
Murray State University is seek-
ing an experienced Postal
worker to assist in University
Post Office, for approximately •
3 months. Contact Personnel










Glass lamp Sale 10% ,-,15%
Through Dec. 15
Starting At $31 50
West Ky. Glass Works
Pi Miles E. of Murray on Hwy. 94
759- 1975
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LAY-AWAY A NEW 1
IYAMAHA FOR CHRISTMAS 1
Xourn Zoning; famaba. 11.0














We have temporary upening for
fourth year RN student
weekend work • Call Barbar.
Davis 442 6884 Superior Care
Home Paducah
9. Situation Wanted
Housework. one or two days a
week 753-7812
10. Bus. Opportunity
Have a highly profitable and
beautiful lean shop of your P 10 Oz. Kansas Gty Strip  
own Featuring the latest in Looked to pock al porloction
ieans denims tops and sport- 60z. Queen Het
swear. $15.500 includis begin g 
or rh• tt
15. Articles For Sale _
F of sale Pool table with equip-
ment, $75 Two 15 inch
Goodrich snow tires like new,
$50 753-7490
Right gifts at the tght Hem






1SHOP EARLY1N' EASY 
111,2411. II*401 Rh** thohLhohtsatokii,e4Bcylokapumbajba"..
• 60z. Lobster Tail
o Surf & Turf  $13.95
U 00, tender Fllot
ft' 10 Oz. Chopped Sirloin  $4.95
o Swasonod loth iost o touch ol °noon. 42 slam*,







1 120z. Ness York Strip  $9.25
iiery
O Sirloin For T wo(wi th oil the trimmings) Our Famous
1 Salad Bar (a meal in itself, you'll find it a true delight
one time through only please)
$14.95
ning. inventory fixtules and II • 60z. Lobster Tail 
training Can be open withiTi ;
15 days For lull details call .e 1,11,2r;,,Ton-ttt.e/„.o. 
anytime for Mr Waters at (501) T, 8 0,Fil
568-5125 0,-,i.; et 
Mignon







o 405 to wok** On yottoo
as. bowsaw be ear.* had
totooltto to $1110 Iskorbbe
ttooll• toe S.odottotton
too. ••••It • 0•4•••• V not.
1,11^ • or* by raf A lobs
Insoottow• Coa*•••••






14 Want To Buy__ 
Want to buy one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray Call 753 0193 after 5
pm.
Want to buy Junk cars Call
474-8838 after 5 pm 
Wanted tow bar Prefer Blue
bar 436-5485
Paying $1000 per dollar for 90





Roof Holton Spogh•th & Moot Soac•  $3.75
Topped with own special souce prepared *ore on old Italian recipe
Int-ludas o Op to our soled bar and o loaf of thirs0 oven baked bread •
OeVentis yen.. only the inest on U.S. Choice Seel, cut fresh 4th.
!P.M INT SS NOT GUARANTEED 051 EXTRA WELL-00nIE STEAKS
L!DVh•
12th & Chestnut 753-1314
15. Articles For Sale
Bargains! Leaf rakes. $1.99,
ham saw files, all sizes, 79
cents each: air conditioner '
covers. $1 99; fire shovels. 99
cents each. windshield de-icer,
12 oz spray can 88 cents;
duct tape 2-x180' roll. $2.59;
stove pipe, 6", $1.39, heat
bulbs. 250 Watt, infra red,
$1 39 each Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
For sale Good Christmas gifts,
new red Huffy bike. stereo type
record player. t v tennis game:
ladies clothes. size 16-18,





Shoes, Jeans, Shirts, Underwear, Socks,
PJ's, Gloves, Jackets and Sleeping Bags.
GIRLS
Shoes, Jeans, Shirts & Tops, Pant Suits,
Coats, Knee Socks, Panties, Dresses,
Pajamas, Gowns and Tams.
INFANTS
Snowsuits, Sleepers, Blankets, Knit Pan-
ts & Tops, Socks, One Piece Outfits,
Coats, Glove & Cap Set
SETTLE-
WORKMAN





The Community Development Agency
will begin taking applications for
Rehabilitation Grants on Mondayl
December 3,1979.
Applications can be picked up at the
Community Development Office in City
Hall from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, or at the Douglas Com-
munity-Center-- - -
For further information, please call the
A: enc at 759-1224.
15. Articles For Sale
Free standing wood burning
fireplace. Call 489-2212.
Make this Christmas complete
for that child or teenager. Like
new, 10-speed Rampar bicycle;
also Craig 8-track FM tape




Christmas Special! 9 piece
stainless steel cookware set
with 'copper bottoms,..$29.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
G.E. electric clothes dryer in
good condition, $80. Phone
753-3143.
Christmas Special! Revereware.
Saucepan. 1 quart. $10.99: 2
quart. $14.99: 3 quart, $16.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Christmas Special! Slow
cooker. 512 quart. high and low
heat, Teflon II lined. $14.88.
Wallin Hardware. Paris,
Christmas Special! Water Pulse
Shower Massage Deluxe Head,
$9.99: hand held and wall
mount- unit, $13.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Self-
cleaning Mansey ovens. Model
353. $27.99; model 351,








.11.- Pea • • c, Hong Kong long chat earn.
,eputehon Me ton Seat A 4
feho basket ot .0.ttrty •Attort keeps
,Splolded MAIO, PASS." NM *Oen
tOo soot away me days Indoors And IS a great
gd! to. imheohe soreseh Con,, teth two foot
















13el-Air Centera Murray, Ky.
Open Nights & Swain Aft. TN Christmas
15. Articles For Sale
Beauty shop equipment: 2 hair
dryers with ., chairs, one
hydraulic, dresser. 759-1991.
Christmas Special! Purple Mar-
tin houses, 6 rooms, $23.99:
12 rooms, $36.99: 18 rooms.
$49.99. 24 rooms. $59.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris. 
Christmas Special! Hair dryer
compact, 1200 watt, light
weight. $9.99. Wallin Hard-
ware.
For sale: Maple table with for
mica top and 6 Ethan Allen
chairs, $125. Deluxe pine table
with formica top and 6 cap-
tians cbairs for $275. All in
good condition. 753-5490. 
For sale, Coppertone self-
cleaning Tappan electric stove,








year. Mast sell to set-
tle estate! Phone 753-
5924 or 753-1661.
•
16. Home Furnishings 
Christmas Special! -Victorio
Number 200 Tomatoe Juicer.
$20.99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
Couch. $55; portible black and
white t.v., $50; Big Jack anten-
na, $25, 3 feather be.Ps, $10
each, kerosine heater, $10. Call
489-2440 after 5 pm. 
Double door . refrigerator with
freezer at top. Excellent condi-
tion COW753-7761. 
Refrigerator. 2 'years old, 20
• -eobre-foot-.---Call 753-3566 after
8 pm.
' Stainless steel sinks, 4 hole,
sell-rimming double compart-
ment, $29.99 $39.99 and
$49.99. Wallin' Hardware.
Parrs
Small bed. $40 with Serta box
springs and mattress. Call 489-
2787.
Three quarter brass bed.
refinished. $500 436-2415.
Will sell good used furniture
and appliances The Odd Shop.
642-8250. We buy, sell, and
trade. 
Christmas Special! Club
aluminum 7 piece set, $33.99:
8 piece set, $39 99; 10 piece
set, $49.99; 11 piece set.
$59.99. Choice of colors.
Wallin Hardware. Pans.
Christmas Special! Silvertone
cookware. 7 piece set, $26.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special' Corelle Ex-
pressions, 20 piece sets. All
,patterns. $46.99. Wallin Hard-
care. Paris.
17. Vacuum Cleaners 
2,hristmas Special! Auto
vacuum cleaner. Operates on
12 volt system. includes 15 ft.
cord, nozzle brush. crevice tcrol,
and removable bag, $10.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
19. Farm Equipment 
Wheelbarrows. $15.88; $29.99:
$39.99 and $59.99: Wallrn
Hardware. Paris.
John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor, completely equipped. in-
cluding monitor. $27,000
John Deere 21' disc, $6251:3
John Deere model 7.00
planter with monitor, $8500.
13' John Deere chisel plow,
$1850; John Deere 6 row
cultivator, $2000; John Deere
15' harrow, $3000: John Deere
6x16 plow, $3350; John Deere
rotary hoe. $110. All equip-
ment one year old and in brand
new condition. Will sell
seperately or all together.


















19. Farm Equipment 
Farm fans, grain dryers, sales
and service A & I Ford Supply




$5995 F.O.B., large door in-
cluded, 40x48x14, $4595
F.0 B. Call Doc collect. (614)
237-2677.
Frost proof hydrants, 2 ft. bury
depth. for yards or barn lots
$25.99. Wallin Hardware
Parts,---
M John Deere tractor with
woods belly mower, plows and
cultivators. In excellent condi- '
tion. $2100. Call 753-8861.
Used Massey Ferguson 150
tractor with front loader. Ex-
cellent condition. 753-1725. • 
Vac Case tractor, Sears .
spreader seeder, and Mon-
tgomery Wards' post hold dig-
ger. Call 753-4094.
22. Musical 
Two new console stereos,
reduced due to damaged








Clayton's-J & I Music
Dixieland Center
753-7575















Open Till 8:00 P•M• We Accept Vise & ••


















GAN elmit 1r. Pointinq Ce. 21 Teen hporion•
Roby Doom Deaseinu %vete. II Two lquorlemen
Open Mon.-Fri. 7 til 5, Sat. 8-12
701 S. 4th, Murray, Phone 753-0839
.Floor Covering .Picture Frames .Wall Covering eCuatom
Drapes .Rods .Bedspreads
22. Musical
Spinet piano used like new. Us-
ed console and grand pianos.
Practice pranos. New Baldwin
pianos and organs. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from












Blacktop driveway sealer, 5
gallon pail. $7.99. Supply
limited. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Christmas Special! Skil Router.
model 548. 11 hp, $24.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Christmas Special! Skil cor-
dless ' inch drill, 2 speed,
rechargeable. reversing model
2002, $29.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
Chain saw' chains. Three
eighths inch pitch for the
following bar sizes; 16".




chain saw sharpener, sharpens
your chain like a pro. $11 99
Wallin Hardware, PliftS
24. Miscellaneous
Firewood, $25 a rick, delivered.
Oak, Hickory, assorted. Round
and split, 18" or 24" 489-
2327. 
Christmas Special! Skil saws.
all with 7'4" blade. model 538,
$29.99; model 574, $34.99;
model 516, $49.99; model
559, $59.99; model 553.
$79.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Zlass up your car: Keystone
15" spoke wheels. 753-6100
jays, 753-1676 nights.
The Tote Machine. It's a dolly.
It's a cart. It'a a hauler. It's a
wood carrier. It's an outboard
motor caddy. It's a leaf and
brush cage. $19.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
Two girls coats size 9 Jr. and
12 girls. Boys coat size 14.
Good 10-speed bicycle. Call
753-8077 after 3 pm. 
Oak, Hickory, Ash, firewood. U
haul or delivered. $15 and up.
753-6837.
24. Miscellaneous
Lain sweeper. Sweep your
lawn in one tenth the time.
Push type, $39.99; pull type
31", 10 bu. capacity, $11999.
pull type 38". 16 bu. capacity.
S189.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Mobile home roof coating_ 5
gallon pail, $26.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
Mobile home anchoring sup-




25. Business Services 
Maybelle Joyner Bridals, Wingo
Kentucky. Alfred Angelo bridal
gowns, bridesmaid's dresses
and veils, sizes 6 to 241 2
Shown by appointments. Call
376-5387 
Paris Coal Company, 504 N
Market Street, Paris, TN, (901)
642-5721 We are now deliver-
ing coal in- your area Call col-
lect for orders We will save you
money! 
26. TV-Radio
Pair of 50 watt speakers, ex-
cellent condition, $75 each. •
Also stereo with turntable, 8-
track, AM-FM, and two
speakers, $90. Call 767-4476. 
Repossesed. Take up monthly
payment on 25" color t.v. War-
ranted. Clayton's - J & B Music,
753-7575.
27. Mobile Home Sales
Moving out of state, must sell:
1974 Magnolia double wide
mobile home. Can be used as 2
bedrooms or 4 bedrooms. 2 full
baths, living room, dining
room, and den. Gas heat,,
carpeted throughout, new 31/2
ton central air. With or without
furniture. Can be seen between
9 am and 7 pm at 147 Riveria
Courts.
Price reduced to $18,900. Dou-
ble wide home, underpinned.
central heat and air, located on
2 acre lot. Also 3 or 4 car '
garage. Excellent location. 489-
2248 after 5 pm. 
12x65 Revere, 3 bedroom, 2
bath, completely furnished in-
cluding washer and dryer, cen-
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:31;i„,.. Murray, Ky.-(502) 753-9885
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Ot We Dress People and Horses" ik •
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Half Price Sale! tri
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Pries of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
TO, MAW Street
NEW OFFICi HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
_Saturday 7 30 til 5 :913r
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iit I s Today and Plan
Your Spring Wedding
121 Ilyass
27. Mobile Home Sales 30. Business Rental 
Cleanup or body shop for rent
South 3rd Extended Call 753-
6831 or 753-6057
32. Apts. For Rent 
stied mobile home,
.260 753-1432
28. Mob. Home Rents 
jr rent Mobile . home
JDuples $75. 'single. $65 Nice
3rd :iean and located in small.
-., tter 5 pm -
• rent 2 bedroom trailer
ter furnished Call 753-,
:157
rent 2 bedroom mobile
home Call 474-8805 after 5
29. Heating-Cooling 
A r conditioner covers, $1.99 to
5399, Wallin Hardware. Paris.
-Hectric heaters. Automatic
fan forced air. 1320 watt.
$14.99. 1500 watt, $18.99.
Nallin Hardware. Paris
F_Iectric portable heaters 4000
watt, round stack. $35.99.
Aallin Hardware. Paris.
'!sner wood burning stove. - us-





• 30. Business Rental
For rent- 1000 square foot.
Southside Shopping Centei,
next to Jim's Shoe Outlet. Call
753-6612. 
Shop 30x60. three 10 ft. high
doors. Preferablly for storage.
2112 Coldwater Road. 753-
7404 753-2486.
Furnished apartment. 11, or .2










32. Apts.  For Rent 
Five room unfurnished apart-
ment $150 per month plus
$100 deposit Phone 753-5447
after 5 pm
Small furnished apartment. in-
quire 100 South 13th St
Sir4ile only
Two bedroom furnished apart- .
ment for rent $125 per month
includes water Call  753-8119
33. Rooms for RuiiF 
Furnished room. kitchen and
laundry facilities furnished.
one block from M S.0 Boys on-
ly $50 per month Call 759-
4538 after 12 noon
Room for rent near University.
$10 per month including
utilities Call 753-0430 or 753-
8131 
34. Houses For Rent




Three bedroom. 2 story house.
5 miles from Murray on 641
South $125 per month_ Call
753-3465 
Two bedroom house. 641 Nor-
th Stove and refrigerator No
pets Available now. Married
couple $175 Call 753-3942








The Excitim: Gift Cent,


















Luvely flume plus inumie
would never guess this {Nett,
home also has a modern apart
intent Home has 3 bedrooms
baths, carpet. convenient
kitchen, and a deck with a view
of a lovely wooded backyard
Also there is a double garage





looking for real estate
brokers or sales people
in Western Kentucky.
Earn top commission
dollars - More op-








0167. TOLL FREE: 1-
800-8214642. Remem-








veneer. 3 bedrooms, 2
bath home, located
west of Murray on 2
acres. Will trade for
home in the city of







Four bedroom home on nuooto
lot in city school district Den.
17x24 with fireplace and wet
bar 2 full baths. For more ar
formation call Purdom 8. Thur-
man 753-4451
Basement sale' Saturday 7 an
til 4 pm 415 South 8th St No 1 1
junk Lots of iteits including
some furniture Heated so
come and browse 
41. Real Estate 
Purdom & Thurman
_ImurrarKe_Alleal Estate a
, _sr •-, 2. e
Murray, Kentucky
0















1411 Main , 753-3682
Murray, Ky.
36. For Rent Or Lease 
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
Something new has been added to
JOE SMITH'S
CARPET CENTER. . .
We now have the equipment to clean oil your
carpets with the new dry cleaning method.
Absolutely safe ond we will give
FREE ESTIMATES.- ,
Coll us at 753-6660 or come by our store and
let us explain this to you We core enough to
give you the very best
FOR RENT
Storage trailers. 40 ft.
Tandem axles or 32 ft.
single axles. Call days
or nights, 489-2189.
37. LivestockTupplies




Spaniels ready for Christmas
Call 753-5666
AKC Minature Dachshund pup-
pies, champion bloodlines. $50
each Also found beautiful
friendly female puppy, part
Chichuahua Can't keep 527-
9700 after 12 30 PM. 
Cocker Spaniel puppies Show
quality, champion bloodlines
carry chocolate genes, ANC
registered, weaned at
Christmas $125 each Call
753-7975.
Get your dog groomed for the
Christmas Holidays Call today
for an appointment at Sherri's
Soap and Shape, 104 N 13th
Street. Phone (502) 753-0556.
after hours 437-4311 Hours.
Tues -Fri , 9 am - 5 pm. Satur-
days 9 am - 12 noon $200 off
any grooming December 1st
thru December 23rd.
Pre-Christmas Sale All types
grooming were $12 00 now
$10.00 By appointment. Con
me Lampe. 436-2510
Poodle trimming in home. 10
years experience, Mrs Brown,
435-4539. 
Registered Bassetts. Champion
quality pups. adults, $200 and
up Also Beagle-Bassett pup-
pies. $40 Will hold till
Christmas 753-0672 
Registered AKC Yorkshire pup-
pies, 7 weeks old 753-2815 
4f.15u-blii Sale . 
Garage sale. Friday and Satur-
day, rain or shine, inside











almost new 3 BR.,
By., 2 baths, this
breathtaking home


















ings, glassed wall for
lovely lake view, Elec.
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43. Real Estate
Choice !ciation on Minerva
Drive nigh school Lot has
many trees, home fps 3
bedroorn 2 baths central gas
heat an r,' .3,r family room large
bedroom 3nd large outside
storage Ti., lovely home has
been •ec,...-.ed for quick sale













Get an ELVIS PRESLEY keep-
sake dollar bill FREE with the
purchase of a regular price, tape,
album or cassette.
(No discount cards) limited Supply)
World of Sound
222 So. 12th u.1!, •
Look For The Big Or or (p. Sign
FREE1,11
Floored and reedy. Up to 12 r 24 Also barn MIL of-
flees, cottages, mobile home ad cols, and patios, or U-
DELIVERY
 A 753-0984F „
BUILD, pre-cut cOmpletely ready to assemble up to 24
it 60. Ray the best for len
CUM MOM
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 
r
43. Real Estate -
To please a ladyl House flows
for easy living and gracious
entertaining cltn and study
each with fireplaces unique
kitchen with island double
oven and dishwasher. 3
bedrooms. 2 baths This home
has economical gas heat and is
located on a shady lot west of
town For more information call
753-1492 . Offered by Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors. 
We have farms for sale from
five acres to 175 acres These
range in price from $5250 to
$78.500 Any of the property
can be purchased with a low
down payment and owner
financing at considerably less
than bank rates Call John C.
Neubauer. Realtor, 1111






Over 3,000 sq. ft. iii
living area with a two
acre lot. Four










heat and central air.
Priced in the $60's.
Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222, for







gas heat and electric
air, large den with
fireplace, beautifully
landscaped lawn with
antique split rail fence
In backyard. Better















bedrooms, 2 baths, den
with fireplace, formal
dining, spacious kit-
chen, attached 2 car
garage and several
unique features which
do provide an unusual
home buying op-
portunity. Priced in
upper $60's. Call Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222,
for all the information.
DEFINITELY
KING SIZE
You will oh and ah!
when you see the large








made drapes. Lots is
115 x 315. This home
has quality. $70's. For
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;14 KINGS DEN illi
lt•
THE STORE FOR MEN
43. Real Estate
$16 00i1 is the reduced price
to settle estate on good three
bedroom house at 316 N 6th
Has new storm windows large
living area large utility and 5
large Closets Private financing
negotiable •Otters considered
Call CO Bondurant Realty
• •.t.
43. Real Estate
You only live once so enjoy lite
more in this attractive
home 18x30 Great room. 3
bedrooms ,one has fireplace).
built in country kitchen, large
wooded lot See for yourself by
calling. ,̀753-1492 Century 21
t orP+ta toh, Pout"'"
Don't be Snowbound
This Winter
News 1-5:30 p.m. Tees. Titre Sat.
Limited Supply Lay-Away Early
t°I et fil
•
Th•111 'NI.* fa • ft.", ,a non, Na ,.de G,aa,
'hay ii taa• pas,. 6,, hare bean In <on -1::.
b.6• f aso.,• ass 9 AP./ • iC












43. Real Estate. _ 
Quality and convenience are
yours in this lovely smaller
home Maintenance free ex-
terior: lust . redecorated in-
terior.. Large lot trees and
landscaping are all part of this
extraordinary package lust for
you Call 753-1492.. Offered by




bedroom brick !n Canterbury
will meet all your re-
quirements Location is ex-
cellent Lot is large and home
is more than comfortable with
lovely carpet. 2 baths. kitchen
family room combination. and
double garage Economical gas
heat with central air Priced in
the $50's , For your personal
viewing call Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724
44. Lots For Sale
For sale 2 wooded lots near
Kentucky lake Electric. water.
and sewer hookups Ideal for
home or trailer Call (217) 223.
3765
45. Farms-For Sale-
10 acres with 3 bedrooms, liv-
ing room kitchen dining room,
bath and shower, central heat
and air home located 21,
miles east of Almo Heights.
$19.000. Phone 527-1764.
16'7 acres tillable land 41 7
miles from Murray on 121
South Call /531358 after 5
pm
Since December 1978, Col. Dr Miller of Rt. 1, Mur-
ray, KY has been the principlle auctioneer for Col.
Dan Farris', Apprenticeship. I, Dan Farris, wish to
thank Col. Miller publicly for his -support, en-
couragement, and training. His contribution to the
spirit of competition and to the "Auction Way" of
selling help make the auction method a better way.
Encouraging beginning auctioneers is truly an
unselfish gift to the Auction profession.
Thanks to Col. Miller and the public who followed
our sales throughout the year. I feel better qualified
to serve as a principle auctioneer.
When the average just won't do call a.professional,
MILLER AUCTION SERVICE
LYNN GROVE, KY 435-4144
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tilts easy Just touch Use picture of any of 27 stitch patterns, and
Never before has a sewing machine this versatile made sewing 4
you've got it, instantly The Touch-Tronic memory remembers
the progranuned length and width, and can even give you a 
iLa Reduced for
mirror unage of the stitch pattern. There's a built-in needle 'Mr  Cutlass Supreme, power, air, 
"V o lc kerthreader guide, a push-button self-winding bobbin, and a Touch- % AM-FM 8-track, maroon with
Ironic buttonholer for the best buttonhole yet. The Touch-Ironic
2001 memory machine is so easy to use, you can forget about your ;La& white vinyl half-roof, wire average citizen
sewing machine and concentrate on creating something Ver,. wheel covers. $2700. Call 753-




21,000 actual miles. Price
$1950. Call 753-8861. 
1972 Chevrolet Caprice. 4-door,
steering, brakes, and air, good
condition. One car owner.
$700. Phone &et pm, 753-
4443 
1973 Caprice, Chevrolet, 2-
door, 350, two barrel car-
borator. excellent condition.
60,000 miles. 759-1894.
For sale 1973 Maverick, 302





Bel Air Shopping Center
75 3-53 23
teD6 ill,
46-.11omes fir  Sale
Brick duplex. 2 bedrooms each'
apartment Owner financed
Price reduced 1104 Pogue_ 
For sate 'Nice-older 3 bedroom
house with fireplace ig den. 2
• • story garage with large recrea-
-ftc.e.Alails400g1..14441.44ric41-14lie,,W-
fifty-seven acres, near 'New
Concord. Call 436-2140
House for sale. Five rooms and
bath. Near downtovin. Located
on 34 acre lot $19.000 or best
offer. Will part finance 153-
2891.
Three bedroom house, 2 bath
double garage, large den with
cathedrial ceiling in Canterbury
Estates Call 753-1358 after 5
pm 
47. Motorcycles 
For sale 1979 Honda Odyssey
or trade for dependable car.
Call 437-4437 
.1975 MR 175 Honda Must
sell, $250 Call 753-6863 
(918 Yamaha DT-125, extra
low miles, excellent condition
$600 753-9620 
1978 Yamaha 01-125 Enduro,
like new, 500 miles $115 Call
753-6432. 
48. Auto. Services
Four Umlug western wheels, 14
inch with chrome lugs, fit any
make. $200 value for 'WO
Call 753-4626 or 753-8474 
Snow tires for cars and most
pickup trucks. Plain or studd-
ed. Studded tires only $4 extra
if you buy early. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris
49. Used Cars
1974 Brougham LTD. 753-
8361 
19-74 Belau Chevrolet 4-door
sedan Good tires, good condi-
tion $1895 Call 753-4455 
geOr Corvette, new. with
-rè 701r.
loaded. Call 753-0372 after S. 
1977 Camaro, silver,- 6
cylinder. AM-FM radio with
cassett player. Excellent condi-
tion $3850 -Call 767-2550
For sale 1976 Datsun 280Z.
two plus two, automatic, good
condition, very, reasonable.
$5-500 Call 753-4395 between
4 and 6 pm daily. -•
For sale. r961 VW Beetle. 2
year old engine. $650. Call
753-2855. •
1976 Grand Prix. -black on
black, loaded. Excellent condi-
tion. $2995. 753-7853.
quick sale: 1976








Up To $1 2°PF1
Bowling Bags
,‘.up To $1 0011Fi




*Golf Clubs *Balls *Bags-Shoes r
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, II-Nock Swoatots, Shirts and other
go and tennis clothing
REDUCED TO SELL
TRY OUR CHRISTMAS
1415 Main LAY-AWAY PLAN 753-2202
49. Used Cars
1973 Fiat, $1000. Trade




Tire sale! Coopers best 4-ply,"
Polyester white wall. 12-32 I
tread depth, 7 rib with 120
tread wear level. A78x13",
$22.55 plus 1.72 FET:,
178x14", $26.10 plus 2.20 I
FIT; F113x14", $26.97 plus II
2.32 FIT; G78x14" or IV, g
$28.83 plus 2.54 FIT; e
H78x14" or 15", $30.02 plus ;
2.76 FIT; 1.78x15", $32.21 12,
plus 3.06 FIT. Wallis Hardware, $
Paris.
Used starters, $20. Alternators. C
raditors. automatic
transmissions, motors, used 







1970 Olds Cutlass, good condi-
tion, 350. Call 753-8937. 
1977 Trans Am, 33,000 miles,
like new, one owner, must sell.
753-6204. 
50. Used Trucks ' 
1971 Chevy wrecker, one ton, 4
wheel drive, automatic, 28,000
miles, Canfield boom. 437-
4734 or 437-4749. . 
1917 Chevy Silverado truck.
22,000•miles, $4375. Call 753-
2280 after 5 pm. 
1969 Chevy pickup, 6 cylinder.
straight shift. Motor and body
in excellent' condition. - Phone
153-4575 after 6 pm. 
1951 and 1973 Chevy truck:
1967 Chevy van; 1971 Cadillac.
Mai be seen at Murray Muffler.
OF THE SEVENTIES 6 7th and Maple. 
fi tioned, new paint, good condi-
tion. Call 753-7404 or 753-
C 1974 Datsun pickup, high
mileage, engine good condi-
tion, factqry air, mags and
11
111. camper top. Phone 753-5475. 
per. 21,000 miles. Price
•
!
1978 Ford pickup, power steer-
ing, brakes, and air, With top-
S4500. Call 753-8861.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our ; 1972 Ford Wrecker, one ton,Main Concern" i 440 Holmes with dollie, dual
PURDO
Olds-Psortise-Cadillic
1406 West Main - 753-5315
1739 cia-rias briats.as csaw1:14110kolit1E111D.W.CNIAIDGA11,EAIDGAIS40.0 G14 7404 or 753-2486
0,1911 Datsun pickup, air condi-
fuel tanks, bar with lights, ex-
cellent condition. Call 753-
52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered 
6x12 loot steel tailer, custom
built, dual axle, tail lights,
bumper hitch Call 753-8500
after 5 pm
,1916 Procraft, 115 Mercury
motor. good shape, lots of ac-
cessories. Phone 753-7892. 
53. Services Offered 
c:ALL TYPES home remodeling
;and maintenance. References.
iGuarenteed work. Free
zestimates. Call 753-8948 or
1753-2501 after 5 pm.
Concrete and block work. Block
;garages, basements, driveways,
walks, patios. steps, free
• estimates. 753-5476. 
living Of 
theCr atrepse t c Promptl ea n nagn, da et fr lecal soe nnt as eb I re-
Good thing vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489-
2774. 
50. Used Trucks
1971 International school bus.
753-7746. .
1173-Tnterogional-TraesTA1I,
model 1010. 8 cylinder,
automatic transmission, air
conditioned, radio, heater,
power, clean. Anxious to sell.
$1395. Call 753-6500 or 753-
8050.
1979 Jeep C1-7, V8 with
automatic transmission, hard
top, power steering, tilt wheel.
Call 753-7688 after 5 pm. •
1916 VW Bus, automatic, AM-
FM stereo, excellent gas
mileage. Call 759-1289. 
51. Campers
Hurry! Winter is comineCom-.
cfne-1 451-ellitr Vrali
service. A few 1979 Starcraft
and Road Rangers at discount
.prices. Close out special on all
truck toppers,- $190. White's
Camper Sales, Highway 94
East. Murray, KY. Call 753-
0605.
1970 Motor home. 18 ft. Open
Road. Automatic, steering,
brakes, double air, 25 kw.
generator. 318 c.i. Dodge
Chassis, sleeps 4. completely
self contained. Excellent condi-
tion. 753-6278. 
See the new Prowler trailers for
1980 - Also_mant_good used
trailers. Arrowhead Camper




Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters. and




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing. Call lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827. 
Do you need stumps removed
fiom your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343. 
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free













Member F.D. I. C.
53. Services Offered 
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565. 
Chimney brick repair. Brick
house pointing, house painting.




















Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966. 
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Have your driveways white rock-
ed before bad weather. Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after 4 pm.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Licensed electrician. Prompt,
efficient service, reasonable
rates. Call Ernest White, 753-
0605. 
Let us help you this Christmas
season, Christmas cards ad-
dressed and mailed. Call 753-
6068. 
Paper hanging and interior
painting. Call 437-4617 or 753-
7337. 
Plumbing cy electrical repair
on well pumps, water heaters,
and ranges, also dishwashers
installed. lames Burkeen, 474-
2257. 
Painting- Paperhanging. Com-
mercial or residential. Free
estimates. 759-1987. 
Tractor work: breaking, disking,
bushhogging, blade work. Call
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ieconds. Instant display of
X 
month and date Stainless
steel, blue dial frame. BliN N
NALL QUARTZ. ALL SEIKO.:










Save time and money, call us
firl- Millstone Development
tarp. "Vk -figrtRe Fan- fOr
your excavating needs. Septic
tanks, ponds. and lakes.
Backhoe dozer and pan work.










Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203. 
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type




l I . clp
around tie -
home, carpentry, and roofing.
753-9600. 
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
.Morgan . Construction Co..
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026. 
We do upholstery, anything you
wish...furniture, car, boats. We
have a wide selection of fabrics
to chobse from, so give' us a
call, 753-5361 or 753-6488. 
56. Free Column 
Eight week old Calico kitten,
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105 N. 12th BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE 753-8080
OWNER LEAVING SIA
The home you've waited for immaculate 3 BR., 2
bath, B.V. central electric heat and air, ample
closets throughout, extra large double garage,
good garden area. So many extras, you must see
to appreciate. Priced to sell at $49,900.00.
SPRICED RIGHTS
413 S. 10th - Nicely decorated 2-bedroom home,
shag carpeting, elec. B.B. heat, range,
refrigerator included. Lovely bath with shower.






Three bedroom, B.V. newly decorated and car-
peted, large kitchen-den spacious master
bedroom, carport. Move into this spotlessly
clean home and, enjoy good country living.
Reduced to $37.500.
MODERN AS TOMORROW
In lovely Gatesboro, almost new 3 BR., B.V., 2
baths, this breathtaking home looks to the
future. Charming great room, beamed ceiling,
cozy fireilace. A dazzling island kitchen, custom
cabinets. Economical heat pump. Courtyard en-




New Colonial home on 12 acres, so many
luxuries, so much spaciousness, 11 rooms, 3
baths, full finished basement, 2 fireplaces.
Owner will consider trade for city property or
will finance. Reduced. Call today.
TODAY'S BUY =
TOMORROW'S SECURITY
In this quality 3 BR., 21/2 bath B.V. in lovely Can-
terbury - Loaded with extras - central vacuum,
heatolater in fireplace extra large bedrooms,
luxurioua baths. Double garage, paved drive.
Call today for an appt. to see this beauty.
"Profesional Services With The FriendlyTouch"
MONROE DRIVE
Look no farther for the best, superbly built 4 BR.,
21/2 bath quality home, with 2900 sq. ft. many
distinctive features including fireplace with
heatolator, double garage. Priced $79,000.
I WILL TAKE IT!!
If you are one of the wise ones you'll say this af-
ter seeing this attractive home. It features 2 B.,
large kitchen, dinett,g, good sized utility, and nice
carpeting. Easy walking distance to Bel-Air
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The funeral for Mrs.
Freddie Duncan of Dexter
Route 1 will be held Friday at
2 p.m at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rey. layne Shanklin and
the Rev. Pafford Patterson
officiating.
Providing the music will be
singers led by Leland Peeler
from the Independence United
Methodist Church where she
was a member
Active pallbearers will be
Leon. Willard, Eugene, and
Ralph Duncan, Clinton
Barrow, and Ronald Lawrnce.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Mitchell, Parvin. and Barry
Hill, Junior Barnett, Bobby
Stone, Gene Paul King. and
Bill Mosley, all grandsons.
Burial will follow in the
McDaniel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Duncan. 78, died
Tuesday at 3:20 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. Her
husband, Tremon Duncan.
died May 24. 1970.
She is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Crawford
Barnett, Almo Route 1, Mrs-4.:
Arvin Hill, Dexter Route 1,
and Mrs. John R. Brown,
Hornell, N. Y.; one son,
Donnie Duncan and his wife,
Brenda, Dexter Route 1: one
brother, Euin Bizzell, Draf-
fenville; 12 grandchildren: 13
great grandchildren.
1 Deaths& Funerals 1
Frank Scott Dies
Wednesday At Flint
Word has been received of
the death of Frank Scott,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday at 1:20
a.m. at Flint, Mich., where he
resided.
Mr. Scott, 66, was a retired
employee of General Motors.
Born Sept. 8, 1913, he was the
son of the late Delius Scott and
Sally Roberts Scott of
Calloway County.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Delcia Scott, one
daughter, Judy, three sons,
Russell, Roger, and Jimmy,
one brother, Carlos Scott, and
several grandchildren, all of
the Flint, Mich., area.
Mr. Scott is also survived by
several nieces and nephews of
Murray and Calloway County.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Halls Funeral
Home, Gladwin, Mich., with






Baucum, mother of Morris
Baucum of Murray. died
today at 9 a.m. at the Com-
munity Hospital, Mayfield.
She was 66 years of lige and a
resident of Foster Lane,
Mayfield.
The deceased had operated
a tax service at Mayfield until
Funeral IsToday - her illness. Born March 20,
For Mike Adams Ima Harris .Morris Shupe, who
The funeral services for
Mike Adams, 29 year old
farmer of Mayfield Route 7,
Lynn Grove Community, were
held today at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Layne Shanklin officiating.
Pallbearers were Dennis
Chester, Bobby Washer, Joe
Pat Johnson, Richard Sims,
Ronnie Ivey, and Gary
Kilgore. Burial was in the
Bazzell Cemetery.
Mr. Adams died Monday
after an extended illness at the
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nash-
ville, Tenn.
He is survived by his wife,
Charlotte, son, John Colie
Adams, parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Colie Dee Adams, and
brother, Pat Adams, all of
Mayfield Route 7.
survives, and the late Lee
Morris.
She is survived by her
husband, Leland Baucum; her
mother, Mrs. Ima Shupe,
Mayfield; one son, Morris
Baucum and his wife, Judy,
Murray; step daughter, Mrs.
Sue Evans, Middletown, Cal.;
one sister, Mrs. Zeia Brewer,
Graves County; one brother,
W. D. Morris, Detroit, Mich.;
three step grandchildren;
three step great grand-
children.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
John Huffman officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Highland Park Cemetery
there.
Friends may call at the




Saturday, Sunday & Monday, Dec. 1, 2, & 3
Open 3:00 a.m.
2 Eggs (Any style)
Bacon or Sausage
Gravy
Biscuit or Toast 8, Jelly
$169
Southside Restaurant
So. 12th Beside Bank of Murras Branch
Final Rites Held
For Murray Woman
Final rites for Mrs. Finis
Thomspon of Murray Route 8
are being held today at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
John Dale and Dean Crut-
chfield officiating. Jerry Bolls
is directing the singers from
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ, where she
was a member.
Jimmy. Trellis, and Steve
McCuiston, Lloyd Thompson,
Joe Pat Coleman, and Charlie
Wade Bucy are serving as
pallbearers. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Thompson: 65, the
former Annis Estelle ( Rix I
McCuiston, died Monday at St.
Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn.
She is survived by her
husband, Finis; three
daughters, Mrs. James A.
Fielder, Mrs. Paul Brandon,
and Mrs. Mike Lyons; one son,
Gerald Thompson; three
sisters, Mrs. Bill Warren,
Mrs. Frank McCuiston, and
Mrs. Orin McCuiston; one
brother, Cecil McCuiston;
seven grandchildren.
The family requests that
'expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the Calloway County Cancer
Fund, Mrs. Stanford Andrus.
treasurer, or the Calloway





Mrs. Marion ha Underwood
Bell died Tuesday at 3:55 p.m.
at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. She was 71
years of age and a resident of
2803 Clark Street, Paducah.
A native of Henry County,
Tenn., she was the widow of
Emmett Bell, a member of the
Concord United Methodist
Church, and a member of the
High Point _Homemakers
Club.
Mrs. Bell is survived by
three sons-Bob and Charles
Bell, Paducah, and Jimmy
Bell, Overland Park, Kan.;
seven grandchildren; two
great grandchildren.
Three sisters survive who
are Mrs. Selona Jackson,
Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs.
Betty Owen and Mrs. Dorothy
Perry, Paris, Tenn. Also
surviving are seven brothers








Tenn., and Barkley Under-
wood, North Carolina.
The funeral is being held,
today at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah, with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Riley and the Rev.
Dossie Wheatley officiating.
Members of_the Men's Bible
Class of Concord Church are
serving as pallbearers. Burial
will follow in the Maplelawn
Cemetery there.




,ith Daily compounding the annual ettective yield
; hi'. There is no minimum deposit and you earn





4 Year Variable Rate
Certificate of Deposit
the rate paid is set eat h month, based on the 4 year
yield curve. by the U.S Treasury. Your rate is
guaranteed for 4 years




Ask about our monthly or Quarterly interest checks












Dies On Nov. 3
Mrs. Clara Estelle Johnson,
native of Calloway _County,
died Sunday at the Henry
County Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
She was 57 years of age and a
resident of 608 Irvine Street,
Paris.
Her husband, Robert H.
Johnson, died earlier this
month on Nov. 3. Born Aug. 19,
1922, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Burnett Black and . Jennie
Story Black.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Joyce Keeling,
Mayfield; one son, Bobby
Johnson. Paris, Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. Effie Clark, and
two brothers, Noble Black and
Hardy Black, Mayfield; five
grandchildren.
Graveside services will be
conducted Monday at 2 p.m. at
the Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield, with John Hoover
officiating. The Roberts
Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in
charge of the arrangements.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take





A shower for Phillip and
Vickie Jones and. their
children whose home on High-
way 1346 _near Dexter was
destreyett-twAre-Qualquidaji_,
morning will be held Tuesday.
Dec. 4, from 9:30 a.m. to 7
p.m. at the Dexter Community
Center.
Members of the Dexter
Senior Citizens group will be
present throughout the day to
receive gifts persons wish to
leave for the Jones' family.
Mrs. Jones is the former
Vickie Wyatt. daughter of Mr




An early morning fire did
minor -damage to a Dexter
area house today, according to
a Calloway Cniinty ire-
Rescue Squad spokesman.
The house, owned by Clyde
Vaughn, is located three miles
east and one-half mile south
on Highway 1346. The
spokesman said the cause
may have been electrical.




The Chestnut Grove A. M.
E. Church at Hazel will
sponsor a special event on
- Saturday, Dec. 1, starting at
12 noon.
During this period soul food,
dinner, and supper will be
served. Featured will be
chittlings, chicken, and fish
with all-The tii—min-ifigs, ac-
cording to a church
spokesman who invites the
public to attend.
Stock Market
Pnces of stocks of local usterest at 11
a.m. CST today furnished to The Murra
y
Ledger la Tunes by First of MI, higan
Corp are as follows
inaustrial Average • 4 01
Air Products 31 -'
American Motors . Pt •N
Ashland  39'.. -s
American Telephone Sr's • La
Bonanza.. .. P•fi AA
Chrysler 5's - kr.
Ford Motor  30". unc
G. A  I" 10 •°,
General Care . .. 16's unc
General Dyne/rues 55 *1
General Motors 52's unc
Gengrail Tire 19'N • ii
Goodhch . . 20's unc
Hardens  13 •',
Heublein. ...... 22.• • 4,4
I.B.M. 66 • i•
Jerico  17".B 17441
K Mart  241. -s
Pennwalt 33°, • kt
Quaker Oats  '27"., •°,
Tappan 17,s -kir






LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP - CSOA -
Cattle 500; slaughter and feeder dasser
steady;
Slaughter steers good 7599110 lb 42 00-
63.00;
Slaughter cows commercial 45 00-
48.00; utility 4700-5200. cutter 44 00
50 00; canner 40 00-45 00.
Slaughter bulls 1.2 1040-1670 It, 3600
61.25,
Slaughter calves and vealers nigh
choice and prune 190-295 lb sealers 0000.
104.00;
' Slaughter calves untested, feeder
steers 290 lb 9250. 540-690 lb 76 50414 00;
91060 lb 61 00.67 50. noted including
hplsteins 300-500 lb 5950.7050, 500-955 lb
60 00-0.00; heifers 375400 lb 511 1060 75;
Hogs 600; barrows and gulls tteadi, to
25 higher; 1-2 209245 lb 40 40-40 7., AO.
250 lb 3975-40.40; 2-3 22o-270 It, 4(00-
39.7; 270-280 lb 3800-3900; sows ur“ier
400 lb 50 lower. over 401 lb 50.1 00
higher; 1-2 300-4110 lb 28 903000 40)450 .
lb 28.5049 50. 450.600 lb 29 40-10 75, 24
3013-450 lb 36.00-2000;' boars over 30049b
27 SO-21 03;
Sheep /5; untested
Couples Take Break From Travels
For Visit With The Claude Millers
Dr. and Mrs. Frank C.
Miller and Dr. and Mrs.
Richard H. Paul will arrive
Sunday, Dec. 2, for a three
days visit with Dr. Miller's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Claude
L. Miller, Martins Chapel
Road.
Dr. Miller and Dr. Paul
were the guest lecturers
Friday and Saturday at the
High Risk Obstetric Seminar
at Vanderbilt University in
Nashville presented by the
Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology and the Division
of Continuing Education,
DR. YLSH1N N'00, author
of Bong Nam and the
Pheasants, a children's book
published recently by Pren-
tice Hall, will autograph his
book at the Humane Society
infiirmation booth during the
.C.b.cissoliss-RAcasic,sto.
day. The booth, which will be
open from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., will
be located in front of Corn-
',Austin, and proceeds from the
sale of the 'attractively il-





Christmas music will be
presented by the Chorus and
Choir of Murray State
University with Prof. Robert
K. Baar as director on Sun-
day. Dec. '2, at 5 p.m. at the
Recital Hall Annex of the Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
Featured will be The
"Magnificat In C" by Johann
Christian Bach and smaller
works celebrating the life of
Christ. Several Christmas
carols and traditional folk'
songs will also be heard.
The concert is free and open
to the public, a spokesman
said:
Hog Market
Federal-State. Market News Service
November B, 1979
Kentucky Purchaae Area Hog Market
Report Includos7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 679 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts steady SOP, uneven steady 11 00
lower
US 1-2200-230 11s. .138.25-38.50
US 2 200-240 lbs. . 638.00-38. 25














of Medicine. Dr. Paul was
honored as the '1979
Distinguished Visiting Lec-
turer.
They will leave Wednesday
for New Orleans where they
are directing a past-graduate
seminar: Perinatal Medicine:
Update, 1979, at the Hyatt
Regency Hotel. Mrs. Miller is
the Program Coordinator for
The Institute of Perinatal
Biology, Inc.. one of the
sponsors of the meeting.
Dr. Miller is an associate
professor in the Department
of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
Los Angeles County-
University of Southern
California Medical Center. He
is the director of the Maternal-
Fetal .Medicine Fellowship
Program and the Intensive
Care Delivery Area.
Dr. Paul is Professor and
Chief of . the Section of
Obstetrics in the Department




Dr. Miller and Dr. Paul are
Fellows of the American
College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists and are both
Board Certified in the sub-
specialty area of Maternal-
Fetal Medicine.
They have just returned
front Japan where Dr. Paul
professor and chairman,
Departnient of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Columbia
Presbyterian Medical Center,
New York City; and, Dr.
Edward J Quilligan,
Professor of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Los Angeles
County-University of Southern




To Present Clips Of
Outtakes And Bloopers
"Outtakes and Bloopers,"
an amusing series of film clips
gathered and presented by
Herb Graff, will be presented
free at 8 p.m. Monday, Dec. 3,
in the Student Center
auditorium at Murray State
University.,
Graff is a professor of film
history at both New York
Herb Graff
University and the New School
of Social Research.
N.Y., and Bucks County
Playhouse in New Hope, Penn.
Graff has written ex-
tensively for most of the noted
film publications and recently
completed his first book for
Doubleday on film buff ery
called "Someday My Prints
Will Come." •
The presentation is spon-
sored by the Student Gover-
nment Association.
--Carter ••••
was a guest lecturer at the The series of clips includes
Sixth World Congress ofi'-outtakes, goofs, and flubs
Gynecology and Obstetrics in from -motion pictures, TV
-Tokyo. [Jr. Miller was one of shows, conimercials, Army
TriurTatist.--ttilunirtois.-i-r-4The--•-•Ltfaiinsnt4iltn*-arAiLnewsreels. -
with particular emphasis on
outtakes from "Star Trek. -
Graff compiled the clips
while working as the head
curator of the Brooklyn Film
Archives. His first major





-As a film lecturer, Graff has
given one-man shows in such
locations as Town Hall in New
York City, the John Crew
Theatre in East Hampton,
Sendai International Sym-
posium in Obstetrics and
Gynecology at the University
of Sendai in Sendai Japan.
The other speakers- were:
Dr. P. CI Steptoe from
England, well known for his
work, in infertilitti _and the
delivery of the world's first
'-'test tube" baby; Dr.
Raymond Vande Wide,
Gospel Singing To
Be Held Friday At
Methodist Church
A Gospel Singing featuring
The Sounds of Faith and The
Carriers will be held Friday,
Nov. 30, at. 7 p.m. at the
Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church, located on
Highway 641 North between
Dexter and Hardin.
The public is invited to
attend, according to the
church pastor, the Rev. Eulas
Greer.
Regular services will be
held Sunday with Sunday
School at 10 'a.m. and





Boosters will meet Monday,
Dec. 3, at 7 p.m. at the band
room of the school.
Hal Winchester, president,
urges all interested persons to
attend.
(Continued Front Page One
The White House suggested
the bell-ringing, as well as
sending letters to the Iranian
mission at the United Nations,
as ways that Americans could
vent their feelings without
risking retaliation against the
hostages.
Some Americans felt that
was not enough. Charles
Caldwell, a print-shop owner.
front Oak Cliff, Texas, said he
di.d_not thi the. :present -
situation ca continue
longer.
"I agree . the president
should try to pursue and
develop all avenues of peace,
but it seems the longer it goes -
on, the more dignity and self-




An art exhibit sponsored by
the Murray State University
Housing Programming
Council will be on display on
Dec. 4, 5, and 6 from-6 to 8 p.m.
in Hart Hall.
Come by Dwain Taylor Chevrolet and talk
with Craig Suitor, one of our salesmen.
Ca:I Craig during the daytime at 753-2617




C•NTAAL MOTORS PANTS INVLSWAI
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Ports
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617












$ 12 .9 5 tport package954 deposit
Additional Packages Only $12.00
Package now includes: TWO - 8x10's, 3- 5x7's,
15- wallets, and 4- Color Portrait Charms
The perfect Color Portrait Package for the entire family
at a super K mad price, and in a variety of poses and
backgrounds. No additional charge for groups. Poses
our selection. Satisfaction always or deposit cheerfully
refunded. These Days Only
Tues. Nov. 27, Wed. Nov. 28
Thurs. Nov. 29, Fri. Nov. 30
... and Sat. Dec. 1
Daily 10 a.m. -8 p.m.




























































A Sped al Section
gi,t ..'er.,,one on your list!
section will guide you
to shop in MURRAY
• e x ti-ci special gifts for
your shopping list..
thy plqco to find the who,






vv! • =,0 your holiday shopping
early by shopping in Murray,
whe everything imag- inable can
be found ... and wrap yourself
;r. f h , fun and excitement that
the season's sure to bring!
.1tilE'VritS bt: ti1 4. 4f1 this, It'
less entertaining lo as oid tlk
si minute rush. do as much the
week or day ahead as possible
Check litre fl..is'. 55.0
dishes. and silt Cr, think :thou!
he used and ',Cr\ I,Let.Cs (ha:
ssiIl be needed
• Select a menu that insludes
no more than one or two ..ompli
Cared let :pc,. Other dishes on
the menu should he simple t..
prepare. Or dishes th.ti
C04,1keti ahead tuid refrigerated 0!
trozen
• Don't out- Elea re,_
me, on our 4iests A test run
before iiand hclps deter-mice
portion si/e. menu tmung and.
most of all.-puts the hostess at -
case at-part time
• A microua‘e oven is per-
fect for heating hors crocus res,
defrosting foods prepared ahead
or cooking other main dishes
For example. the holiday tur
key ,00ks nit - 10 minutes pet
pound and retains its natwal
juices v.hen cooked in a nw.ro
a use
b bur baked potatoes are ...-ady
in I .2 minutes Veger.ble,
cooked in a microv.a‘, keep
their natural colors and t,:Ste f2ar
I USE AGAIN
AND AGAIN
Decoratise ties and ss rap -
pings from presents souse -
received needn't he throw n
away. Recycle them
Not only can you use them t..
wrap gifts, but many make
pretty additions to the Christmas
tree or festive garnishes for the
Christmas table.
Sizes 2 to 14
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'Tis the season to be/oily
Spirit of Christmas past
is still present today
('hr i'tnia Is-si Snowflakes gently ens clop cities. towns and
glens a, ross the ,ontinent in J deep. white blanket of snow File
scencriois remin LseCflt ot ute dais sof 'Curi ler es. Ise.
The hustle and hustle of Christmas preparation begin to the tune
ot side KA, S. 011J, ringing their bells for the benefit of ?limb:less
inovigrant t amilies Coachmen leading horse and buggies cordially
eNsAtrt atioNiets from store to store, in the midst of erov,tied er
streets
Logs burn in mg room fireplaces, ss arming the hands and tt
• 
k,
of V. ear" Christina, MI% eter's a ho has' conic by way of train, horse-
back and toot to spend the holiday v. ith %unity and friends
The smell 01 pine tills rooms, a reminder t,t the watch in the
• woods for an esergreen bigger and grander than that of the year
bet ore
As grandmothers reseal their
secret recipes for creating per-
fect gingerbread men and
'chock shocolate chip•
cookies. wide-eyed children oh-
sers e. assailing the chance to
sneak a drop ot sweet tasting
hatter
100 years later and the scenes
appear quite drtlerent from
those of -old-fashioned-
Christmases of long ago
Reflecting modern technol-
ogy and changing idealogies.
today 's holiday season is
marked with new and changing
symbols and traditions.
(oast to coast
The customs and tokens that
say "Merry Christmas- appear
on tele s oser the radio.
and in newspapers and maga-
zines. Santa Claus is now a unr
versa/ sy mho!
No body of land or water pre-
vents the world v. ide exchange
of greetings of "Joy eux
"Feliz Na% Riad.- and "Etuon
Natale." as Christmas cheer is
spread via satellite
Closer to home. ,Christmas
ornaments of plastic, aluminum
and other metals adorn, 'ssrn-
doss's, doors, roofs and land-
scapes. Twinkling multi-cot-
ored electric lights augment the
shimmering gloss of a dear
winter's night
Families senture out on
Christmas Esc to purchase the
latest in shiny, aluminum
Christmas trees in shades of
pink. v. hite and es ergreen
Gifts are chosen from the
latest in multifaceted appli-
ances. clothing and essefrs
And, the season is celebrated
in the office, in restaurants. on
stage and at home
-lime of lose
Times hase surely changed •
.And. along with them, the holi-
days and celebrations that hasc
survived the ages.
Christmas past ss as part of a
simpler. less complex society.
thus it was celebrated in such a
manner
Modern lifestyles often do
not lend themselves to the un-
hurried and often time consum-
ing preparations characteristic
of earlier days.
However. a change in the
modes of celebrations does not
mean that Christmas present is
ans less significant or meaning-
ful.
As long as Christmas repre-
sents a hope for the future, the
freedom to give and receive
with warmth and meaning: and
a time of love, the meaning of
Christmas wall endure. and
Christmas 2079 will be as spe-
cial as any Christmas past.
Holiday smiles and surprises
. tart
NO MATTER WHERE they hang the ,tocking---Iireplace. Franklin stove or even
over the television—holiday picture- are fun to look at all sear long. The pocket-size
Kodak Ektralite 30 camera makes picture-taking ea-ier then ever because of its built-
in flash and auttunatir expie.ure void rid.
Christmas entertaining made easy
The holiday season is upon
us It's the time of year tor enter-
taining and preparing testi%
feasts for family and triends
Here are ;Wile hints to make -
you a guest at your own party '
• Ads ance planning and
preparation are the kess to flaw -









20% To 40% Off
Winter
Coats & Jackets















Children's Shoes ̀South Side Shopping Center
den fresh.
To complete the meal, a fes-
tive truncAe can be reads in 16-
.IS ounutes. ,
There are numerous micro-
wave models and styies le
choose from to make .hplidas
entertaining easier_ Tappar
offers models ssith temperature
probes. touch control panels
esith memors and evim brown
mg elements
With the menu selected ant,
all adsance preparation corn
plete. relax and he a guest at
your ens n parts
6




ace upon a time ,no+ so Ione( 13
•
o, there lived who never
seemed to have any . She
fried to szrGe btit she just
couldni- do trf by horself . At
•
vvas corn in and fhe
It
— decided
+ha+ she needed to buy
3)ne nishi- her fairy .god-




opened one up and +ha+
had plenty of U for
ciloush left over to
thins for herself
wants you to live
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Basic games for Christmas are run
by kid-power for hours of active fun
In this age of gadgets and
gamin's ks, it's nice to know that
you can still find SOIlle %triple.
basis games to gists the children
on youi Christmas list. games
that need no power hut kid
power to aLtisate the fun
Basis. games jfe Ideal tor
teaehing kids fundamental
skills. Lost only J ICA dillials
and nearer need batteries But
best of all, they're fun'
1.7 co
Sono; games has e been
around long enough to become
classics Such a game is Cootie.
everybody 's lj', mite bug for
more than 30 years
Cootie is still teaching chil-
dren fundamental+ like colors,
numbers and taking turns, as
each player races to he the first
to complete his or her Cootie by
adding legs. c!, es, and soon





All Types Of Gift
Certificates Available.
Look Sharp, Feel Great
United Figure
Salon






















FM. Horg Kong seen,i cna,r we're,P. ,e1,1A1 on AS ?ha fun sear A I
rdillibTN deep Delmer 04 S,,,Or ,AnAn •rret
SAtesiseSoendrel Vernter passes rest el,
S*Jy&*SV daps .ndoors Fed 0 Sarre.

















































1/4 CARAT s, 1iss4.mtm
$395 i $895 1$11995
mean 001001010W*11111
*UO NOW OM SAW
boded 
Chip
1.•••••=1 *aassabsso tisvals•famear Gary
•gm.. 1.1•3111bris cif Mos Ovis
) WM*  I • TO PAYI
MICHELSON'S
.81111:407,91e.
'41 if lAir Shorr
AlUrro
Gat givers can choose the
standard Cootie game. or treat a
child to IklioLe Cootie or Giant
Coolie. all are as sure to please
now as thi: original Cootie did
three decades ago
Other basis games are saria
lions on traditional las times
for instance. Stadium Ches. k
ers, from Schaper, combine" the
strategy of checkers Vs ith the c
citement of marbles,
Players must move their mar
hies down the stadium by rotat
mg concentric rings —hut, at the
same tinw. try not to move the
opponent's marbles.
Bingo takes on a new (Innen
slam in Shake Bingo. a game
played with dice. Players match
the numbers on the dice with the
dice configurations on the pla,
tic bingo board, the first to cove'
six numbers in a row is the
winner.
Another variation, on two
classics, is 'fiddle be Toe. This
game combines the coordina-
fion skills of tiddlywinks with
the strategy of tic tar: toe: and
the only predictable outcome is
a fun time for all.
To help develop coordination
and timing skills in little fingers.
games like Ants in the Pants.
Don't Spill the Beans or The
Last Straw are ideal.
All are lively action games
that require no reading skills,
and are great tools for pre-
schoolers to learn dexterity and
competition.
Steering through the rnazt
from flower to hive is the object
of Tickle Bee. a Schaper classic
tier over 17 years
Using skill. concentration,
:and, the magnetic "tickler"
wand, players try to guide the
bee without getting "stung."
The nice part for parents is that
Tickle Ike is self-.contained. so
O there arc no parts to get lost.
When you begin your search
through:the toOstore this Christ-
nias for a game that will enter-
tain as well as develop chi!.
dren's skills, you- needn't he
dazzled bY sophisticated gad-
getry-- and the high prices that'
go With it:
Good, basic games such as
these can provide hours of con-
structive play from a limitless
energy source—children!
.1 heard the bells on Christmas
Day
Their old, familiar carols play,
And wild and sweet
The words repeat
Of peace on earth, good-tvill
men!
—Henry W. Longfellow
A SMART TOY sHoPPER will buy only top-quality to,. that
have long-lasting plaa a alms as sell. This new Tonka Custom Van
Shop Builder Plaaset, for ev Ample. is sturdy, has carefully
made, simple parts, is attractia e and offers unlimited pla, Bison-
thins. These are the hest Was fir the Ilsab dollar this a ear.
Plan ahead for jolly season
-Iris the season to be jolly, and
chances are your children will
have several parties to attend.
To keep both parents and
youngsters jolly. have y our chil-
dren keep a list id the parties to
which they are invited
Go over their clothes with
them, and pick out outfits to be
worn to each event
Decide on accessories. II
your daughter plans to borrow.
your evening bag for an occa-
sion, check your own list to be
sure you won't be using it your,
sell.
Planning ahead at holiday
time is a sure way to avoid disas-
tmus conflicts and last-minute
hysterics.
New baby is born
YOUR LITTLE GIRL will lint' toe addle My Bottle Baby, Ideal's
new soft baby doll. She's 14 inclu-s tall and, with the pull of a
string, she sucks on her water bottle, while ing her head up
and down and making a real mining mound.
Use caution with Christmas lights
and have a safe, beautiful holiday.
Be careful when using
Christmas lights. They are one
of the leading causes of home
fires during the holiday season.
When using outdoor wires,
be sure they are both waterproof
and UL (Underwriters Labora-
tories) approved.
This will ensure that the wires
are properly grounded and arc
resistent to changes in weather.
Indoor wires may be a lighter
gauge than outdoor wires.
Again, be sure they:are UL ap-
proved.
If you find left-over indoor
wires, do not use them for ow -
door purposes. They are not vs .1-
terproof and could lead to a fire
In both cases, do not overload
electrical sockets with inputs
This can cause wires to overheat
and melt their wrappers. It ciii
also lead loan inside wall fire
the socket is of a lesser mat:
mum voltage capacity.
Lights add beauts: and crca:.-
To get up smiling
".14. 'IL IL
FATHER TIME would never want to turn back the clock if he
had a chance to start the year off right with a new ele. tr  dig
ital alarm. The perfect gift for any • with an eye on the future.
these two new designs from General Electric. are definitely up Icc
the minute. Both clocks offer AMIPM indicators. iew alarm.
power interruption indication and 21.-hour alarm. For a couple
with time cin their mind is a His and Hers- alarm. which can
set to two different wake-up times. Top t ed dual f
alarm control features Snooz•Alarms: a calendar offers day and
month at the touch of a button. Other features include ant 00000
readout dimaver and forward and reverse time and alarm .11.
For individualists. a top ted single alarm clock offer.. hi I..
brightness control and Snaps-Alarm. Nuggemted retail for dual








a warm atmosphere during the





9 *. 0 Samsonite
Story of Hanukkah, Festival of Lights
In additissn to Christmas.
there are other hd days w hih
are Lelebr died during the A triter
01111Cili or the
festival ot I ights
It usually anises J11110s1 4.011
urrcntly with Christmas and is
celebrated by people of the Jess
oh faith
It is a toy 005 holiday corn
memorating the rededication ot
the temple by Judas MaiLabeus
in It" B C
the miracle sit Thou.ki,di
light
Only one day 's supply ot cccl
remained to the HeNew, and.
by divine grace. burned tor
eight day,
In anv lent tradition, gills
were exchanged every night ot
the holiday !his custom has
changed somewhat over the
years and many people velebrate
by eve hanging one gilt during
the eight day holiday
the.' irsr..../ if Hantaa,,,
•••trtholt.ted by the Mellot,th ,,r
milepronged ,andelabra I he
ninth e. andle. icr thupflnrg, is I li
o.si‘ night and is used to light
east) sit the remaining candles
the candles inerease by 1.11t:
CVO \ d,11% tti the hs.liday On the
eighth day, allot the candles ace
lit bringing to colic lusion the
I estttal of tights
GENERAL ELECTRIC RANGE
WITH FAMOUS CALRODR SURFACE






r 0.1010/1, ilVEM WM. • 1.111110.4MG
• Removable Oven Door







YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS




upto 50% Of f
venellewslellele
ro 
26 Co, P.shee,r, •
24 orYes Poltroon
0 29 Cor neheefs •
loches 0 N.te







































BANG 2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE






This offer includes Men's Women's and Childrens' Dress, Casual, and Canvas Shoes
• . You,Can Mix them when buying, so bring the whole family, friend or neighbor
--51A-MaaLStleet Family Shoe Store Murray Ky
TOOLS
REGISTER FOR THE TWO
$15.00 GIFT CER-
TIFICATES TO BE GIVEN
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ja4115"C4011
• • a -Tips on how to be a smart toy shopper
How says y about toys are you
. . .
As the Christmas filth nears.
do you -rust want to get it over
with- or base sou given
• some thought to the true mean-
ing of toys in your child's &yet-
opment
Do you succumb easily to the
latest lad games ior perhaps
your own preferences) . . or
do you wisely select a toy that's
appropriate for irrur child?
Toys take ti big bite out of the
Chrigmas budget—which may
be smaller this year—so be
highly selector in your buying.
Here are some guidelines to
help you choose from the thou-
sands of toys on the shelves.
This year. buy-only top qual-
ity toys that will stand up to a
child's rough play Nothing is
Indic discouraging - --both to you
and your child—than a toy
which breaks soon after the
wrappings are off
Take a look AT the linika line
these toys are built to last —
sturdy. safely -made and attrac-
tive The) '%e been handed
down from generation to gener-
ation, so you can be sure they'll
not be tossed out with the holi-
day decorations.
Also, put your dollars only in
toys that have long-lasting and
good play value Consider the
new Tonka Builder Play sets











Engraved Free While You Shop
Greek Letters Available
lenge to your told s magma
non, no matter what the stage ot
des elopment
!hey 're sturdily made, anrac-
ose, and each set comes with a
Tonka truck that children !lase
adored tor !.e.11.• they 're easy
to put together so that your child
won't he frustrated by- complica-
ted instructions or thmsy parts
There are tour Builders Play -
sets available. tqe Deluxe
Builders Play set mokes tun
buildings--a Shell gas station.
car wash or parking ramp. Other
individual sets will make a pizza
shop. a custom van shop. or a
fire station all familiar
places
Construction toy s help de -
%clop a child's awareness of the
world around him They not
only help increase physical dex-
terity but teach, in a fun manner
and at a pace which the child sets
tor himself, how to deal with
that real world.
A child will turn to these toys
which have inherent learning
%aloe . . time after tune .
and will he proud to own them.
So. stick to the high quality
tori which have Fong-lasting
play %aloe. and count yourself a
smart toy shopper indeed'
kACIIING tl:TION HIGHLIGHTS f the world•fa ttttt
Joie Chitwasal Thrill Show are re-created for soungsters in the
Joie Chitwood Ca Jump Thrill Set fr  irrtl Compam. It
reproduces the t popular Chitwood MA—launching a mo-
torized jump ear through the official cam ttttt onto a landing
ramp. The jump ear is powered b a ratchet motor that winik,
up in re% erse tion and furnishes plent* of power for its spec •
taeular leaps. An authenticalk -detailed Chess Than eab-n‘er-
engine truck pulls a detachable flat-heal trailer with the launch
cannon. Both toy sets Sr.' built, with trailitioniel Ertl quality,. of
rugged stamped steel and enginrering-graile plastic and lin-
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Decorating your front door is
a perfect way to begin your holi-
day season.
The entrance to your home is
an introduction to-your guests.
inviting them to step inside and
join in the gaiety.
A festive door need not cost a
lot of money. Ribbons, fabric
remnants, tissue paper. pieces of.
velvet and even hatboxes can be
incorporated into unique and
personalized designs,.
An effective, yet relatively
easy door embellishment con-
sists of wide red velvet strips
hung vertically on the front of
your door.
Artificial or real magnolia
leaves, sprayed with shiny
paint, can be attached, giving
the door a rich contemporary
look
A circular hatbox. decorated
with the traditional Christmas
colors of red and green, can be
used . to create a unique door
adornment.
The hatbox is cut in halt. the
rounded portions are cosered •
with red velvet or ribbon, and
green ribbon is used to form
handles, all giving the hatbox
the appearance Of a holiday
basket.
Greens, pine cones and large
tree baubles can fill the insides
of the container. This idea is per-
fect for double doors
If your doorway. rather than
the door itself, challenges your
decorating tendency. strips ot
green burlap overlaid with-ever-
green boughs are perfect tor
framing wide entranceways.
Red satin streamers, caught in
three places with bunches of
artificial apples and red peppers
and hung over the evergreen.
give your front door a regal bor-
der.
For those who prefer a more
traditional look, a lush ever-
green wreath tied with a big red
bow is, and always will be, a
Christmas sight to behold.
And, any festive doorway is
sure to put any holiday traveler
who approaches your door in a -
happy, holiday mood.



















Coats Sizes 714 20 0
SHOP SETTLE-WORKMAN
Where you always find quality merchandise at-a—reasonable price.
Downtown Murray We Appreciate Tour Business
"""THE CHRISTMAS
PARADE
*This Saturday Dec. 1st, 2 p.m.
*Mike Gottfried Head MSU
Football Coach - Grand Marshal -
*Floats, Bands, Fun!
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THE PER vorr 1:HHISTMAS GIFT for any Mail art- illeNC lash.
tunable., practical glint's called THE WARMER h Floater little.
For both town and country wear, the hanilwanw glinem combitw
merle leather pais,. and hacks with MEI!" Ilk knit., all 0% er a curly
pile  tg. And- for added protection Er ilw cold, the glutei,
hate ate i tttttt ante itartleiwck cuff. In eight 16i,lish color cont.
hinationa. TIIIF %%ARMEN is design...I Mk that  14ze stretches
ill all. %hoot 91 I at 111111. NNW,.
Don't wait until nest year ...
Trim up the yule tree
and trim down the sugar
@With the holidays almost
upon us, everyone is looking
forward to lots ot gala parties
and good, hearty eating
And, then sometime around
the first week in January. we
make the same old resolution:
that neri year, we're going to es -
ercise just a bit more restraint!
What if you could indulge
yourself just as much, yet still
lighten n a little on the amount
or sugar yoU consume?
Sound too good to be true?
It's not, because with just a bit
of advance planning and
products lower in sugar, you can
do it.
Here are some tips, using
Smucker's Low Sugar Spreads
(with half the sugar and half the
• PLAY YOUR ACE.
Sagebrush" separates from The Gallery'
by Haggar are the ate in any game.
;Ns, ,• \ ,‘\\\\\.\\uA..\"
Put on your poker face 4'"•"'"
when you wear this Sagebrush'
outfit. They won't know what you're
up to, but they'll figure anybody who
wears these suede-trimmed denim kl
separates must havo something up his
sleeve. They're serious western-styled fashion
in 50% cotton, 50% polyester. The gun and elbow patches
show you mean business. And the prices are better than
having an ace in the hole. Sport coat, $67. Vest, $22.
Slacks, $21 *Free Gift Wrapping*
C3raham & Jackson
















ki 2 0 % OFF NIIDresses L A
„..1 ,,.......,4....
NI.4401,41144444 . . **;"Sugar & Spice_
i goutictue*k
In 
itm A i 4
11 Hill Dixieland Center
calories of regular preserves
and jellies and no artificial
sweeteners!)
• Ti) traditional glazed ham
—with a lighter touch—that IS,
Use Smucker's Low Sugar Or-
ange Marmalade or Strawberry
Spread for a fruitier flavor.
• Go ahead and eat the home-
made breads and biscuits, just
use a touch less butter and your
favorite Low .Sugar Spread
(Could be Grape. Strawberry,
Apricot or Orange Marmalade).
• Try candied squash—
without the candy. Sprinkle
pinches of nutmeg, cinnamon,
and brown sugar with a few tea-
spoons of Smucker's Low Sugar
Apricot Spread into cooked
squash. (Works well with yams,
too.)
• Instead of the usual cran-
berry sauce with turkey, how
about a change of pace? Try
Low Sugar Grape Spread. It's a
nice change.
• When you come in from an
afternoon of shopping, warm up
with Holiday Tea: a teaspoon of
Orange Marmalade and a cinna-
mon stick in your favorite tea
blend.
• Glaze fruit bread with
Strawberry Low Sugar Spread.
• Instead of apple saue with
Roast Pork, try Low Sugar Or-
ange Marmalade. it's a new kind
of tang.
So, when mid-January rolls
around, things will be better
than they might have been.




If you want to i(void last-rnin-
ute hassles on Christmas Eve.
these tips may help you cele-
brate in a more relaxed mariner.
— • Be sure you have plenty of
wrappingpaper„gift tags. tape,
ribbons, well before the middle
of December.
• Wrap gifts as you select
them and ge,t them home and put
them away in a "child-proof'
place.
• Keep a list of gifts to hti.
and have it with you at all time.
Check names off as you select
gifts.
• Get extra stocking-stuffers
for the unexpected friend or rel-
ative who drops in.
And more tips to help keep
you relaxed.
• Check the Christmas tree
lights before you put them on
the tree; don't wait until Christ-
mas Eve to do it.
• A tree "skirt" to keep
needles from dropping on the
carpet can be made from an old
sheet.
• Make ice cubes and store
them in plamic bags to await the
big day.
• Turkey sliced ahead of (inn
can be kept moist by puttin
damp paper towels over the
platter.
• Have your holiday clothe,
freshened, tried on and checked
for buttons, snags, tiny rips iv
the seams, or any other cata•
trophe.
As Joseph was a-walking.
He heard an angel sing:






SHOP BIG NAME BRANDS . . .















polyester for easy care and
long wearing, select your
favorite color and styles.


































2 Sp, Li, 3 Heat',
8.99











fabrics, sty les and
.fashion colors Missy















Select from button or zipper
front, polyester fleece, easy
care and easy wear. Sizes
thru Large.
Reg. 12.99 





















Lompare at 16 99
LADIES SHOES
Select group of shoes in
many%styles,_dress, casual,












Dresses that really look
expensive, chenille, terry and
polyester prints. Greet the
'Holidays with gently feminine
appeal. 1 & 2 piece styles in
Fall and Holiday Colors. Jr.,
Missy & Women sizes:
SUPER n 99












Your choice of our best
. selling bras. Wide range
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This space age building block
set combines fun and learnintr
I hi t tnistinas man\ ..-1W
Lhell t1 11.111.11i
1101 k.11k he., Al., spa, e age
1...\ • .11t: mot, portt f at t han e‘ct
but al,t. -ILA,: ii s01 Al kiiids
ate 1......114; 0111,11i1,1.:,1 01 1110,icin
thi tutwi • ansv.er to
the nicd• ot today
1-11, 0,.\ Cr. is J
(suit that ritits 4N RIC range
ot dittcrcut ntat,lials hen a
compan S chooscs a parikutar
plaNII: !Or OIL it
m.eighs iriaiiy .httirent laetors
and has,..slls sclection tilt a dell
esssCillial propel
be plas11, that re,:ently ss as
.hossm toi an Iliiaclflatisc ncv,
to is kostar 1'1 sopol\
este!. s'“pplied hy Fastman
therin.a! Prodin..ts. Irtt
A Is, relati‘e ot the poly -
est.!, people associate
ith tahti,:. or ricv. light \Yeight
be' crage bottles. the material
..oinhines clarit‘, strength and
durability ----propertiesthat
RI lb,- Manillas
turd sititsisi-. is .ssriiiial tot
all atti a. e and long lasting
pitkItht
luturistt. look
sid f Of satellite: dOillis Aids
12 sided 14 10,0a ,oniponctits. the
plast i. helps gr..- the building
lifts, k set its unique . ily oi the
future look
SLit Cif ttlti,, Its eh:signed
le, ,o111hilli edi.16:.111011 and
and give the chtld or- todav a
build a e ik of (11111111
Ii1V. 1101 in his losn pl.( \ ioom
h set ,ttnstst. i tJear
snap together measur
oig . inch long by is., h
V. ILK' And 111.11 high. as W
as satellite domes and tower
components. h to in. lies in
diametei
tollov, Niit th> dictates ot
his imagination. a child flans
forms the piece, into .1111/111.1(1.1(C
city Of his own design
111-.!•1(,\1.1) Ill (.11NIBINElilt & kl IHN kNIttl \, iari is
131. ii front iii•erlittu.r rov.i. a flit .... kit that Irt.
child of today build a cit, s.f t row right n his ess, it lila, -
roona. Satellite. 41 i. and 12-sided tioser 4.41itiponenti. al% r the
.4.1 its unique ell, •iiGthe-Ititurn look.
Enjoy Christmas
all through the year
Those special Christmas mo-
ments can he emoyed at any
time during the year is ith the
. help of a Yideo cassette record&
• and a video camera.
A video cassette recorder can
turn any color TV set into a
complete home stewing system.
The Video Director from Zenith
has more features and offers the
customer more control OVer
color TV programming and'
viewing than ever before possi-
ble from Zenith.
The Video Director can re-
..ord up to five hours on one cas-
sette Its "Weekend- timer
allows recording time to he pre-
set up to three days in ads ance.
The set can also be pro-
grammed to record programs ot
the came length at the same time
on successiye djys until the tape
is fully used For instance, a
week's worth of a taYorite day -
time serial can he V. Jtched in
one evening.-
A remote Action Control can
be used to edit unwanted mate-
rial during recording
Speed Search can help you
find Just the spot on the tape you
are looking tor quickly.
Stop Action:an freeze that -
important kick-off or goal---all
by remote control.
, Cameras that record picture
and sound are also available
Add one to the Zenith Video Di-
rector, and those special mo-
ments need not he lust a fnemor•
—they can be reused at any
time throughout the years, to
keep Christmas bright.
Cats, dogs enjoy holiday, too
Legend sass that the animals
- talked cn Christmas Eve. .
May be your pet keeps his
thoughts to himself, but it's a
safe het that held like to join the
festivities around the Christmas
tree.
Cats and dogs love to romp'
through wrapping paper and
play is ith ribbons That's all
yery well for an adult, hut be
sure puppies and kittens don't
get hits of paper and string down
their throat,
Don't let them get too eu:ited
or you might have an accident
on your hands-- or a sick ani-
mal, is hich would throw -a
shadow over your own festivi-
ties,t.,„,.......,..........................,
































mg vuovamacuslos rag varrot wiz% mg ow soma tuesowessuat
11'1"%1111111111, U111 01
14et.alls4: the gioose‘i h!os(,
lit snugly one insist: anoth,d.
they .,an be built into towel mg
p11111.1, It's. at if; t LINA! sI
di4gtttals it? ptled lisc Ii., k,
into at-chiles (mai .41(1.1111es
he (Ow Sr
rounded on the inside. 1.7 ,ided
*in the out,ide Iii logettici
ascending ,,lu, ii .1 ,
erowned with the
dome, 10T .111 aklefiei spa.. ace
look.
l)esigned ii ctiit1ielI
three y Cat 5 Old, the' Slal (Is
Bleh.k sel is a its lhaf tram s
child's instill., I. ingenuit, oil
artist', imagination
A tew design guideline,
pros %Jed in illustration, on 111:
Ki's. hut children ba,,,aly build
24-inch square cit,
to their own ideas
Materials rnake it
ibis ht)114.1.1!.  man,
gilts tor children still 1-.5- Iii
turisth: thi Marc! i,i f fort,
the are made \1 dciii
pi:1.41c materials hIcild ,•,
peal is th durabilit, eoiii
bination sure to .1elight k
'tiers and parents al thc
time
Whiz through pre-parts cleaning. ,um) power spray (' a ri wt cleaner
I here s no pla.e like honic
tor entertaining family and
.1Lif ing the flohdass But
along is lii the tun part it ram
preparantins gises the diudgeis
I oak - to •Ufe eat Ii re.ttniis 1/i
tip top shape
One applian,e that makes
holiday household ,1101eS A little
CasiCf is the Kenmore home
power sinstv cleaner It has the
cartabilirv ot ,leaning a typical
1 ,F I jilt It 1111%1F. 1\11) LW- For silt %PE before holitla% In,.. 
hisales begiut .dh the help It appliatires. suf•ii HA the K 
-pro, earpet cleaner frtatt Seers. that make sour
task easier.
ti-tool by 12-toot carpet without
refilling
The Kenmore spray carpet
cleaner resembles a canister
s Actium cleaner and teatures
single two gallon supply and re -
cowry tank
Alter tilling the unit with hot
tap water and cleaning solution,
the mixture is sprayed into the
carpet at Itt pounds per Square
inch by actisaiting a trigger con-
trol on the haunt: grip
Addtli features
Some 70 percent ot the liquid
used in cleaning is recovered by
the vacuum system, and in two
to three hours the carpet is dry
The unit is equipped with an
114- foot power cord, a Amu
vinyl hose and a 40-inch wand
with a ninch nottle featuring
two spray _lets molded of a clear
material to allow for sisual in-
spection of the cleaning opera-
tion
An attachment set is available
hi et ins the spray cleaner into
a consentional wet-dry vacuum
cleaner tor indoor and outdoor
use
he Kenmore spray cleaner
weighs less, than 45 pounds
tilled and sells for under S130 at
Sears retail stores












25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 7.5%
DON'T FORGET GIFT CERTIFICATES!
National Brands Missy
Sportswear Coordinates
Shirts, sweaters. pants vests, blazrs and
skirts. Reg. 1299 to 599
(Genuine Leather -Handbags
All styles including clutches
Reg. 22"
(Holiday Blouses
Fancy holiday blouses, big top's. tunics and
more to choose from Reg 16- 899
997)
"Plush Velours
These soft velours have feel appeal and come
in fashion-making colors. Reg 22- 9 9 9
Lurex Shirts
Lurex threads put the glitter and glow in this
899)
(. group of tops. Reg. 15'
(-Sweaters
Top off your wardrobe with sweaters! Misses
and junior sizes in poodles. lur(./
chenille and more! Reg. 1899
(-Famous Name Jr.
Coordinate Sportswear
Pants, vests. sweaters. Ir'-
blazers and shirts.




Misses & Jr. Fashion Skirts
Plaid tell the fashion story in tri-blend wools
and pretty color mixes. Reg. 19" 899)
r-Missy Pants
Corduroy, flannel, and polyester gabardine
fabrics in fashions latest styles
Reg. 19"
Jr. Pants
Fabulous fashion buys-in polyester gabardine,
89,9
and flannel. Reg. 19" 
/
899,
Scarf and Hat Gift Sets
Perfect for holiday giving, knit solids, stripes.
and jacards. Reg. 9" 599
(—Better Nylon Gowns
Be warm and pretty in pastel gowns with
delicate lace trim.




Keep cozy in famous maker warmwear.
099_2
Reg. to 14" 
1 
(Slippers
Perfect for winter nights, slip-ons, terrycloth
polyester. Special price. 
299 to 599_2
Dress Sale
Great selection of famous label
dresses. Junior, misses &
halfsizes.
Reg. 179' to 3299 
900
1300
Reg. 19" to 3999
Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Up 10 50% OFF!
Belts, key cases, change purses, pill boxes,
checkbOok covers and many, many more.
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(d)linterttg) ()yen boon
to ht)Iitiny (.(pt)lang
One at the major frustrations
of holiday Clioking tor dilutet.
and parties is the laa,,of enough
oven space
There's always a waiting line
•loods to go the iisen tor
baking. broiling or toasting
cause something efse us already
in there
The problem is ines dably
of space-- there's no MOM to
add another (n en and. any w
It's too expensive
Here's where the pertect
"house" gift comes into the pic
lure-- an electric countertop
oven that doesn't take a great
deal of space and doesn't cost a
fortune
General Electric's Niersatron,
with an c k1. trunk scns IIt.ircuit
that controls tempi:rat all:, Is
large enough lot a 9- by I V.
st•indaid metal cake pan. 2'
quart asseiole in four pound
II ast
It 4. an broil up to 12 lamb
chops al nine and autirmaik ally
toasts up to six slkes of bread
and it has all audible signal that
los you know the toast is reads
Interior side wall panels.
glass door. hack wall mid multi
purpose pan are removable And
dishwasher proof 1/sootier-am
!flush has molded -.livid touch"
side handles, and a built in 1a)
minute tinier
Suggested retail for the
Versatron is V-P9
••
FOR BIWID AI Et 10k111., thc %el-patron io cii fr  41.euseral
Electric ham an elect  ir. uit I hat control.. tempera-
ture. It hake•• broil• aml tme.t.. all 015 the countertop.
4
‘•
111E PER F'Et 7II:IFT—Fr the look on thi*Iiitle tHIP,'14 rare, 5514t11/16 of Sugarplum. the
otal thing. dancing around in hi. head 1:hri.timo. Fie. According to the Pet Inforniat• Bureau.
mph.- arc e‘cellcut gift awl ran help teach a child reigninkilnlin and lose.
This season, put a little
bark under the yule tree
Whelki ',oU need a present
for someone age six, sixteen or
sixty, a puppy is one great gilt










































641 Armee From Smorgasbord 753-4476 Money, I.
Dogs are enduring Christmas
gilts with lifespans far greater
than a doll., game or a box of
cigars.
Dug diversity
*Mere are scores of breeds to
choose from, each with a tem-
perament and physique suited
to one environment or another.
Some breeds have different eat-
ing requirements. others can be
more easily trained.
To make are selection of a
Christmas puppy more enjoy-
able. the Pet Information Bu-
reau suggests evaluating differ-
ent breeds to determine the one
hest suited for the iddividual or
famiii in mind. .
• Live-in friend
Giving a puppy to a child. at
Christmas is giving a gift that
grows as the child does With a
pet, a child plays, shares secrets
and receives condon.
As a live-in playmate for chil-
dren, puppies also teach respon-
sibility—in feeding, exercising
and necessary grooming. Fam-
ily -oriented. child-losing
breeds include Cocker Spaniels.
Collies and Irish Setters.
Puppies provide love, com-
panionship and enjoyment for
elderly' and single people. Stud-
ies dealing with elderly popula-
tions have found pets give se-
nior citizens "new leases on
life," bringing new meaning
the world around them.
Puppy. love
• Single individuals, faced
with returning -to an enipt
home, appreciate a puppy greet-
ing them at the door.
Dog lovers living in the sub-
urbs or v. ide open spaces tend to
prefer larger dogs as pets--
Bloodhounds, Saint Bernard,,
Great Danes or Newfoundland,
Apartment dv.rliers, tend to
-select smaller breeds—Chi-
huahuas. Yorkshire Terriers or
Toy Poodles. Numerous mid-
dle-sized breeds make great ros
as well.
A dog's temperament is uql-
Now the New Year reviving old
Desires,









ally tormed by its owners; most
dogs can be taught to stay out of
mischief when left unattended.
Proper care
Patience and consistency in
setting desired behavior patterns
is the key to a well behaved
pooch.
Shetland Sheepdogs and
Golden Retrievers generally be- '
have better when left alone than
Poodles or Tertiers-, though
most breeds adapt to established
schedules.
..—.PaiPpies should be at least ▪ six
to eight Weeks old before leav-
ing their mother's side: Consult
a breeder, pet shop or veteri-
narian for feeding. care and
medical iristructions; •
Keeps on giving
A puppy is sure to spread hol-
iday cheer this Christmas season
and is one gift that will provide
love. companionship and enjoy-




How about a good. old
fashioned Christmas this year '
Concoct a feast straight out of
Dickens, and watch the expres
sions of joy on your loved ones'
faces, the lights sparkling in
their eyes.
Cook up a goose or a turkey
with all the fixings, and finish
up with that olde English favot
ite. a plum pudding
You can find special plum
pudding molds in shops spe-
cializing in gourmet cookware
Don't wait for the last minute
to begin preparing it. because
your plum pudding will need
time to age. so its flavors can in-
tensify and combine.
2
Mistletoe is an old English
custom. so old in fact that it
dates back to Druidic times.
Hang a sprig over a heavily traf-
ficked doorway.
You might consider preparing
a wassail bowl—a great bowl of
spiced wine that is sure to warm
the insides of your brood, when
they've returned from 'caroling
in the snowy streets.
Traditionally. a cup of wassail
was given in thanks to carolers
at each house they visited after
their concert had finished.
"God bless us even one!"
said Tiny Tim, the last of all.
—Charles Dickens

























Open On Sundays 1-5 Now Til Christmas
Levi's Jeans 25%
OFF
eat--c•-• • - ,,,....-...s. . •::604,1:11r44....,/,,,, Mr, -
Houseware Holiday
A. Compact Portable Mixer Save $3 3-speed control Push-button elector
Reg. 1284 ••• •
B. "Snappy Curl" Curter•Styler. Has cool tip non-stick coated barr,. di heat
built-in stand Reg. 5.97. 52 360 5
C. Electric Knife. Save $3 Stainless steel thumb switch for blab,- ron-
trot Rug. 15.83. ,
D. Blender. Save $7 14-speed dual range blender solid state cc,' • -.+-•
Proof container Reg. 25.84. •.•
E. Food Processor. Chops shreds. mixes & cuts
on.'08 switch, double interlock safety feature,
belt drive, includes serrated cutter blade, shred-
der. slicer plus mixing blade.
Punch Bowl Set. 18-pc set inciudee .,e-pc. Confer Set Wood coasters with
lit'rcit bowl 8 5-oz cups cork insets Assorted de-
8 cup hooks, plastic ladle 4.63 • signs Reg. 2.64. w 2.37Reg. 5.97. , • 
YOUR CHOICE or PATTERNS
40$e. ironstone Dinnerware. Save $7
. Service for 8 Refreshingly
new decorations Oven
proof detergent proof 31 97
dishwasher sate •
Reg: 38.97. SO OS• I e
In
YOUR CHOICE OF PATTERNS
50-pc. Stainless Steel Tableware. Save
$5 Service for 8 with 16
teaspoons 8 each salad
aril dinner forks soup 13 97spdons knives. 1 each •
sugar spoon and butter
knife Satin or polished
finish Reg 18 97 '.o2'.. • et
A. Miniature Wall Clock, Save $3 Colonial design with
gold-tone dial black filigree hands and
gold-tone swinging pendulum Electric 10.97
Reg. 13.97 '.2)02-'
B. Professional Salon-Type Hair Dryer. Save S7 Built-in
heat control. 4 heat control settings,
adjustable drying arm Reg. 31.84
52 364 5 24.84
C. Duel Heed Lades' Shaver. -Save $5 One side for
legs, one for underarms Reg. 14.88.
5,1392 9.88
D. Men's Shaver, Save $6 Super-thin stainless steel
head Reg. 23.88. 5,-124-6
17.68
E. Table Mixer. Save $8 Infinite speed contra with 12
speed positions. Comes with stand 2
beaters with thumb tip elector. 2 clear
0 1084glass bowls, and removable cord
Reg. 39.84. '.2-3)8-'
VIehOr-Ever
Chicken Bucket, Save $7.
4-at low pressure fryer
makes tender juicy chicken
super fast Use for sea foods.
vegetables too Recipe book
included Reg. 29.83 d,
22.63
A. Poly-Drip Coffee Maker. Save $7 Br'-.'.'
cups of delicious coffee automatically
Has keep•svarm cycle filters 19 84•Reg. 26.64. St 3,5 2
S. Corn Popper. Save $355 Self-butte,- . -
clear iexan cover Reg. 14.38. 52 32, 1 10.83
C. Poly Perk. Save $3 Brevos 4 to 8 cups f • -
matically Reg. 10.84. St Pe, -is
7.84
0, 7•PC, Stainless Sleet Cookware, Save SH
i and 2 at covered sauce pans 6-at
Dutch oven, and 10'' open fry pen 31.97Reg. 39.97. w 
Use OTASCO Credit or LAYAWAY
Friendly Folks —
Friendly Service
'Prices Good Through Saturday At All OTASCO Stores
- and PARTICIPATING DEALERS
1=01 SI
If 01, 0.171/*Bel-Air Center - 753--8391
•
PAGF. b THE Mt RRAY. K LEDGER & TIMES. Thursday , Nos ember '.!9, 1979
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THIS SF: %SI F's•;*.v SPF4:1%I. GIFT IIW iP Ihr Radarange "
 row a, men with a built in   ft attire. it briber remod-
eling or liming a IICIA I  . an, -1111- model Railarange
call be biiitt into a a all or Cabinet. ahate, er the devorating
scheme. li, using an installation kit oh-signed b, %maim Refrig•
eratiott. Inc.. the lumina Touchmatic II alimr fits snug!, in
the wall %Ultras, access ft an, part of the kitchen. It can WIN)
be built ill an Alumna single wall men. Radarangr micro-
mt• aim. feature the lita0Mase S, stem in addi-
tion to tut ally "Ireimerature Control S, stem and a aide
range of Emikmatir power k-'..4.. These moriels cook more
es irt eee ll :ding turning of 1..11%1. and can he pro-
gra  to matt, different t i t es. trinueratures and cookmatic
le, els.
1.141 I HIM; FOR THE HOME It %KER. frUni the finc•i
black steel hake% are to the special needed for the mi• •
ing and rising of dough, is featured in the "Baku" .rrie.
Hat lllll arplast.
Fake furs, a "real"
Christmas treat
The nest time you're asked
what you really want for Christ-
mas. tell them a fabulous furl—
the one ou • t aly ay s dreamed
of owning
Then surprise Santa with the
good news and choose a great
flea fur look -alike coat of Its
sate!, the French manutacturers
of tur like tahric "- Santa- will
lose the price and you'll love the
results
liusurious simulated -fur
coats or sport!. tackets are a
glamonws trend iii winter outer-
y ear
444 & 444444














One Rack Girls 1/
Dresses 2 Off
Tennis CLOSE- 1/
Shoe OUT /2 Off
HURRY IN TODAY!
•
Share work so all will enjoy holiday
The holiday season brings
joy, excitement and fun to all—
except sometimes for the family
cook-hostess-shopper-package
wrapper
Overwhelming work and re
sponsibilities have been known
to cloud this happy season, the
way to avoid it is to share the
work so everybody has the
energy to share the fun.
When you entertain family.
and friends, for example, assign
some of the marketing, table-
setting and other jobs to various
family members
Keep accidental spots and
spills from spoiling the occasion
by appointing one person as
stain removal expert.
With a little know-how,
clean-ups of both washable and
dry -cleanable items can be
quick and easy.
The most important rule to
remember is that a spot is easiest
to remove if it's treated immedi-
ately.
Before laundering any items,
be sure to read the manu-
facturer's washing instructions.
Most common spots will re-
spond to a treatment of
Spray 'n Wash" laundry soil and
stain remover.
Just spray the pretreat directly
on the spot. wait 60 seconds,
and launder not-malls For e‘tra-
KU'S
11 THE
Chnstmas can be a time wnen
youngsters can learn the funda-
mentals of cooking while having
fun.
Children can learn about
nutrition, arithmetic, kitchen
safety and good table manners
while preparing seasonal treats
which they themselves will ulti-
mately enjoy
Gingerbread men, fudge. and
sugar. oatmeal nut and choco-
late chip cookies are just a few
ideas for recipes.ahat are sim-
ple enough for a child to do
- with minimal supervision and
guidance.
Wearable. warm and long-
lasting. the Tissas el Fabrics
come in every imaginahlc 
animal fur' "f - and cost a
fractiotiof the real thing
The quality of Tissai,el's
French craftsmanship lifters a
real -call of the wild- look and
feel. The elegant imported tur-
like fabric is made into beautiful
coats for ever. occasion
Under the tree it's lust anther
gift. but out of the paLk4c su
and your fabulous take step in
style. fooling esen the experts
-wherever you go
Marvelous "minks"' wrap
you op on windy a inter days.
while a luxurious "lynx- keeps
you cozy on -shivering moonlit
nights.
Santa has a bundle ot other
simulated furs to trap in si ur
closet too. Impeccably sts led in
the latest fashion trends. sou
can smother yourself this w inter
in wild -wolf. fabulous tox or a
racy raccoon.
The durable Tissave: uk -
alikes appeal to women ot all
ages. College students wi!1 !.se
heading back to campus atter
holiday break in a hooded pre-
tend wolf, while their ni,,ters
wine and dine in full-kneth
look-like-mink wraps.
Women on-the-go appres late
sport Jackets and new three-
quarter-length coats with ,tard-
up shawl collars for extra
warmth. -
Whatever you like, wherei.er
you live, this Christmas and the
new year will be brighter than






















A feeling of importance will
accompany the aroma of home-
baked-COokies when a child re-
moves a creation from the oven
that he or she has baked.
'tough spots. try another spray
and washing.
Many spots and stains op
dry -cleanable items—in-
cluding upholstery. drapery.
and rugs—can be removed
with K2r1 Spot-lifter
•Just apply it to the spotted
areas, let dry to a fine white
powder. and then brush the pow-
der and the soil away. (Check
the effect of any spot remover in
an inconspicuous place before
attempting to remove a spot
from A dry-cleanable fabric. If
spot contains water, let it dry
before using spot-lifter.)
Here are some common holi-
day spots and stains you're
likely to encounter and their
appropriate emergency remedy:
• Gravies and fondues—
scrape off as much of the grease
as possible. Use spray pretreat
or spot-lifter—depending on the
fabric--to get the residue.
• Egg Nog and hear. cream
—lukewarm water or soap and
water will remise any' solid por-
tion; then pretreat or spot- lilt
accordingly
• Wines—lukewarni water
will remove white wine spots on
non-washables; IC2r will take
care of red or rose spots For
washable drips. just use spray
pretreat before laundering
• Candle was—place the
stained item between layers of
absorbent paper and press with a
warm iron This will draw up
most of the solid wax. Then pre-
treat or spot-lift accordingly to
remove residue.
• Chafing dish smudges--
sponge off sooty residue with
cool water. Spray 'n Wash or
spot-lifter will do the rest
• Catke—on a non- washable
item, spot-lifter will remove the
spot; any traces of sugar win re-
spond to a moist rag. Pretreat
and launder the coffee spot on
washable fabrics.
• Candies and cream-filled
sweet, -- again, on a non-wash-
able, any remaining sugar trace
—after using the spot-lifter----
will be removed by dabbing
with a moist cloth. And, again,
the washable item needs the
spray pretreat and proper laun-
dering
• Lipstick—just spot-lift or
pretreat.
• Green vegetable spar—wet
stained area with cool water.
then spot-lift or pretreat.
• Evergreen sop—sponge up
as much of the sticky solid or
residue as possible; then spot-lift











A rotating shower of power that cc;oks more evenly and
cooks most foods faster than ever before!
The Rotawave antenna beams microwave eneegy








cakes, pies anda last!
muftins n 
bake up to 
twice
s 
Come in to see a demonstration.
Rota wave is available on 700-watt Amana Radarange
Microwave Ovens RR-10A, RR-9TA, RR-8A, RR-7A and RR-70A. It's
the best thing that's happened to cooking since microwaves!
. 
And it's only from Amana!
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